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drama, film, theory and criticism) of  the English-speaking Caribbean. We also welcome comparative 
assessments of  non-Anglophone Caribbean texts provided translations into English of  the relevant 
parts of  such texts are incorporated into the submission. JWIL will also publish book reviews. 
Submission guidelines are available at www.jwilonline.org.
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Rachel L. Mordecai

Editorial Preface

It is with deep pleasure that we present this April 2019 issue of  JWIL. Most of  
the articles published here have their roots in papers delivered at the 37th annual West 
Indian Literature Conference at the University of  Miami in October 2018. The theme 
of  the conference was “Global Caribbean Studies: ‘Scapes.’” It was, as always, a rich 
and generative gathering, structured, in this instance, around a series of  stellar keynotes, 
including talks by Elizabeth DeLoughrey, Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert and JWIL’s own Kevin 
Adonis Browne. While an admirably broad range of  topics informed the conversations at 
the conference, one recurring motif  was a sense of  urgency regarding the escalating threat 
of  catastrophic anthropogenic global warming, whose effects we now see around us in 
every part of  the globe, but whose impacts are disproportionately suffered by regions such 
as our own: societies with populations clustered at or near coastlines and (for the most part) 
minimal hinterlands, whose sparse financial resources hamper efforts at preparation for, 
mitigation of  and recovery from environmental disasters. (JWIL foregrounded this threat, 
and the Caribbean’s particular vulnerability to it, in our special issue, Caribbean Ecocriticism—
vol. 24, no. 2, November 2016—guest-edited by Elaine Savory.) While global and regional 
attention to the problem of  climate change, and the necessity of  a swift transition away from 
fossil fuels, is on the rise, none of  us can deceive ourselves that this is a solved problem, or 
even that a solution is yet within our collective grasp. It is therefore essential that we who live 
in, come from and study the Caribbean continue to put our heads together to think, write 
and speak urgently about our current precarity, even while calling into being sustainable and 
salutary Caribbean futures.

While not directly addressing climate change, the articles gathered in this current 
issue answer this imperative via their collective engagement with Caribbean timescapes. 
They all—through their arguments, their methodologies or their object texts—are 
thinking and rethinking Caribbean histories (cultural and political) and the contemporary 
Caribbean in ways that chart, or at least gesture towards, emancipatory Caribbean futures. 
Without dishonouring the particularity of  each of  these scholarly pieces, we can see them 
clustering in pairs around three central themes or projects, the first of  which is interrogating 
transnational iterations of  Caribbean identity and questions of  (self-)representation 
in popular culture. Raj Chetty’s “Más Allá del Play: Race and the Dominican Baseball 
Player in Sugar” reads a 2008 film about Dominican Republic baseball players in the US 
minor leagues through C. L. R. James and Sylvia Wynter, tracking filmic techniques and 
symbolic language to elucidate the film’s nuanced treatment of  racialization and racial 
self-identification among and between black Dominican men and their US counterparts. 
Nicola Hunte’s “Travelling Identities, Virtual Frames: Embodying the Caribbean in Digital 
Spaces,” meanwhile, examines what Hunte calls “virtual performances of  Anglophone 
Caribbean identity” in three online videos that rework artefacts from North American 
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popular culture (such as Cinderella and Sesame Street) in a Caribbean mode. Counterposing these new-
media texts with earlier, print-based Caribbean texts—novels by Samuel Selvon, Andrea Levy and 
Austin Clarke—Hunte demonstrates how the modes and aesthetics of  Caribbean cultural production in 
digital spaces call for us to not only deploy but also rethink the insights yielded by both postcolonial and 
diaspora-studies frameworks.

A second pair of  articles takes on the project of  looking anew at canonical Caribbean women’s 
writing to reveal insufficiently explored dimensions of  these texts and their investments—enacted, 
in part, at the level of  form and structure—in advancing women’s freedom. Meina Yates-Richard’s 
“Refusing Daffodils: The Resistant Pedagogies of  Michelle Cliff’s Abeng” enjoins us to return our gaze 
to Cliff’s novel because its “forms of  resistant and insurgent pedagogy” have thus far been largely 
overlooked in the critical scholarship. Situating the novel within a postcolonialist understanding of  
education as site of  imperialist/anti-imperialist contestation, the essay argues persuasively that Cliff 
uses a variety of  textual strategies which ultimately cohere into a “text-book” for the refusal of  colonial 
hegemony. In “The Erotic Schemes of  Angels: Love on the Line in Merle Collins’s Novel Revisioning,” 
Asha Tall guides us through a different kind of  textual return: Collins’s revision of  Angel, her 1987 
novel about the Grenada Revolution, reissued in 2011. Tall’s careful examination of  Collins’s changes 
and additions to the novel supports her contention that, despite the marginal position of  the novel’s 
romantic plot, Collins is centrally interested in figuring the transformation of  interpersonal relationships 
and the expansion of  erotic autonomy as essential to emancipatory projects.

Finally, we present a pair of  articles which think through the politics and potentialities of  
Caribbean and black-diasporic sound. Petal Samuel’s “A ‘Right to Quiet’: Noise Control, M. NourbeSe 
Philip and a Critique of  Sound as Property” summons Philip’s work—specifically, the prose-poem 
Looking for Livingstone—to ground its critique of  efforts to extend property-rights claims into the sonic 
dimension, thereby driving sound-makers (often Afro-Caribbean people) out of  public spaces by 
portraying their expression as “noise” which putatively invades the private property of  those who 
are, as Samuel notes, “often otherwise the privileged subjects of  rights.” This phenomenon, which 
Samuel identifies in sites across the hemisphere, is examined and discursively countered via Samuel’s 
deployment of  Philip’s poetic engagement with silence and figuring of  “sound as a shared natural 
resource.” And Njelle W. Hamilton’s “Jamaican String Theory: Quantum Sounds and Postcolonial 
Spacetime in Marcia Douglas’s The Marvellous Equations of  the Dread” elucidates for us that novel’s 
richly productive symbolic territory, where theoretical physics (string theory), colonial monuments (the 
Halfway Tree clock tower) and Caribbean soundscapes (in particular, reggae music) meet to generate 
“new ways of  thinking postcolonial Caribbean spacetime.” (We take this opportunity to congratulate 
Dr. Hamilton on the recent publication of  her new book, Phonographic Memories: Popular Music and the 
Contemporary Caribbean Novel, out from Rutgers UP.)

This month, our book review section highlights new literary work written by Caribbean women 
and published by Peepal Tree Press in 2017. Shara McCallum’s poetry collection Madwoman is reviewed 
by Amrita Bandopadhyay, who concludes that the collection “reclaims women’s ‘madness’” through 
“terse diction and powerful images.” Meanwhile, Kim Robinson-Walcott calls the short stories in 
Helen Klonaris’s If  I Had the Wings “dark, haunting and beautiful,” as they offer depictions of  “the 
conservative religious Greek Bahamian community,” a group with sparse representation in Caribbean 
literature. Finally, Kezia Page reviews Leone Ross’s collection Come Let Us Sing Anyway and Other Stories: 
twenty-three pieces of  short fiction which focus on the lives of  girls and women, offer an expansive 
mapping of  the territory of  the Caribbean and its diaspora, and constitute “complete, heady meals that 
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the reader will gobble up.” We are delighted to celebrate these additions to the rich, broad and deep 
tradition of  our regional literature.

Finally, we thank Tessa Mars for permission to use her remarkable artwork, “Conversation avec 
Hector H.,” for our cover.

We invite questions, comments, and feedback to us or for the authors at editorial@jwilonline.org.
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Más Allá del Play: Race and the 
Dominican Baseball Player in 
Sugar
Raj Chetty

My title is a riff on C. L. R. James’s Beyond a Boundary, first published in 1963, and 
builds on his cross-disciplinary method to explore the imperial, social and racial worlds 
embedded within and extending beyond (más allá) the baseball field, el play in Dominican 
Spanish. In spite of  the difference in both sporting and colonial histories—cricket versus 
baseball, twentieth-century independence from Britain versus nineteenth-century political 
independence from Haiti and Spain—it is important to view these colonial histories of  
Caribbean sport relationally, not least because of  a shared history of  slavery, resistance, 
white supremacy and US imperial hegemony. What is more, the Trinidadian James provides 
a Caribbean reading of  cricket that is useful for understanding the way race, colour, culture 
and baseball work in the Dominican Republic.

Source: photo by Matthew T Rader. unsplash.com
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This essay examines black Dominican baseball players’ transnational black networks and 
negotiations—what, borrowing from Jorge Duany, Lorgia García-Peña has dubbed the “vaivén (coming 
and going) of  Dominican blackness,” an alternative reading of  Dominicans’ racial practices that 
“engag[es] the movements, translations, and negotiations of  racial ideology across markets and nations 
to better understand the contradictions that have led to multiple scholarly and cultural misreadings of  
Dominican racialization” (11). While in agreement with the principle of  García-Peña’s point, I inflect 
the idea of  “misreadings of  Dominican racialization” towards ‘misrecognitions’ in encounters between 
black American and black Dominican baseball players, and the unrecognizable black cultural practices 
in the 2008 baseball film Sugar. I do this by situating blackness in Dominican baseball alongside Sylvia 
Wynter’s and C. L. R. James’s work on cricket as a social practice embedded in racial-colonial worlds.

In her brilliant reading of  Beyond a Boundary, Wynter extends James’s connection among ancient 
Greek sport, tragic drama and cricket to European and then West Indian carnival: 

That institution, as Mikhail Bakhtin points out, had functioned in pre-capitalist Europe, 
as it functioned in traditional Africa, as it functions in the Afro-Euro-derived Trinidadian, 
New Orleans and Brazilian Carnivals, to provide the great “dramatic spectacle” that the 
Greek games, and its successor, Greek tragic drama, as James notes, had provided. The 
same dramatic spectacle of  which organized sports were to be the contemporary modality 
of  industrial society. (sec. 1)

Wynter distils here a Caribbean sociohistorical geography, at the confluence of  the New World 
encounter between Europe and Africa—structured by racism and colonialism, to be sure—out of  which 
widely popular social forms like carnival, calypso/kaiso and sport (cricket, baseball, football/soccer) 
emerge and give life to what Wynter calls “‘the common people’ and the ‘whole body of  the people’” 
(sec. 1). Wynter’s essay highlights the way James offers an early instance in sports studies of  the sort 
of  nuanced Marxist cultural studies approach advanced by scholars such as Ben Carrington and Ian 
McDonald in their edited collection Marxism, Cultural Studies and Sport.1 James reads the re-emergence of  
mass sporting culture in the 1860s and 1870s—football/soccer and cricket in England, baseball in the 
United States, tennis in Wales—conjuncturally, alongside a number of  historical landmarks throughout 
the same period: “Disraeli’s Reform Bill, introducing popular democracy in England,” the US Civil 
War, the founding of  the First Communist International, the establishment of  the Paris Commune. 
Of  this conjuncture, James says, “[T]his same public that wanted sports and games so eagerly wanted 
popular democracy too. Perhaps they were not exactly the same people in each case. Even so, both 
groups were stirred at the same time” (153).2 Beyond a Boundary’s continued relevance is its analysis of  
cricket as a complex social activity worthy of  scholarly attention because of  its place at the intersections 
of  art and literature, race, history, imperialism, politics—in a word, culture.

In the chapter “The Light and the Dark,” James interrogates the race, class and colour politics 
of  Trinidad’s early- to mid-twentieth-century cricket clubs: the mostly or completely white Queen’s Park 
Oval and Shamrock Clubs; Maple, “the club of  the brown-skinned middle class”; Shannon, “the club 
of  the black lower-middle class”; and Stingo, whose members James describes as “plebians [...] Totally 
black and no social status whatever” (50). In what might be seen as both a nod to and an expansion 
of  W. E. B. Du Bois’s famous statement on “the problem of  the color line” in The Souls of  Black Folk, 
James refers to “a close friend” who was “openly contemptuous of  [the] colour lines” that governed 
acceptance into these various clubs (53). James himself  knew that when it came time for him to choose 
the cricket club to which he would belong, “Queen’s Park and Shamrock were too high and Stingo 
was too low,” even though he also emphasized that “[n]one of  these lines were absolute” (50). James’s 
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comment can be read as an inflection of  Du Bois’s thinking, responding to a Caribbean context in 
which white supremacy’s dominance and power manifest across a colour spectrum that articulates with 
class position. James’s chapter is a forerunner to Adrian Burgos’s discussion of  Latino baseball players’ 
integral role in “the working of  baseball’s color line,” especially since the Latinos whom Burgos analyses 
are mostly from the Spanish-speaking circum-Caribbean (Burgos 12). Much like the Trinidadian cricket 
clubs which James analyses, Burgos points out that “baseball’s various eras—the consolidation of  Jim 
Crow (1880s–1900s) and the testing of  racial lines (1910s–1947)[—]reveals that a two-tone racial order 
simply did not exist” (192–93).

Wynter makes this class-colour articulation explicit when she reads Frantz Fanon, obliquely, into 
her analysis of  James’s study of  cricket: “The people wanted organized sports because these sports and 
games were institutions that they helped to found and continue [...] to control the conditions of  their 
life-activities [....] However much, when wearing bourgeois masks on their popular skins, they would be 
led to negate their own imperative” (sec. 1). In a footnote, Wynter elaborates on this allusion to Fanon’s 
Black Skin, White Masks: “The ‘white masks’ worn by Blacks (Fanon) are not so much white as ‘normative 
masks,’ i.e., the set of  desires, aspirations, in the identity package which it then codes as Norm. [...] The 
middle-class co-optation of  the identity and desires of  the popular forces is even more powerful because 
more invisible” (n7; emphasis in original). Wynter here feints a critique that she lands more directly, 
later in the same essay, against the type of  “Black nationalism” that “represents Black as a biological 
rather than a socio-historical category” (sec. 1; emphasis in original). While Wynter explicitly reroutes 
the “White” in Fanon’s title to “normative,” what she does not explicitly state is the way she has also 
transposed “Black skins” to “popular skins.” Wynter not only interprets blackness and whiteness as 
sociohistorical categories but also raises an important sociocultural question: Who is black? Or, as 
Rinaldo Walcott has put it, black like who?

Wynter links the sociohistorical category of  “black” to Matthew Bondman and “the Blacks of  
the ghetto-prison-system-shanty-towns archipelagos of  the modern world system” (sec. 1). Bondman, 
with whom James opens his ‘autosociography,’ is among the most commented upon figures in critical 
analyses of  Beyond a Boundary (Wynter). James’s opening chapter, “The Window,” is literal—James’s 
childhood home had a window facing a cricket pitch, through which window he recalls watching 
Bondman as a child—but it also figures as a framing device for his reflections on how race, class, sex 
and cricket come together. James’s discussion in that opening chapter also opens a window onto the 
question of  explicit black self-recognition or identification, depicting what we might judge today as 
his own family’s unfortunate colour and class politics. James zeroes in on the disdain with which his 
grandmother and aunts viewed the ne’er-do-well Matthew Bondman, whose entire family, James writes 
in characteristically ironic understatement, “was unsatisfactory” (4). James emphasizes the way his own 
family’s respectability politics also revolved around his paternal grandfather: “My grandfather went to 
church every Sunday morning at eleven o’clock wearing in the broiling sun a frock-coat, striped trousers 
and top-hat, with a walking stick in hand, surrounded by his family, the underwear of  the women 
crackling with starch” (7–8). However, far from the disdain we might cast upon James’s family and, in 
particular, upon the women in his family, James is sympathetic: “The need for distance which my aunts 
felt for Matthew Bondman and his sister was compounded of  self-defence and fear. […] Respectability 
was not an ideal, it was an armour. [My grandfather] fell grievously ill, the family fortunes declined and 
the children grew up in unending struggle not to sink below the level of  the Sunday-morning top-hat 
and frock-coat” (7, 8). James understands, as Fanon did, that when white supremacy, colonialism and 
capitalism structure social relations, respectability is “self-defence,” “armour,” “unending struggle.”
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Later in the opening chapter, James turns to his maternal grandfather, Josh Rudder, an 
immigrant from Barbados and skilled train engineer. Of  him, James writes, “I had never seen nor heard 
of  any racial or national consciousness in Josh” (13). This, in spite of  Rudder being passed over for the 
job of  engineer in favour of  whites. James narrates one specific incident in which Josh was able to fix an 
engine problem that had vexed all of  the (white) engineers, Rudder choosing to do so on condition that 
no one watch him work. He later refused to tell any of  them how he had managed to fix it. When James 
asked why he had made that particular demand, Rudder asserted they “all [had] their big degrees, 
and it was their business to fix it. I had to fix it for them. Why should I tell them?” (15). James uses this 
vignette to illustrate that in spite of  his grandfather’s lack of  “racial or national consciousness,” there 
was nevertheless “more to Josh than met the eye” (13).

These two moments from James’s opening chapter underscore how willing James was to learn 
from those who appeared to be on the wrong side of  racial self-consciousness. In the first instance, 
James understood the powerful colonial pull that would cause his family to seek to distance itself  from 
Bondman, and his blackness, and move towards the respectability of  ‘appropriate’ church dress. In 
the second, James becomes poignantly aware of  how racial consciousness often is unrecognizable, 
particularly when the eye is trained to recognize only certain forms of  explicit or “enunciated” black 
discursive or performed assertions (Ramírez 154). In this way, James quite self-reflectively recognizes his 
own limitations, his inability to see his grandfather except in terms of  a lack of  racial consciousness.

Wynter, James and Fanon help situate the way blackness operates in the full-length feature film 
Sugar, with its representation of  Dominican baseball players’ lived experience as blacks and of  the racial 
articulations and disarticulations in encounters between black Dominican baseball players and their 
black American counterparts. As I have argued elsewhere, “so many U.S. commentators on Dominican 
racial relations begin with a question rooted in disbelief: ‘How can black people deny their own 
blackness?’” (126–27). This scholarly and popular consensus about Dominican blackness projects “the 
Dominican Republic as the racial pariah of  the Caribbean, a self-hating nation bent on occluding or 
erasing black identities” (125).3 The problem with this consensus is that it occludes what Silvio Torres-
Saillant has put quite evocatively: “[T]hough the imperial history that spawned racialization happened 
on a global scale, the conditions in which differentiated communities have lived their sense of  selves 
as racial beings unfold on an inexorably local terrain” (“One and Divisible” 8). This attention to the 
“conditions” under which Dominicans, as with other communities racialized as black, “have lived their 
sense of  selves” is crucial to understanding not only the way Dominicans live blackness on the island 
but also how they carry those lived experiences when they travel outside of  the Dominican Republic, 
and how their lived experience of  blackness shifts contextually and conjuncturally. Through the 
transnational travels of  its baseball-playing protagonist, Sugar stresses “the inexorably local terrain[s]” 
which racialized subjects navigate, and the way these subjects respond to the racial specificities of  those 
localities.

Written and directed by American filmmakers Anna Fleck and Ryan Boden, the film stars 
Algenis Pérez Soto, a native of  San Pedro de Macorís who had no formal acting experience prior 
to his starring role and who had learned limited English while working as a receptionist at a nearby 
hotel. Pérez Soto describes how he was invited to audition by the directors after they had finished the 
day’s auditions and saw him playing baseball at a nearby field. In the same interview, he notes that he 
influenced the film’s script, moving dialogue towards more of  a vernacular Dominican Spanish than 
what the American writers had come up with.4 In what follows I focus on the film primarily as written 
and directed by Fleck and Boden (both US Americans), although Pérez Soto’s performance as the title 
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character, nineteen-year-old baseball prospect Miguel “Sugar” Santos, is nonetheless an important 
element of  the representation of  Dominican blackness that the film delivers.

The film’s multiple geographies—San Pedro de Macorís; Arizona; Bridgetown, Iowa; the 
Bronx—foreground Miguel’s transnational and transregional lived experience of  blackness. Sugar 
simultaneously demystifies baseball away from a US national(ist) pastime into the transnational sport it 
has always been, and offers a much-needed counternarrative to that far more famous baseball movie 
with an Iowa setting, Field of  Dreams. That 1989 film features an “American nostalgia for simpler and 
more innocent times” that are reclaimed spatially in America’s heartland, in “a literally oneiric field 
on an Iowa farm” and through the defusing of  black radical politics, as the film closes by “literally 
consum[ing] a black radical in its corn” (Sobchack 14). As Bill Brown has argued, the black “radical” in 
the film, Terrence Mann (played by James Earl Jones), becomes the voice for a sentiment that “situates 
baseball [...] outside American history” in a “speech [that] shows that the dream of  rectifying baseball’s 
wrongs—both a dream portrayed in the movie and the movie’s own dream—has become a capitalist 
dream” (68–69). In Field of  Dreams, dead ballplayer ghosts emerge from cornfields to play baseball 
from a “purer” (whiter) era for 1980s (white) fans; the increasingly visible black Dominican ballplayers 
actually playing major-league baseball in the same late-1980s context “had not magically stepped out 
of  the cane fields and exchanged machetes for bats” (Ruck 199).

Thus, in addition to relying on its black character to elide baseball’s ugly history of  segregation 
and explicitly reassert the bourgeois normative whiteness that Wynter identifies, Field of  Dreams 
implicitly reasserts the Americanness of  that whiteness against the rising presence of  Latin American 
players, from the Dominican Republic in particular: by the mid-1980s, “[t]he island republic was on 
the cusp of  remaking major-league baseball in its own image” (Ruck 196). This image was decidedly 
black, decidedly Spanish-speaking, Latin American and immigrant—and decidedly from among the 
labouring poor. A striking number of  the players hailed from the sugar-mill towns of  San Pedro de 
Macorís, descendants of  West Indian migrants who, with Haitian labourers, were recruited in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to cut cane and often lived in bateyes, impoverished and 
resource-poor shantytowns that developed around sugar mills in the Spanish-speaking Caribbean. 
These same migrants also brought with them cultural practices that “revolved around cricket, the black 
nationalist philosophy known as Garveyism, and collective action in the community and workplace” 
(Ruck 198).5 Thus, black Dominican baseball prospects like Miguel are connected genealogically to 
racialized labour exploitation in the postslavery and colonized Caribbean and its persistence in what 
Wynter has identified as “the ghetto-prison-system-shanty-towns [-bateyes] archipelagos of  the modern 
world system” (sec. 1). These Dominicans’ blackness functions as a sign of  this exploitation, names a 
circumscribed geography of  poverty, and forms the grounds upon which they historically have built 
direct and indirect forms of  opposition.6

Sugar invokes all of  this history in its evocative opening sequence. After a week of  practice 
drills, practice games, meals and workouts at the Kansas City Knights (a fictional major-league team) 
academy in Boca Chica,7 Miguel Santos prepares to leave. In both short shots that have him moving 
towards the academy’s exit—the first from his dorm rooms to the academy gates, the second towards 
and then out of  the gates—he moves from left to right in the camera’s frame. The shot breaks, and 
in the new shot, he runs to catch a guagua (bus) home to San Pedro de Macorís for the weekend, now 
moving laterally left across the screen—in other words, in the opposite direction from his movement 
within the academy. The switch in the direction of  his on-screen movement articulates with the shift 
from the academy’s safely enclosed, watered and manicured baseball fields to the poverty just outside 
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the gates and in the home community to which he is headed. In a series of  fourteen shots—lasting just 
over one minute of  screen time—Miguel rides the guagua home, and the film heightens the way lateral 
movement to the left articulates with material regression by having him move consistently in the same 
direction on the screen, to the left, and in the opposite direction from the one in which he moves while 
within the academy.8 During this ride home, the camera watches, along with Miguel, out the guagua’s 
window. The scenery outside moves from screen left to right, with the window filling the frame for most 
of  the trip, but Miguel’s head is occasionally, briefly positioned inside and at the right of  the camera’s 
frame, looking out the window with the camera. In other words, the camera is on the guagua, moving 
with it and Miguel, travelling in a leftward direction—in the direction away from material surplus (the 
academy) towards poverty (his home)—but stationary relative to the moving image that is the passing 
scenery outside the window.9 Cinematically, this method captures a dialectic explored across the film’s 
narrative arc: the struggle between social forces that forcibly move people towards material insufficiency 
and one’s ability to stake out powerful positions and to act and move freely.

One particular landmark stands out in Miguel’s trip home, however: the towering sugar-mill 
smokestacks of  San Pedro’s Ingenio Cristobal Colón (see fig. 1). The film’s title already evokes the sugar 
and plantation economy that structured various Caribbean societies from slavery through the early 
twentieth century. In the Dominican case, sugar cultivation took root later than in other Caribbean 
societies, after the end of  slavery. Even so, the systematic exploitation of  black labour—often Haitian 
and West Indian migrants and their descendants—was a central feature.10 Ingenio Cristobal Colón, 
named after the patriarch of  New World indigenous dispossession, genocide and racial slavery, enfolds 
the long history of  European exploitation of  the island from Spanish fifteenth-century conquest and 
colonization through the twentieth- and twenty-first-century Italo-Dominican sugar-baron Vicini family, 
made infamous in the English-language world by the documentary exposé The Price of  Sugar, which 
uncovered the plantation conditions Haitian labourers endured at the family’s various mills. The scene’s 
suggestion of  a temporal-historical ripple outwards from Columbus to Dominican sugar-plantation 
history has its black Atlantic sporting analogue, as the “KC” logo on the hat for the fictional Kansas 
City team evokes the Kansas City Monarchs, one of  the most storied of  the Negro League teams. Thus, 
from the opening, the film explicitly situates its representation of  baseball, labour and race within a 
black Atlantic network of  capitalist domination and opposition to the same. 

Miguel’s lived experience of  blackness in San Pedro emerges through the nexus of  race, colour, 
poverty and limited social and economic mobility, not through any moment of  explicit self-recognition 
as a black subject. However, as I argue above, James’s discussion of  his grandfather Josh Rudder in 
Beyond a Boundary discourages his readers from only noticing the moments when those who are racialized 
as black radically and explicitly reappropriate the appellation ‘black’ in a defiant act of  re-creation. 
James’s grandfather performed no such defiance, at least not explicitly. Nonetheless, James offers a 
reading practice of  his grandfather that allows a wider set of  diasporic blacks to be both recognizable 
and unrecognizable to each other. Such a moment of  subtle black cultural practice is brought home 
early in the film when Miguel and his girlfriend are playing dominoes and drinking at a local pier with 
some friends. The conversation turns to Miguel and a dark-skinned, unnamed male friend, over their 
respective pitching velocity: Miguel, standing and watching the game of  dominoes, boasts that his 
fastball hits 95 mph, to which the seated, dominoes-playing friend retorts that he threw 98 mph for 
Double-A Portland. Miguel responds, while laughing, “Y ¿por qué ahora te veo en los semáforos allí 
vendiendo cargadores de celulares, esa vaina?” (“So how come I see you at the intersections selling 
phone chargers, and all that shit?”; my trans.). The camera centres his friend’s fallen face, alone on 

Source:
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screen, eyes down, with a look of  contemplative resignation that sobers Miguel’s laughter too, as he has 
recognized the material and social collapse in his friend’s look. The camera then shifts to a new shot of  
young black boys jumping off the pier into the sea, before panning left to frame Miguel’s friend’s entire 
face at screen left as he takes a large sip from his beer.

Miguel’s brief  but significant moment of  recognition ties his own professional baseball journey, 
which has just begun, to his friend’s post-baseball precarious employment in the informal sector. It is a 
stark reminder of  the gulf  between this film and Field of  Dreams, what Wynter identifies as “a struggle 
between two modes of  desire: that of  the bourgeoisie and that of  the popular forces—the bourgeoisie 
for whom sports were ‘mere entertainment,’ for whom play served as ‘recuperation’ from the real work of  
labour, rather than as an alternative life-activity in its own right” (sec. 1; emphasis in original).11 This is a form 
of  black mutual recognition, not one tied to an enunciated black self-identification but a socio-political 
blackness articulated with poverty in a way that binds together these young black Dominican men. For 
the remainder of  this brief  scene of  leisure at the pier, there is a sombre musical overlay that contradicts 
the joy that precedes and follows after this moment of  what I read as a profound reflection on their 
socio-political blackness. Again, this is a tension, a struggle that repeats across the entirety of  the movie, 
between black people’s self-motivated activity (via labour and pleasure) and the material conditions that 
interrupt that self-motivated activity.

When Miguel makes it to the United States, he faces the challenges that vulnerable racialized 
immigrant labourers face: the growing and gnawing sense that he is and has always been disposable and 
replaceable—in his case, with another pitcher who “works harder” (Sugar); the cultural shock of  living 
in nearly exclusively white Iowa, including experiences with muted but nonetheless significant forms of  
racism; and a language barrier, with no translation or English-language learning support system. The 
film captures his challenges cinematically by switching the direction of  his lateral movement on screen 
as he travels on the buses while in Arizona and Iowa. The filming technique is the same: the camera on 
board with Miguel, and their gaze out the window overlapping again. Now, however, the vehicles are 
moving from left to right, indicated by the movement of  the scenery outside the window. What Miguel 
and the camera see out the window is in direct contrast with what they saw through the window when 
travelling from the academy to his neighbourhood: paved streets with sidewalks, spotless luxury cars 
parked at a strip mall. What is missing is any sign of  people. Thus, although the film has established 
that the shot’s lateral movement rightwards cinematically conveys an aura of  progress, matched by 
the material luxury outside the window, it also registers a limit: the displacement, disavowal and then 
disappearance of  a skilled labour force. In her discussion of  Bondman, Wynter traces the specific 
historical process that Miguel is beginning to understand as he watches out the window: “Matthew 
Bondsman [sic] and his ilk had been amongst the skilled slave specialists who had actually run the 
plantation, then the most highly organized and efficient mode of  accumulation in existence, until it was 
displaced by the new mode of  accumulation, the factory-system of  production” (sec. 1).12 This moment 
in the film visually traces Miguel’s emerging consciousness of  his own and other black Dominican 
ballplayers’ invisibility and displaceability in baseball labour markets.

The change in direction for this lateral movement also signals for Miguel the disorientation that 
faces immigrants like himself  coming from abject poverty. That sense of  immigrant disorientation 
articulates with the way Miguel experiences his blackness in the film. In the remainder of  this essay, 
I focus on two specific moments of  intra-black relation: one with his black American teammate Brad 
Johnson, and a second with his black Dominican teammate Salvador Torres, who arrives in the United 
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States after him. I argue that through these moments the film draws attention to the ways lived black 
experiences in the United States articulate and disarticulate around questions of  immigration and 
language. 

Brad Johnson, played by Andre Holland, is the top recruit for the Kansas City Knights, having 
just been signed for $1 million out of  Stanford University, where, as he puts it in the film, he “studied 
history, and, uh ... baseball.” At an early moment in their developing friendship, shortly after Miguel’s 
arrival in the United States, Brad enters the weight room, where Miguel has already been working out. 
The scene is remarkable for the way it visually captures the disarticulation between their lived black 
experiences, Brad as the Stanford-educated, middle-class (or higher) black American, and Miguel 
as the immigrant black Dominican who completed some secondary education before dedicating his 
efforts to baseball. To be sure, as black American major-league superstar Andrew McCutchen attests 
in his powerful personal essay for The Players’ Tribune, Brad’s is an exceptional baseball experience for 
black Americans. Nonetheless, as light-skinned, Dominican major-league superstar José Bautista’s 
gentle corrective response essay to McCutchen’s reveals, there is nothing privileged about poor, 
black Dominicans’ experiences—Bautista draws attention to his own middle-class status as distinct 
from his Dominican teammates’—in Dominican academies, or their experiences as black, Spanish-
speaking immigrants in the United States. Even if  Brad has an atypical black American life, rich with 
opportunities, the point is to draw a contrast between the possibilities for black lives in the disparate 
and “inexorably localized terrains” that structure black diasporic experiences, a contrast within which is 
embedded a question about who makes up the socio-political category of  black (Torres-Saillant 8).  
 
 In the weight-room scene, the camera focuses initially on Miguel, seated, lifting a dumb-bell with 
his right hand. He lifts his head and greets Brad silently with a nod. The shot switches to Brad entering 
the room, silently nodding as a return greeting, and then approaching a technologically far more 
complex lat pull-down machine. The technological contrast between the two forms of  workout points 
to a material contrast between what Brad and Miguel have been able to use across their respective 
physical development as athletes. Miguel sets down the dumb-bell, lifts his head and then tentatively 
moves his lips before accomplishing the phrase, “Good catch,” commenting on a play Brad had made 
while Miguel was pitching earlier in their game. The camera shot switches back to Brad, who replies, 
without stopping his workout and without missing a beat, “Thanks, man. [pause] I just got lucky.” 
The silence that follows and Miguel’s facial expression make it clear that Miguel does not understand 
everything Brad has just said. Instead, Miguel looks back down at his dumb-bell, then looks up at Brad 
for a moment as he picks it up. The camera shot shifts away from Miguel’s face to a separate shot 
that, for the first time in the scene, places both Brad and Miguel in the same frame (see fig. 2). Brad’s 
comment, “I just got lucky,” functions as a discursive complement to the visual representation of  the 
relative (material) luck he has had as a class- and education-privileged black American, as compared to 
Miguel. The brilliance of  the sequence of  shots is the way it builds to the stark visual representation of  
the experiential—cultural and/as material—gulf  between these two members of  the black diaspora, 
one the descendant of  enslaved Africans who has grown up in the United States with its racial codes, 
and the other the descendant of  enslaved Africans who is experiencing the specific racial codes of  the 
United States as a black immigrant and outsider.

This adds a material dimension to the question of  black cultural translatability, what Brent 
Hayes Edwards has identified as “a failure to translate even a basic grammar of  blackness” (5). To be 
sure, one important difference that separates them is language, made all the more apparent when they 
meet again in Bridgetown, Iowa, after both have been assigned to play for the Kansas City Knights’ 
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Single-A minor-league team, the Bridgetown Swing. Brad, after greeting Miguel enthusiastically in the 
clubhouse with an attempt at Spanish, exclaims, “Dude, I was totally psyched when I saw your name 
on the squad.” After a slight and awkward pause that indicates his complete lack of  comprehension, 
Miguel replies, with a smile, “Yeah, okay!” However, as the workout-room scene reveals, Brad’s 
blackness and Miguel’s blackness disarticulate from each other not merely over the question of  linguistic 
difference but also because their lived black experiences are, for the most part, incommensurable.

The film does suggest the possibility of  building a racial bridge of  solidarity that spans the 
experiential distance separating them, by having Brad tell Miguel that his favourite player is Roberto 
Clemente, the black Puerto Rican star who played for the Pittsburgh Pirates from 1955 to 1972. Brad 
eventually gives Miguel a copy of  Clemente’s biography, which Miguel takes with him when he decides 
to abandon his team a few weeks before the end of  the season. This latter action comes as Miguel has 
realized his ultimate disposability and replaceability, and marks a decisive action to refuse the terms 
under which he can be released as a player at the whim of  the team that owns his contract. By fleeing 
Iowa (for New York City), the cornfields and his contract with the Kansas City Knights, he enacts a 
cimarrón (maroon) practice of  fleeing the plantation,13 even as he knows that breaking his contract will 
end his ability to live and work in the United States with the authorization his P-1 visa provided him 
as a minor-league player.14 Thus, despite the potential that Clemente represents for Brad and Miguel 
to forge black racial solidarity across their lived experiences as US American and Dominican black 
ballplayers, the shift between Clemente’s time and their own conjunctural moment makes the potential 
racial bridge between the black Dominican immigrant Miguel and the black American Brad far more 
tenuous. More work is required, and so other solidarities end up being not only more salient but also 
more effective.

The film goes so far as to foreground precisely these bridges of  solidarity between racialized 
Spanish-speaking im/migrants, between people from Latin America and from the Spanish-language 
Caribbean and, in particular, between Dominicans. In fact, in the scene that marks his flight from 
the minor-league/academy/plantation system, Miguel heads with his bag to the team bus and greets 
Salvador Torres, whom he knew in the Boca Chica academy. Salvador has recently arrived in Iowa and 
has taken Miguel’s place in the starting rotation of  pitchers. When Miguel says that he forgot something 
in the clubhouse, Salvador offers to load Miguel’s bag, then reaches out and grabs the bag’s strap. 
Miguel pulls away, the slight force pulling the strap out of  Salvador’s hand. As Miguel walks back to 
the clubhouse, Salvador remains looking at him, his face a mix of  slight confusion and understanding. 
A Venezuelan player approaching the bus asks Salvador where Miguel is going, and Salvador replies 
nonchalantly, in a moment of  racialized immigrant solidarity, “Al baño” (“To the bathroom”; my 
trans.).

Although the encounter between Salvador and Miguel is extraordinarily brief, and although 
Miguel has had no prior conversation with Salvador about his struggles, Salvador immediately 
recognizes the situation. The film powerfully captures this moment of  mutual black recognition: as 
Miguel turns his head back from the half-open clubhouse door, Salvador, who has just taken his seat 
on the bus, looks at Miguel through the half-opened window and lifts his hand almost imperceptibly, 
raising it forty-five degrees while it rests on the windowsill, in a gesture that is at once a farewell and 
an acknowledgement, a moment of  black solidarity. This black solidarity emerges specifically from 
their overlapping lived black experiences as dark-skinned and poor ballplayers from San Pedro de 
Macorís, and their emerging experiences as black Dominican labour im/migrants in Iowa. The scene 
that immediately follows features Miguel boarding a bus to what will ultimately be a Spanish-language 
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Caribbean immigrant community in the Bronx. Repeating the camera-on-bus technique, the lateral 
movement of  his bus ride returns to the direction that opened the movie: the bus drives to the left of  
the screen, while the images visible through the window move to the right, suggesting that if  Miguel is 
moving backwards, it is a movement towards familiarity, towards something like home. To reinforce the 
point, at one moment, instead of  watching a shot of  Miguel looking out the window, the audience sees 
him reading the Clemente biography given to him by his black American teammate.

The intra-black relations represented in the film, between Miguel and Brad, and between 
Miguel and Salvador, underscore what David Scott has dubbed “the differential looping effects of  racial 
subjectification”: “the varied ways in which the historical technologies of  racial formation in the 
Americas make up black subjects and make them up in ways that render them both recognizable and 
unrecognizable to each other, both convergent with and divergent from each other” (viii; emphasis in 
original). More pointedly, Michelle Wright has argued, “[D]espite our best efforts, some groups enjoy 
being understood as Black, whereas others have to struggle and clamor for recognition” (3). The 
question of  recognition that I have pursued in this analysis of  Sugar is categorically different from black 
self-recognition or a narrow politics of  subjective self-affirmation as black. Instead, following Wright, 
the analysis has moved towards a form of  black recognition that understands the uneven access to black 
representational politics in a world that favours metropolitan centres and the black cultural politics 
emerging from them. In this context, recognition becomes a heuristic for paying attention to those black 
communities whose “struggle and clamor for recognition” cannot be seen or heard.

Part of  the problem stems from starting with the fact of  the blackness of  Dominicans like the 
fictional Miguel and the real baseball players his character invokes, a far cry from Fanon’s “lived 
experience of  the black” (89).15 In line with Wynter’s discussion of  “normative masks” and “popular 
skins,” Ben Carrington argues that “‘the black athlete’ turns out not to be about blackness at all—
although it has come to be seen that way. Historically, the black athlete developed out of  and from a 
white masculinist colonial fear of  loss and impotence, revealing the commingling of  sex, class, race 
and power” (3). Thus, the point is not actually about determining whether or not Miguel “Sugar” 
Santos would self-identify as a black athlete, because the question of  black recognition is not about 
determining what Dominicans ‘actually’ think about themselves, in some kind of  decontextualized, 
abstracted racial vacuum. Instead, the key point is to explore the conditions under which Dominican 
blackness is recognized, unrecognized or misrecognized, specifically as this recognition emerges in the 
cultural field of  baseball.

Notes
1 Carrington and McDonald’s framing chapter, “Marxism, Cultural Studies and Sport: The Key 

Debates,” is particularly illuminating.
2  See also Carrington 36–38.
3  Silvio Torres-Saillant’s “A Dominican Classic of  Caribbean Thought” provides an excellent 

overview of  scholarship on Dominican blackness from 1970 to 2014, as an introduction to the 
recent English-language translation of  Franklin Franco Pichardo’s classic work, Los negros, mulatos 
y la nación dominicana (1969). 
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4  Pérez Soto has since featured in starring roles in subsequent Dominican films: the boxing film 
Sambá, and La Isla Rota, set around Rafael Trujillo’s 1937 massacre of  rayanos in the Haitian-
Dominican borderlands. He is also a minor character in the highly anticipated Marvel film 
Captain Marvel, also directed by Boden and Fleck.

5  For an illuminating historical study of  this period in San Pedro, see Mayes. On Garveyism in the 
Dominican Republic, see García Muñiz and Giovannetti; Hill et al. On Dominican Garveyites 
in Harlem, see Rivera.

6  See Cassá; Chetty and Rodríguez 5.
7  Fourteen of  the thirty Major League Baseball (MLB) teams have their academies in Boca 

Chica. For a powerful ethnography of  Boca Chica at the nexus of  global capital flows and local 
oppositional politics, see Gregory.

8 For a data-driven, empirical study of  how spectators respond to camera movement, see Egizii et 
al.

9 For a classic study of  camera movement, see Bordwell. One of  the earliest iterations of  camera 
movement to the left indicating a move backwards or a regression is the reverse pan shot in D. 
W. Griffith’s 1909 film The Count Doctor. See Combs’s discussion of  “posthumous motion” in film 
(87–93). 

10 See Klein, Sugarball.
11 This split between bourgeois and working-class attitudes to sport has played out in cultural 

histories of  Dominican baseball, as Alan Klein has pointed out, between those Dominicans 
who nostalgically view 1920s baseball as “beisból romántico,” free from the corrupting influence of  
“monetary motive,” and members of  San Pedro’s baseball community, tied to the sugar mills, 
who “also would have seen economic incentives as liberating rather than polluting”: “Earning a 
living and escaping poverty were essential” (Dominican Baseball 36).

12 In the title and throughout her essay, Wynter refers to Matthew Bondsman, even though 
in James’s original work, the name is Matthew Bondman (no “s”). While there is no direct 
evidence in Wynter’s essay itself, it’s possible that she used “Bondsman” as a pun to highlight 
the persistence of  racialized forms of  labour exploitation, from racial slavery through indenture 
through waged labour.

13  I borrow the phrase from Crichlow.
14  For more on the relationship between US immigration law, Dominican baseball academies 

and the MLB’s powerful ability to lobby for changes to immigration law that would benefit the 
industry, see Gilbert 126–27.

15  Because of  its widespread use, I’ve relied on Richard Philcox’s translation here. In the original 
French, the chapter title reads, “L’éxperience vécue du noir,” for which Lewis Gordon offers 
“lived experience of  the black” as a compelling alternative translation (14).
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Travelling Identities, Virtual 
Frames: Embodying the 
Caribbean in Digital Spaces
Nicola Hunte

Postcolonial and Diaspora Discourses 

The significance of  postcolonial and diaspora studies to our understanding and 
discourse about power, identity and culture is profound and far-reaching—particularly so 
for analyses of  and conversations about the Caribbean’s historical, cultural and economic 
relationships. Each of  the conceptual networks that inform these areas of  study has been 
deployed to address watershed developments across the Caribbean’s sociocultural landscape: 
postcolonial studies, with the struggle towards nationalism and the establishment of  a 
literary canon by West Indian writers; diaspora studies, with the growing cultural dialogue 
between Caribbean and metropolitan spaces and the increasing presence of  literature 

Source: photo by Muhammadtaha Ibrahim. unsplash.com
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coming from writers physically located outside of, while identifying with, the Caribbean. The frame 
of  my discussion, as suggested by these examples, is delimited by the literary text, specifically from the 
Anglophone Caribbean, and by these critical praxes. However, the focus of  my discussion looks towards 
digital spaces to determine if  or how critical frames will shift to accommodate the cultural phenomenon 
of  online postings.

My interest lies primarily with tropes of  identity: the progression from anti-colonial to 
postcolonial, and from diaspora treatments of  identity in literary texts to the multimedia narratives 
of  the digital generation and the growth of  cyber-discourse. My shift from the literary text to online 
postings arises in response to the notion that the accessibility and dynamic nature afforded by the 
internet, coupled with the exponential increase in technological communication for this most recent 
generation, has transformed how we now talk about and see ourselves. For example, recent statistics 
concerning internet use from the Internet World Stats website indicate growth of  2,325% between 
2000 and 2018 for Latin America and the Caribbean. Ronald Niezen’s article on the construction of  
digital identity for indigenous peoples states that “we should not avoid the possibility that the Internet 
is mapping a new geography of  identity formation” (Niezen 533). Moreover, growing attention to 
technology has encouraged notions of  the postnational, postracial and post-human, all of  which are 
ineluctably tied to concepts of  identity. 

Each significant moment in these treatments and representations of  identity formation has 
been signalled by its own set of  characteristic tropes. The postcolonial treatment makes use of  
plant metaphors: rootedness, transplantation, rhizomes, hybridity. Diaspora identity formation uses 
metaphors of  location and movement: travelling, home, routes. The discourse of  the post-human 
tends towards body images: clones, cyborgs, androids. Each set of  configurations is indicative of  how 
we see and are trying to talk about ourselves. What these tropes have in common, it seems to me, is an 
interest in or concern with boundaries. The patterns suggested by these tropes occur between two poles, 
body and location, so that the imagery concerning identity conveys a continuing dialogue around the 
boundaries placed on the body and how those boundaries are manifested spatially: the rooted (plant) 
body laying claim to the surrounding space; the travelling routes (roots) marking out territory through 
which bodies can flow; organic networks that replicate/simulate movement within fixed dimensions. 
As Sara Ahmed argues, the relationship between body and location metonymically refers to control 
and circumscription within social relations: “[T]he containment of  certain bodies in their skin (bodily 
space) is a mechanism for the containment of  social space” (46). This configuration resonates within our 
contemporary moment globally in forced migrations and conversations about erecting ‘hard borders.’ 
Caribbean theorists, like Sylvia Wynter and Wilson Harris, have consistently discussed the relevance 
of  the Caribbean’s treatment of  conquistadorial legacies to the discourse and approaches concerning 
identity. Sandra Pouchet Pacquet’s discussion of  the Caribbean writer as nomadic subject highlights 
terms such as “flexible,” “shifting,” and “deterritorialized” to articulate the idea of  belonging alongside 
the material reality of  constantly changing claims to the very spaces one is allowed to possess. The 
imaginative response to these legacies has been figured differently as sovereign, schizophrenic and cross-
cultural, according to George Lamming, Derek Walcott and Harris, respectively, in an effort to resist 
the inflexibility (but perhaps not replace the notion) of  boundaries. Harris even introduces the trope of  
theatre, which shifts the attention to boundaries as imagined and suggests yet another well-trafficked 
treatment of  identity as performance. So instead of  ‘self ’ and ‘other,’ we get to consider ‘performer’ 
and ‘audience,’ and with them the possibility that the audience can be not only performer but also 
commentator and spectator. It is with this figuration of  performance that we find ourselves talking 
about online culture; terms such as ‘persona,’ ‘avatar,’ and ‘user platform’ emphasize the notion of  
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enacting identity and support the tendency towards fluidity and multiplicity. Therefore, the expectation 
is that online presentations will offer alternative ways of  talking about identity, particularly because of  
the seductive notion that the internet is a place without respect for borders.

The Virtual (Anglophone) Caribbean 

My discussion of  virtual performances of  Anglophone Caribbean identity is delimited by three 
online video postings. The first, Seth Bovell’s “Bajan Cinderella” (2016; 226,000 views on Facebook); the 
second, “Jamaican Thundercats” (2015; 360,737 views on YouTube through World Star Hip Hop); and 
the third, Roger Alexis’s “Pastor Stewart” (2010; 3,343,545 views on YouTube through Lexo TV). The 
number of  views recorded by these sites, however, does not account for the proliferation of  these videos 
through social-media repostings made possible by, for example, WhatsApp and Facebook. Online sharing 
of  these videos, to a great extent, suggests the presence of  a virtual Anglophone Caribbean cultural 
community. 

Performances of  Caribbean identity are presented in online videos by using several techniques. 
For example, there are instructional tutorials on the significance of  certain phrases and social practices, 
litmus-test scenarios (usually introduced as “You know you’re a fill-in-the-blank cultural label when 
[…]”) and, my favourite, “Caribbean parents be like […].” Nonetheless, I choose to talk about these 
videos because as they place cultural texts in dialogue with each other, they foreground choices for self-
representation—specifically, how the treatment of  language and the application of  humour continue to 
be used to signal Anglophone Caribbean cultural identities. So, what do these videos featuring puppets, 
cartoon cats and a Disney princess say about Anglophone Caribbean identities online? 

The main similarity across these videos is that each revises or gestures towards a popular 
North American television show or (in the case of  Bovell) film, all considered essential staples of  
childhood viewing. All three cases are recognizable narratives of  socialization, essentially performances 
of  cultural values. Disney’s animated film Cinderella offers the idealized heteronormative romance 
narrative; the television show ThunderCats plays out good-versus-evil; and the television series Sesame 
Street is a vehicle for educational and social training. Each of  the online videos provides different levels 
of  rewriting: “Jamaican Thundercats” dubs additional lyrics to the opening theme of  the cartoon; 
“Bajan Cinderella” revoices the Disney classic; and the show Lexo Street makes use of  puppet design and 
neighbourhood locale akin to Sesame Street to deliver scenarios in a Trinidadian setting.

These rewritings address what goes 
unacknowledged in the presentation of  
the source narratives: that their content is 
culturally inscribed. The result is attention 
to different material and social realities. The 
ThunderCats’ original opening theme song, 
for example, uses a refrain (the name of  the 
show) and the invitation to “feel the magic, 
hear the roar”—a way to join the community 
of  the main characters. With the “Jamaican 
Thundercats,” the introduction of  the show 
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is chanted over a dub riddim, where the narrative voice explains the sequence of  actions on screen 
using Jamaican language. Although the images from the original are used, the “Jamaican Thundercats” 
opening narrative places the aggression and violence of  the main characters, as well as the destructive 
nature of  their antagonists, centre stage, rather than focusing on the original, upbeat cheerleading rally 
to join the Thundercats “on the move.” For example, in the “Jamaican Thundercats,” the iconic scene 
of  the main character, Lion-O, accessing the power of  a mystical sword by looking through its hilt and 
brandishing the powerfully infused blade to demonstrate its, and by extension his, might is explained 
by, “Peep through me sword dem, with me two eye / Choppin on you face and on ya head back / Any 
bwoy dis dem a dead rat” (“TV Theme”). 

In Cinderella’s lost-slipper sequence in “Bajan Cinderella” (which is the illustrative sample for 
this discussion), instead of  the romanticized longing by the prince and naïve trepidation offered by 
his mysterious belle, Bovell’s voice-over highlights lust as a significant part of  the prince’s pursuit of  
Cinderella and, in turn, her rejection of  that objectification. With Lexo TV’s “Pastor Stewart,” the 
puppet design and opening minutes of  action are reminiscent of  a neighbourhood encounter on Sesame 
Street. However, unlike the sometimes mild conflict used on the children’s television show to illustrate the 
value of  conciliatory behaviour, Pastor Stewart’s vitriolic argument with one of  his church/community 
members is aimed at producing a spectacle, complete with onlookers and a generous dose of  profane 
language (albeit most of  it strategically covered by censor beeps). There is, nonetheless, a lesson 
presented in this episode: discretion is more valuable than Victorian morality. 

Another significant commonality across these videos is the use of  Caribbean language and 
idiom alongside the opportunity for humour. The significance of  humour and orality as strategies of  
anti-hegemonic resistance for Caribbean cultural expressions has formed part of  the critical response 
to literature and performance associated with/from the region. Several critics have been able to 
draw together the two features to point to a complex of  political, ontological and social concerns. For 
example, Sam Vásquez argues for humour as “an embodied politics of  resistance [which …] is manifest 
in vernacular traditions such as performance, folklore, literature and verbal art” (94). Caribbean 
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vernacular—in this case, language and idiom—carries with it long-standing ideological contestations 
concerning its value and relevance. Of  particular concern is the effort to apprehend orality’s role in 
identity formation. The struggle to acknowledge, accommodate and then explore orality has been 
particularly poignant for Caribbean literary arts given the oral-scribal opposition promulgated by 
Western imperialist practice. Elaine Savory concisely summarizes this issue: “[The] biggest challenge of  
this pioneering [literary] generation was to translate the oral into the scribal. In that continuum of  their 
linguistic registers lies the complex range of  affiliations to nation (and village or town within it), region, 
diaspora and world” (225). With access to technology that removes this initial challenge while providing 
the capacity to sustain these kinds of  affiliations, these online postings allow us to revisit the relationship 
between the body, the vernacular and the digital. In particular, what can the discourse of  the digital 
offer for addressing the cultural dynamics and notions of  identity being played out in these Caribbean-
voiced narratives online? 

Discourse of  the Digital

The discourses around the postcolonial, the diasporic and the digital have provided different, 
though related, ways to frame the relationship between the North American narrative and the 
Caribbean revisioning/revoicing in these instances. For postcolonial and diaspora critical practices, 
though, this relationship is fundamentally contestatory, for their attention is on the ways that these 
cultural expressions are in competition/dispute with each other. This frame, understandably, always 
positions the metropolitan-continental as the clearly ‘dominant’ culture that the Caribbean is forced to 
accommodate and inevitably prioritize. For example, from the postcolonial perspective, the Caribbean 
response in these videos works as a reinscription of  a master narrative in a manner that makes visible an 
imperial agenda of  cultural expansion. The Caribbean is a cultural outpost or satellite that is compelled 
to answer back to a metropolitan centre. From the diasporic position, the response highlights an uneasy 
alliance—a joining of  two cultures that is nonetheless indicative of  a Caribbean sensibility trying to 
negotiate for space within a majority cultural presence. As demonstrated by the plant and movement 
metaphors of  rooted and routeing, there is a tendency to rely on location to articulate identity. This 
kind of  discourse, with terms like ‘satellite’ and ‘negotiation for space,’ helps to present identity as 
territory.

The introduction of  the digital, though a revolutionary cultural and technological element, has 
not challenged this fundamental conceptualization. The digital, in this instance, refers to online media 
and computer/communication technology. Discussions about the proliferation of  internet media and 
communication have, in effect, thrown into relief  this attachment to familiar notions of  identity. As Lisa 
Nakamura’s discussion of  race in the digital age highlights, “Chosen identities enabled by technology, 
such as online avatars, […] and other cyberprostheses are not breaking the mold of  unitary identity 
but rather shifting identity into the realm of  the ‘virtual’” (4). Interestingly, this attachment continues 
to be expressed through body/spatial metaphors, specifically those used to refer to notions of  the post-
human: “[W]ith the Internet, some degree of  corporeality is lost. As ‘cyborgs,’ our limits are blurred 
with the confusing background image of  the body, despite its continual representation. In the same way, 
the presence of  territory disappears, and is substituted by other forms of  fastening or anchoring, such as 
virtual identity” (Garcia Jiménez et al. 4). In looking at the discourse used to explain the effect of  online 
communication with terms such as “de-localised,” “unbounded” (Niezen 533), “non-territorial” and 
“disembedding” (Eriksen 1, 7), the trend is towards location metaphors that illustrate the communal 
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and then individual movement away from conventional or familiar forms of  identification. What 
attention to the digital has added to this representation is images of  the post-human body that highlight 
this concern with being unbound: “[D]isembodiment was another trait of  digital culture that seemed to 
ensure […] an ‘identity laboratory,’ a space where the self  might be reinvented” (Gradinaru 242). 

Patrick Parrinder, in arguing for what he terms the “post-human perplex in twentieth-century 
literature,” points to the post-human as “expressing a powerful cultural conception,” not least because 
it is a way of  trying to understand what it means to be human. Our approach to ontological identity is 
linked to our treatment of  social/cultural identity: “[I]t would be wrong to suggest that the biological 
definition of  humanity is absolutely fixed. It cannot be fixed, since it is a mode of  self-understanding, a 
statement of  our own perceived identity in a biological context” (Parrinder 57). Identity, as a “mode of  
self-understanding,” is tied to a locus—a body—which in turn is recognized within a particular place. 
This complex of  actions makes it possible to possess and delimit identity—to territorialize it. Therefore, 
with the internet’s deprioritizing of  location, the body loses “some degree of  corporeality,” and with it 
familiar assumptions about self-representation.

Popular depictions of  the post-human emphasize the performative, fluid nature of  (human) 
identity. Parrinder illustrates this fluidity with reference to Carel Kapek’s play R.U.R., in which the 
appearance and performance of  the robots become indistinguishable from that of  humans. This 
example is significant for its metatheatrical nature: men are playing robots who are playing men. This 
marriage of  simulated bodies and performance emphasizes not only the notion of  man-made selves/
self-creation but also technology’s mediation of  this identity performance. The global digitalscape, tied 
to notions of  disembodiment and deterritorialization, produces the fear or promise (depending on one’s 
position) that any body can be anybody. In terms of  representation, the body as a site for self-narratives 
is noticeably heightened for online postings. With this notion in mind, I turn my attention to what I can 
read into the choice of  body images for these Caribbean videos.

With the exception of  “Pastor Stewart,” these videos are a wholesale adoption of  the images 
used for the North American narratives. Nonetheless, the nature of  these images underscores the 
flexibility of  bodily representations. As animated depictions and models of  the human body, they 
highlight the constructed nature of  bodily images, emphasized by their reliance on voice-overs to 
provide ventriloquized performance. Simply put, these images and models function as personas for 
which the voices can be inexhaustibly changed. In particular, the effect of  these images overlaid with 
Caribbean voices raises the question of  the usefulness of  racialized physical features for cultural 
identity/representation, insofar as these images do not invoke conventional (racialized) Caribbean 
physical signifiers (as of  the Indo-/Afro-diaspora) even as they are being used to indicate the Caribbean. 
In other words, these videos with their conventionally non-Caribbean images are nonetheless 
representing a cultural identity recognizable as Caribbean. This then shifts attention to alternative 
identifying markers being used in the videos. I would suggest that these markers are instead a complex 
of  practices drawn together through social lens, cultural iconography and orality/language. 

Moving from the discourse of  location to that of  representation (lens/iconography), we see a 
greater interest in how notions of  performance and reception can be helpful in articulating identity. 
This interest is especially heightened given the unavoidable presence of  global media entertainment and 
its influence on the visual and aural vocabulary for representation. The performance (not the imagery) 
in these videos is considered Caribbean because their social lens is on negotiating (not masking) power 
through violence, gender and sexual relations. The cultural iconography, for example, contains obeah, 
duppy-cat and the public spectacle of  sexual indiscretion; the orality and idiom signal nation language 
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(as Kamau Brathwaite has termed it). However, some irony exists in having Caribbeanness represented 
through North American imagery and, in particular, through imagined/representational bodies 
of  animated/puppet figures. North American cultural presence figures significantly in discussions 
about contemporary Caribbean practices of  cultural identity and is addressed in postcolonial and 
diaspora approaches along the spectrum ranging from resistance and multiplicity then back again to 
globalization as acculturation. Central to this trajectory is an anxiety about observing distinctiveness as 
agency across cultural identities.

From their position as Caribbean cultural scholars, both Rex Nettleford and Stuart Hall have 
expressed concern about the practice of  Caribbean identities in the advent of  technology and mass 
media. Nettleford, for example, points out:

The relationship between cultural policy, identity and mass communication is another theme 
of  extreme urgency in a region which is bombarded by the might of  media technology. 
There are definite benefits—undoubtedly, the world-wide popularity of  reggae artists 
and of  Afro-Latin music must be attributed in large measure to the region’s access 
to technology. That access carries with it a price which is paid in the satellisation 
of  Caribbean artistic culture or the weakening of  artistic products through instant 
penetration via the media. (286; emphasis in original)

Noticeable in this observation is the power imbalance of  the “might of  media technology” versus 
the “satellisation of  Caribbean artistic culture.” The options of  writing back and hyphenation are 
not, in this view, redressed by the possibilities of  technology—they are repeated. The technological 
possibilities for writing back and expressing hyphenation are seen not as redemptive developments, but 
as reiterations of  an unequal power balance. Caribbean cultural production is located at the periphery, 
where the power of  representation is predominantly one-way (from elsewhere), with this movement 
parallel to the region’s cultural expression outward. Hall offers a more optimistic perspective, but one 
for which he must use the discourse of  location and boundaries, with terms such as “decentering” and 
“flow”: 

There are the dominant forces of  cultural homogenization, by which because of  its 
ascendancy in the cultural marketplace and its domination of  capital, technological 
and cultural ‘flows,’ Western culture, more specifically, American culture, threatens to 
overwhelm all comers, imposing a homogenizing cultural sameness—what has been 
called the ‘McDonald-ization’ or ‘Nike-ization’ of  everything. Its effects are to be seen 
across the world, including the popular life of  the Caribbean. But right alongside that 
are processes that are slowly and subtly decentering Western models, leading to a 
dissemination of  cultural difference across the globe. (567)

Hall responds to Nettleford’s “instant penetration via the media” with a “dissemination of  
cultural difference.” In his observation, he acknowledges the activity of  exchange, but it is an exchange 
in which the “‘other’ tendencies do not (yet) have the power, frontally, to confront and repel the 
former head-on. But they do have the capacity, everywhere, to subvert and ‘translate,’ to negotiate and 
indigenize the global cultural onslaught on weaker cultures” (Hall 567). It is not hard to notice the 
reiteration of  a power dynamic of, for example, stronger and weaker cultures. Particularly striking is the 
observation that these “‘other’ tendencies” have the capacity only to negotiate but not confront “the 
global cultural onslaught.” 
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Hall’s and Nettleford’s observations were made in the 1990s, when the discussion around digital 
globalization took the form of  mass media fuelled by capitalist consumerism. Almost three decades 
later, this discussion takes the form of  online social-media presentations. Both time periods—the 
1990s and the present—respond to globalization as both freedom and menace for Caribbean cultural 
practice—global popularity versus penetration. Online media, however, unlike satellite television, offers 
multilateral interaction. As a result, the power to define identities is no longer predominantly scripted 
and transmitted unilaterally from elsewhere. The mechanism—through the internet—for dialogue now 
exists, for the kind of  confrontation indicated by Hall. In support of  this view, Deborah A. Thomas 
explains the contemporary response to globalized popular culture in this way:

Indeed, many of  the young people among whom I have conducted research believe that 
the circulation of  ideas, practices, and styles between Jamaica and the United States is 
reciprocal, if  unevenly so. Because they felt that as much as America had influenced 
Jamaican culture, Jamaicans also influenced culture in the United States, they tended 
to have a somewhat different outlook than either the older generation of  middle-class 
professionals or the generation of  working-class Jamaicans politicized by the various 
social movements during the 1970s. Contrary to the dominant image of  the culturally 
bombarded and besieged Jamaican, powerless either to resist or critique that which is 
imposed from ‘elsewhere’—the image often proliferated by those who disparaged the 
growing influence of  the United States […] youth critically engage the full range of  cultural 
practices and mediations with which they come into contact.” (758; emphasis in original) 

Nonetheless, contemporary cyberculture scholars remain attentive to the pervasive nature of  
online interfaces for what they observe as vulnerable cultural communities, such as the Caribbean. 
Curwen Best observes, contrary to Thomas, that Caribbean youth are likely to uncritically imbibe 
the “Hollywoodized versions” of  their experiences and identity instead of  engaging with their lived 
realities and representations afforded by “more traditional agents”: “In many cases, youth culture 
seemed oblivious to the insidious lure of  technology. […] [I]t was difficult for many to see that new 
virtual media technology represented a contemporary extension to their real experiences” (Politics 
222). In a similar vein, Nakamura indicates that corporate portals which shape online interaction 
globally “are often structured in ways that reaffirm stereotyped racial categories rather than challenge 
them” (Nakamura 103). These perspectives highlight communication infrastructures underpinned by 
exploitative and oppressive ideologies that continue to work against end users, whether online or offline, 
especially those that are traditionally treated as alien bodies. 

On a related point, Mimi Sheller argues that online Caribbean cultural expression has become 
part of  the region’s legacy of  “distant consumption” for which “its alien, incomprehensible quality 
becomes a commodity valued for its ‘flavour’ while the first-world subject is positioned and consolidated 
‘as a consumer’” (186–87; emphasis in original). To reinforce this view, Best also points to the efforts 
by extraregional institutions to “record, digitize and transmit” Caribbean writers (specifically female 
poets of  the diaspora) as a form of  ownership that suggests “outpost colonial projects” (“Caribbean 
Cyberculture” 386). What these perspectives share is an awareness of  unequal power relations between 
‘First’ and ‘Third’ World communities, for which control of  both spaces is scripted outside the region by 
large institutional entities. 

Nonetheless, Nakamura refers to online “individual authoring tools” that work from the 
“grassroots level” with the capacity to create alternative narratives. For Nakamura, such tools 
provide “the primal screen/scene of  cyberspatial narrative consumption and creation”—in essence, 
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the capacity for both scripting and digesting (to pursue Nakamura’s metaphor further) a complex 
of  cultural narratives instead of  merely being in a position to replicate and internalize them (131). 
Therefore, these online videos suggest, with their viewer commentary, ever-increasing number of  views 
and repostings, that opportunities to respond/contribute to the narratives and images being circulated 
arise within the same space in which such content is disseminated.

Thomas’s observation that the youth is able to engage critically with cultural practices indicates 
that the present’s socio-political concerns are necessarily a part of  that generation’s response to 
those practices. ‘Youth,’ in this instance, covers those whose self-representation is informed by the 
intersection of  post-independence with membership in generations defined by their relationship to 
the internet and technology, such as millennials, digital natives, Generation Z, et cetera. Though 
previous generations would have been drawn into, in Harrisian terms, “straitjacketed assumption[s] 
of  region or race or locality within a secular and political dogma,” this does not necessarily mean 
an inability to engage critically with the practices they confronted (Harris 92). The tendency for the 
vocabulary of  engagement to be one of  opposition instead of  interaction, however, reinscribes certain 
power relations that do not operate in the same way for the youth. Nonetheless, a comparative look at 
the treatment of  such engagements from during different time periods highlights a common effort to 
articulate Caribbeanness with similar strategies. The contrast lies in how these features —language, 
iconography and humour—are used to figure the power dynamic that informs what it means to be 
Caribbean in the face of  externally territorialized cultural practices. This shift in power relations can 
be illustrated by comparing these videos with critical responses to three Anglophone Caribbean texts 
that concern travelling identities: Samuel Selvon’s The Lonely Londoners (1959), Andrea Levy’s Small Island 
(2004) and Austin Clarke’s Nine Men Who Laughed (1986). For these three texts, humour features in their 
representation of  Caribbean identity in relation to metropole-located-as-central cultures. Alongside 
these texts, these videos show how humour can be used to underscore the positioning of  Caribbeanness 
as a simultaneous instead of  subordinate cultural complex.

Power Relations of  Parody versus Humour 

The Lonely Londoners, Small Island and Nine Men Who Laughed present the West Indian migrant 
experience to metropolitan spaces in the latter half  of  the twentieth century. A significant part of  
that experience is the effort to reconcile claiming membership in a space in which you are becoming 
a cultural alien. Selvon’s and Levy’s novels address the experience for those who are political and, 
from their perspective, cultural citizens of  England, while Clarke’s collection of  short stories looks at 
those who have affinity with Canada, culturally, as a former colony of  the British Empire and as a 
place that they accept as home. In each of  these texts, negotiations of  belonging are figured through 
the humorous in different, though related, ways. Kenneth Ramchand discusses the use of  comedy 
in Selvon’s work; Cynthia James explores parody in Levy’s novel; and Austin Clarke outlines the 
significance of  laughter in his short stories. 

Ramchand provides a useful explanation of  the function of  comedy as able to make “criticisms 
of  certain kinds of  inconsistencies and/or incongruities in the behaviour of  human beings in society; 
and that its common targets are hypocrisy and pretension” (“Comedy” 86–87). According to this 
definition, the comedic is used to draw our attention to what does not belong, and in a way that affirms 
our ability to discern the ersatz qualities of  a performance. To laugh at incongruity indicates a shared 
awareness of  how we look forward to the way our expectations can be constantly and nonthreateningly 
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rewritten. Ramchand notes that in The Lonely Londoners, the criticism of  what is incongruous is directed 
at the West Indian immigrant, in particular their identity performance that betrays them as “colonised 
persons out of  sync with places and values” of  British culture (“Comedy” 87). This incongruity is 
manifested by those whose performance of  Caribbean cultural practice does not acknowledge that it 
is no longer located in the Caribbean space, and by those who perform ‘Britishness’ without achieving 
full recognition as British. In the first instance, Ramchand cites “the unbending parochialism of  Tanty,” 
who transfers Jamaican shopping customs wholesale to a British social environment, and for the latter, 
the “would-be Englishman” enacted by Harris. Notably, the interaction of  these two sets of  behaviours 
highlights incongruity for the British performance of  identity, not for that of  the West Indian. The 
reaction to this incongruity is not so concerned with revising expectations as with developing a defence 
mechanism against a consolidation of  cultural inferiority: “If  the comic response in The Lonely Londoners 
is profound, it is so because almost every episode contains an acknowledgement and defiance of  tragic 
dimensions (‘they only laughing because to think so much about everything would be a calamity’)” 
(Ramchand, “Comedy” 86). 

Clarke pointedly observes how the debilitation of  being made into an immigrant—an outsider 
and inferior—occasions laughter from his West Indian characters. To laugh at themselves and the 
situation masks anxiety about being culturally unmoored from homes of  both origin and choice: 
“Their presence in city squares, in museums and on the city streets of  foreign metropolises is very 
often so resented that they forget their former status, and this forgetfulness turns into laughter, the only 
available weapon against resentment” (2). For the protagonist in one of  Clarke’s stories, “The Canadian 
Experience,” his inability to successfully read the social codes around him causes him to laugh 
repeatedly, but the tone of  the story is not mirthful. His laughter is a sign of  his confusion over how his 
cultural identity as Barbadian prevents him from accessing the “Canadian experience” and how being 
in Canada no longer allows him to redemptively access being Barbadian: “[H]is past life fills his heart 
and shakes his body like a spasm, like a blast of  cold air. His attention then strays to the things around 
him, his possessions, prized so fondly before, and which now seem to be mere encumbrances” (46). 
Instead of  having a place/identity produced by a collaboration of  cultures, he has a not-quite-of-either. 
Faced with this debilitation, the protagonist’s only recourse is to laugh: “The men who laugh in these 
stories are doing so because they represent the powerless and the colonized” (4). 

In James’s discussion of  Small Island, her examination of  parody highlights how the interaction of  
cultures is characterized as a confrontation and how that confrontation is felt by the West Indian (46). 
James’s attention to the experience of  not belonging is illustrated through Hortense’s characterization: 
the young Jamaican schoolteacher in search of  a better life more in keeping with her self-image as 
middle-class bourgeois than the reality of  her working-class origins. Hortense sees herself  as culturally 
proficient to fit in as British—she has the education, the deportment and, most importantly, the 
language—and she is at pains to distance herself  from what she sees as inferior Jamaican cultural 
practice. However, the effectiveness of  her British performance is constantly called into question, often 
to comical effect. This, James explains, is crucial to Levy’s strategy to address the question of  “what 
is the ‘socially situated identity’ by which West Indians [in England] are recognized and what are its 
pertinent discourses” (James 59). Parody shows how the character’s claim to be recognized as British is 
consistently undermined: “Hortense’s English [possesses] a few deftly placed flaws that mark her British 
airs out for ridicule only when she is at her most British” (James 53). 

The commonality across these literary texts and critical responses is the reiteration of  the 
metropole-periphery power dynamic, the notion of  cultural performance as identity, and the use of  
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the comic to highlight incongruity—a sense of  being out of  place—all within a complex of  themes 
concerned with the significance of  being from or identifying as Caribbean. Fundamentally, this power 
relation requires that the Caribbean performance of  the ‘metropolitan/dominant’ cultural markers 
be treated as a comic failure. The implication is that, firstly, the metropolitan is an ideal only available 
to the exclusively privileged; hence, the outsider’s attempt must meet failure. Secondly, the Caribbean 
dialogic interaction with that culture is trivialized, treated as mediocre mimicry, and therefore made 
nonthreatening through laughter. The recourse to ridicule as humorous highlights who has the power 
to determine what is valuable and what is ‘nonsensical’ or incongruous. As Ramchand points out, 
the comedic is on the other side of  the tragic (“Comedy” 86). Having already observed how the 
socio-political frames of  colonialism and diaspora have made this perspective possible, I would argue 
that the humour of  these online videos redresses this use of  the comedic precisely because of  the 
deterritorializing shift afforded by internet communication. In her discussion about online identities, 
Nakamura observes the kind of  agency available through cybersharing humour. She indicates how 
humour passed through, in her example, e-mail contacts allows for (racial) identities to be articulated in 
“collaborative, communal, accessible ways” (117). It is this “grassroots use” of  internet communication 
that, she notes, “connect[s] users in filiative groups that acknowledge and even critique race[/identity] 
in nuanced ways” (117; emphasis mine). It is this ability to create communities and to develop 
opportunities for agency that these videos also allow us to explore.

Humour as Agency in Online Caribbean Videos

The humorous effect of  these videos, I believe, revises Ramchand’s and James’s definitions 
of  comedy and parody respectively and in doing so changes the significance of  laughter offered by 
Clarke. Ramchand highlights the attention to incongruities, while James looks at the destabilization 
of  expectations: “Parody is an imitation of  convention—an imitation of  the way in which a lofty 
or accepted idea works, with the intention to undermine. It is a destabilizing of  accepted norms 
by juxtaposing the low and high to comment on each other in a comical way” (James 46). The 
categorization of  low and high and the effort to undermine are, as discussed earlier, prioritized when 
addressing the power relations characteristic of  postcolonial/diaspora analyses. In examining the 
videos, I choose instead to focus on the following: incongruity, juxtaposition and the effect of  double 
commentary. These features help to explain how the reinforcement of  hierarchy is displaced by these 
videos.

In “Jamaican Thundercats,” the voice-over identifies the main characters in a way that proves 
to be entertaining. Among the cast are, for example, “a man-cat, girl-cat, dog-cat, twin cat,” as well as 
the pointed reference “even have a duppy-cat.” The obvious inconsistency lies in that these are not the 
regular identifiers for these characters, who are originally known as Lion-O, Cheetara, Panthro, Wily 
Kit and Wily Kat, Jaga, respectively. Additionally, the voice-over stresses the presence of  the duppy-
cat (by the use of  “even”). This emphasis draws attention to the spectrum of  possibility for this show, 
which already accommodates space-travelling humanoid-animal beings with equal access to technology 
and magic, to also include the supernatural. The Wikipedia character summary for Jaga explains that 
he has died and repeatedly appears in spirit form throughout the series as a guiding sage. Not only is 
the familiar Caribbean term ‘duppy’ applicable, but its meaning is also more resonant for those whose 
cultural identity is informed by an awareness of  this term. Therefore, the humour of  this reference 
comes from its apparent incongruity with the character’s given name, as well as how it allows for 
commentary on both cultural positionings of  the supernatural. With the Caribbean labelling, the spirit 
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presence represented by the character is foregrounded, and this presence is not necessarily positive: a 
duppy tends from ambivalent to ominous influence in the Caribbean imaginary. This understanding 
is simultaneously present with the treatment in the original narrative of  the spirit presence as a heroic-
paternal figure. What is also noticeable with the Jamaican voice-over is that the humour is directed at 
the compatibility of  these views—which is to say they share a recognizable similarity—even as they 
remain culture-specific. The voice-over’s narrative also calls attention to the series’ main story arc. 
The Thundercats’ forced exodus from their home-world leads them to Third Earth, where they must 
make a new home. The conflict on their home-world with another group of  space-faring aliens, the 
Mutants, follows them to their new home, which emphasizes the vulnerability of  the central characters 
as a displaced, hunted group. The Jamaican voice-over, however, dismisses that vulnerability, which is 
overcome in part because of  their access to the spirit world: “Even have a duppy-cat, YO! / So me nah 
‘fraid of  Mumrah / Not when we roll with the thundah” (“Meet the Jamaican Thundercats”).

This type of  commentary on the cultures of  both the original source and the parody also 
occurs in “Bajan Cinderella,” with the prince’s rejection of  his other would-be love objects, and in 
Pastor Stewart’s response to his public detractor. In order to pursue Cinderella, the prince attempts to 
push past the other attendants at the ball, not heeding their cries for his attention. He is, nonetheless, 
detained, which allows Cinderella to flee the palace. In the Bajan voice-over, the prince declares 
outright rejection of  these women with the statement, “Watch it dey, wunna pop down.” The 
Caribbean colloquialism is out of  place both with the romantic sensibility of  the narrative and with its 
cultural context (racially homogenous, Americanized fairy tale), while signalling a similar intent as the 
story. The prince indeed has no interest in these young women precisely because they are not of  the 
same calibre as Cinderella. The incongruity created by the forthrightness of  Bovell’s prince, as well as 
the recognition of  its common intent with the film, produces humour. Once again, double commentary 
is made possible: on the elision of  rejection in the romance narrative and on the focus on the physical in 
the Caribbean presentation.

In the “Pastor Stewart” episode, the obvious irony of  a pastor’s less than decorous behaviour is 
a recognizable source of  comedy: it is the nature of  this type of  incongruity to comment on hypocrisy. 
The comedy, additionally, is heightened by the puppet feature, which creates an association with a 
children’s show. This association produces the expectation of  an innocent, uncomplicated encounter, 
perhaps with hyperenthusiastic gestures of  positive reinforcement. The surprise produced by the adult 
nature of  the confrontation, followed by its sudden reversal to a performance of  social propriety—
another surprise—is the source of  the humour. These several instances of  incongruity are compounded 
by a child’s presence, also represented by a puppet, as witness to the adult conflict. Towards the end 
of  the video, the child turns to his father and asks the meaning of  an expletive used repeatedly in the 
confrontation recently played out. The father’s response, perhaps the only unsurprising action in the 
video, is to admonish the child to silence. 

Once again, the juxtaposition of  different cultural treatments of  a similar issue allows for 
a comparative view. In this instance, the issue of  a child’s education concerning social decorum 
highlights a culturally informed incongruity: the mediation of  social reality for a child’s gaze. The 
contrast highlights, within the North American treatment, the act of  masquerade in order to enforce 
social propriety. From the Caribbean perspective, the tolerance for double standards (‘do as I say, not 
as I do’) in effecting social conformity is in focus. Given that “Pastor Stewart” is not intended to be a 
children’s programme, the association works to illustrate practices of  social acculturation (also one of  
the functions of  children’s shows). More importantly for this discussion, Alexis’s performance of, or 
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gesture to, a North American format argues against blind mimicry or cultural penetration: instead of  
failed copy, there is adaptation; instead of  cultural hierarchy, there is dialogue. This performance, in 
effect, prioritizes Caribbean cultural knowledge, which by nature of  its heterogeneity is inclusive—not 
dismissive—of  North American narratives. 

The humour in the online videos has an alternative focus to that of  the comedic aspect in the 
literary texts discussed above. The change in focus may be due, along with the socio-political shift away 
from the contestatory nature of  postcolonial/diaspora frames, to the change in audience. The online 
audience, which is understood as always or eventually global, tends to begin with the local. The nature 
of  what is local, for both the cross-cultural character of  the Caribbean and the deterritorialized nature 
of  the internet, has to be apprehended as an intersection of  knowledge and practices distinguished 
by the material realities of  the region. This means that the Caribbean ‘local’ includes the diaspora. 
Humour is therefore produced in the fulfilment and disruption of  expectations informed by Caribbean 
sensibilities; incongruities are therefore observed in externally located cultural practices. The humour 
of  those incongruities is not due to failure or falsity, since the aim of  highlighting them is not to 
consolidate a cultural hierarchy, but because familiar expectations are disrupted. The humour occurs 
with detecting the surprisingly recognizable in the midst of  what could be treated as an alienating 
experience. Even as this is true for the Caribbean sensibility, it is also applicable for those who may have 
some familiarity with the North American narratives and enter the Caribbean perspective through the 
context that the North American stories provide. 

The ability to move from a marginalized cultural position to that of  cultural juxtaposition and 
commentary reinforces the sense of  agency experienced and articulated by this younger generation 
online. Agency over cultural representation is consistent with the opportunity made available through 
the visibility and access provided by the internet. Through these resources, online presentation of  
cultural identifiers has become a viable way to claim (cultural) citizenship in the world. Even though 
citizenship connotes limited territorial ties, in the case of  online membership, it can indicate ties to 
several communities. It is therefore possible, with these online videos, that cultural membership in 
what it means to be Caribbean can be exercised by those located within the region, as well as by the 
Caribbean diaspora and the wider world. Part of  James’s discussion of  parody, language and identity 
outlines a useful approach to the relationship of  these communities to each other. This approach 
emphasizes how cultural identity continues to be re-embodied, though in different ways, through 
online communication. Specifically, she points to language as a means to determine communities of  
recognition and identification, which can address the porous nature of  cultural performance while 
acknowledging the significance of  that performance to claiming differentiated identities.

Communities of  Recognition and Communities of  Identification 

For “Bajan Cinderella” and “Jamaican Thundercats,” the plot, characters and structure of  
the narratives are unchanged from their North American counterparts. The fundamental difference 
is language; “Jamaican Thundercats” and “Pastor Stewart” also employ different music. Therefore, 
by simply changing the language, the tone and emphases of  these narratives are directed towards 
social concerns and aesthetic values that are considered recognizably Caribbean. A noticeable trend 
in the commentary left by viewers of  these videos is the claim to a cultural distinctiveness that signals 
membership in a Caribbean community. The core of  this identification is language. In pointing out 
the importance of  language use in achieving group identity and solidarity, James cites two observations 
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coming out of  discourse analysis that are useful. The first, quoting James Paul Gee, is that “[p]eople 
build identities and activities not just through language but by using language together with other ‘stuff’ 
that isn’t ‘language’ such as iconic, idiomatic and symbolic cultural constructs” (qtd. in James 58). The 
second comes from Mark Sebba and Shirley Tate, in which they point to “seeing identities as texts of  
social practice […] as performed texts which are produced in talk and which are written in, into, and onto 
social reality by actors” (qtd. in James 51; emphasis in original). 

Gee’s observation makes clear that it is not just language but also the iconic, idiomatic 
and symbolic social constructs that facilitate community identification. So for example, in “Bajan 
Cinderella” there is a particularly idiomatic value to the footman declaring, “Speightstown and moving, 
Speightstown with seats and moving,” as Cinderella mounts the pumpkin coach. This expression has 
specific value for those who identify as Barbadian, which may not produce the same significance for 
those who do not. Sebba and Tate’s metaphor, nonetheless, returns us to the possibility of  acting the 
part—of  being able to ‘speak another’s language,’ since, with the interactive nature of  YouTube and 
online accessibility, colloquialisms can be decoded and circulated. In an online space, therefore, where 
you do not need to identify according to location or culture, you can claim solidarity, for example, 
with Pastor Stewart’s “I’se a big man” and re-enact it in another online space without having material 
or cultural ties to the Caribbean. Therefore, alongside communities of  identification, the attention 
to language in these videos offers communities of  recognition online—not necessarily rooted or 
routed through the Caribbean—which can also embody Caribbeanness. In his discussion about the 
globalization of  Caribbean music, Mike Alleyne addresses a similar observation by coincidentally using 
the metaphor of  performance/vocabulary to illustrate the deployment of  music as cultural identity 
when circulated globally: 

The appropriation of  the vocabulary of  reggae by these [white mainstream pop] artists 
led a large segment of  the previously underexposed audience to accept this articulation 
as authentic since this was the form receiving the widest physical distribution, airplay, and 
general media recognition. However, at this stage in the globalisation of  reggae, white 
performers were usually unable to replicate the syntactical fluidity and organic interaction 
of  the component elements despite having clearly identified several central instrumental 
and linguistic constituents. (712)

Online accessibility allows for diffuse location and bodies, with emphasis instead on modes of  
communication, which means that we can “adhere to an internationally shared grammar of  interaction 
and signification” (Eriksen 4) that effectively changes the borders of  communities. However, as Alleyne 
observes, this shared grammar does not completely obviate the differentiation produced by a complex 
of  cultural meaning and practice: simply performing without effectively “‘speaking’ the language” 
does not allow for membership in a community of  identification (712). So even though communities 
of  shared recognition can be facilitated through online interaction, communities of  identification still 
retain a distinctiveness not through embodiment but through modes and strategies of  communication.

 

Travelling Identities 

My final word on these online videos is a combination of  two identity metaphors suggested by 
this article’s title: travelling performance. Online circulation means that these images, voices and their 
cultural load can continue to travel across several social-media platforms without concern for location, 
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bodies or physical boundaries. Even though online access promises the removal of  boundaries, the 
material reality is that bodies and borders are as yet still meaningful to identity formation, at least 
offline. Identity still remains a strategy for determining what privileges you can receive, what resources 
you can access and what obstacles you have to negotiate. Experiences localize one’s identity. As 
Ramchand explains, when referring to Selvon’s “intuitive use and acceptance of  the Trinidadian ‘tone 
of  voice’”: “‘Tone of  voice’ is more extensive and subtle than ‘accent’ and more available to be picked 
up by a native reader than by a non-native one as a mark of  cultural and linguistic identity” (“Other 
Selvons” 9). The significance of  orality and language use in articulating a claim to one’s identity 
position(s) specific to Caribbean communities online involves a complex of  “rhetorical strategies and 
devices such as satire, parody, irony, digital orality and nation-language” that, as Best observes, “betrays 
any notion that [these voices can be] fully re-colonized in the virtual domain” (Best, “Caribbean 
Cyberculture” 386). These kinds of  online postings are finding ways to imaginatively move beyond 
conventional understandings of  borders, locations and bodies. Perhaps in doing so they may be getting 
closer to more redemptive, engaging claims on identity. Their attention to shared knowledge, dynamic 
cultural practices and mediations of  lived realities that can be claimed (rather than possessed or fixed) 
may allow for another set of  identity metaphors to be developed. It is very likely that such metaphors 
will still have their grounding in material realities: “[C]yberculture studies must examine the ‘roots’ of  
one within the other [offline and online life]—the ways in which racial, gendered, and cultural histories 
and the identities conditioned by them in turn shape the discourses that are audible in and about 
cyberspace” (Nakamura 146). As the ‘netizens’ and critics keep trying nonetheless to move beyond 
borders, locations and bodies, we get to be entertained and intellectually engaged by what they do. 
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Refusing Daffodils: The 
Resistant Pedagogies of  
Michelle Cliff’s Abeng
Meina Yates-Richard

We can take everything that English education has to offer us, 
but ultimately we must reject the domination of  her influence, 
because we are not English […] nor should we ever want to be. 
Instead we must dig deep into our own consciousness and accept 
and reject only those things of  which we from our superior 
knowledge of  our own cultural needs must be the best judges.

—Norman Manley, “National Culture”

Source: Book cover for Abeng.
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Michelle Cliff’s Abeng (1984) opens by defining its titular object, simultaneously marking the text’s 
aim to encyclopedically refigure Jamaican history and its own didactic function through a pedagogical 
cacophony leveraged in contest to colonial knowledge production and its educational enforcement. Cliff 
writes, “Abeng is an African word meaning conch shell. The blowing of  the conch called the slaves to the 
canefields in the West Indies. The abeng had another use: it was the instrument used by the Maroon 
armies to pass their messages and reach one another” (epigraph to Abeng). Evoking first a mythic African 
past and then West Indian histories, Abeng first sounds Jamaica’s epistemic ruptures and performs its 
didacticism by exploring the dissonant relations between the conch shell’s etymological and functional 
histories.1 Marking the abeng’s communications as both serving and undermining Jamaica’s plantation 
economy, Cliff launches her multivalent pedagogical project to contest the ways in which colonial 
education shapes “a colonized child” (Abeng 77). An example of  what Kaisa Ilmonen calls “attempts to 
rewrite a previously repressed history of  Caribbean women,” Abeng traces the educational and personal 
experiences of  middle-class schoolgirl Clare Savage over the course of  a year (“Talking Back” 62). As 
such, the novel chronicles Clare’s interactions in school, with her nuclear family in Kingston and her 
extended family in rural St. Elizabeth Parish, Jamaica—all of  which contribute to Clare’s feelings of  
confusion and alienation, and comprise key aspects of  her education. Abeng, therefore, engages with 
British colonial education at multiple sites in the text, cataloguing its deleterious effects in order to 
advocate for alternative pedagogical models rooted in feminist praxis that honours Jamaican women’s 
knowledges.

Several scholars interrogate Abeng’s focus upon the educational construction of  the colonized 
child as part and parcel of  studies that trace Clare Savage’s development as a “crossroads character,” 
and cite Cliff’s insertion of  figures like Mma Alli, Nanny and Inez as the construction of  a 
counterhistory that foregrounds Jamaican women’s experiences (Cliff, “Crossroads” 265).2 However, 
there has been no sustained focus upon the ways in which Cliff, through her intertextual practices 
of  rereading, refusing and reframing canonical literature, and by using textual irruptions, constructs 
these women as educators who represent woman-centred, communally oriented pedagogical interventions. 
Rather than duplicating the work of  scholars such as Ilmonen (“Rethinking”; “Talking Back”), Barbara 
Edlmair, Belinda Edmondson, Jocelyn Stitt (“Gendered Legacies”), Jennifer Springer or Shane 
McCoy, who cogently assess Cliff’s masterful deconstruction of  dominant narratives that construct 
the colonized subject in order to unearth “oppressed epistemologies,” this article adds to this prior 
body of  scholarship by tracing the manner in which Cliff cathects Clare’s educational experiences and 
characters’ thwarted desires for educational reform through textual engagements with and refusals of  
British Romantic literary texts, and by framing the irruptive textual strategies Cliff utilizes as a means 
of  claiming the island’s “rebel women” as teachers (Ilmonen, “Rethinking” 114).3 Abeng aligns with M. 
Jacqui Alexander’s imperatives in Pedagogies of  Crossing, in that the multigeneric text-book “summons 
subordinated knowledges […] produced in the context of  the practices of  marginalization in order” 
to “destabilize existing practices of  knowing” (7). Therefore, I argue that in Abeng Cliff moves beyond 
simply constructing a singular counternarrative to British educational imperialism, in order to create a 
text-book that foregrounds unschooled Jamaican women’s roles as educators and their pedagogical legacies 
of  resistance, refusal and survival. 

Abeng structurally marks its disruptive pedagogical resistances, refusals, reorientations and 
revelations through textual insertions, narrative digressions and shifting linguistic fields that force 
attention to the complex, overlapping Jamaican (hi)stories blunted within colonial educational curricula, 
most pointedly the submerged teaching practices of  Jamaican women.4 Cliff juxtaposes formal English 
with patois, orature with historiographical writing, and poetry with prose, treating these formally 
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distinct languages equally, refusing to privilege either. Generic and linguistic code-switching call the 
reader’s attention to the typical processes that produce textual authority, implicitly revealing European 
literature’s function in constructing rigid cultural and intellectual hierarchies. Barbara Lalla notes in 
Defining Jamaican Fiction that “intertextual and generic features of  [Jamaican fictional] discourse reflect 
continuous reaction to European literary traditions as well as their unceasing influence, which has 
always been pivotal to educational systems throughout the Caribbean” (12). Cliff grounds the novel’s 
educational criticism in revealing, resisting and refusing the manner in which Jamaican “history was 
lost in [the] romance” of  British white supremacism, all the while implicating literature’s role in 
disseminating cultural values and historical knowledge (Abeng 31). Through textual strategies including 
“code-shifting from English to Jamaican creole,” Cliff  “troubles power relations that are discursively 
constituted” by British literary and historical texts while also encoding “Jamaican perspectives” that 
reorient attention to the previously unrecorded contributions of  the island’s women (Lalla, “Black 
Wholes” 42). Cliff therefore offers a “rereading of  English canonical discourse” through intertextual 
engagements with, as well as refusals of, Romantic literature (Lalla, “Dickens” 18). The teaching 
of  literary texts associated with Romantic-era writing insists that students model British colonial 
subjectivity while cementing English supremacism as an aspirational goal—methods of  “coloniz[ing] 
the human mind […] ultimately aimed at reinventing the non-English as English” (Harrison 90).5 
Against these indoctrinating influences, Cliff deploys radical textual strategies to recover and deep-
listen to the multifarious stories the island holds as necessary for resisting and refusing Jamaica’s cultural 
devaluation, and for imagining liberating pedagogies.

Cliff insists upon pedagogies that break with textual and colonial authority to value myriad 
knowledges. She attempts in Abeng to create a text-book that interrogates history and its relationship to 
fictional narrative, questioning claims of  legitimacy in scholarship that are beholden to disciplinary 
requirements and restrictions.6 If, as J. A. Mangan asserts, “textbooks […] establish the parameters 
of  acceptable knowledge [and] impose ideological boundaries,” then Cliff dismantles, expands and 
explodes the common textbook’s frame by disruptively sounding woman-centred, African, Indigenous 
and Jamaican knowledges in a fugitive text that resonates with hidden and forbidden knowledges 
excised from British colonial curricula (17). Her text-book acts as a “network” that weaves “citations, 
references, echoes [and] cultural languages” into distinctly feminist practices of  recovery and recording 
that traverse multiple epistemologies beyond the authoritative frames of  British literature and history 
(Barthes 60-61; emphasis in original). Cliff illustrates through Clare Savage how education structures 
and reinforces the racial and social hierarchies that govern the colonized child’s life. Shifting narrative 
modes, digressions, irruptions and code-switching refuse a fully immersive reading experience, denying 
readers’ inhabitation of  the “English eye” that authoritatively “places everything else,” while also 
forcing attention to alternative knowledges within the text (Hall 21).

Juxtaposing woman-centred narratives—including the stories of  Mma Alli, Nanny, Inez, 
Clare’s mother Kitty and Grandma Freeman—against dominant colonial narratives forces the 
question of  why the educational curriculum submerges these figures. Cliff critiques the mechanisms 
by which literary education produces the “doubleness” that plagues the educated Caribbean subject 
through “the scarification of  the intellect” (“Caliban’s Daughter” 37). Cliff, in turn, encodes feminist 
resistances through rereading and refusing canonical literature, through rogue textual production, and 
through foregrounding the submerged educational practices of  Jamaican women. Importantly, the 
novel’s haunting refrain “they did not know” echoes throughout its pages to sound a call for resistant 
and revolutionary pedagogies answered, though not fully, by responsorial echoes from African and 
Indigenous woman-centred and island-centred teaching practices. Thus, attention to Cliff’s narrative 
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strategies in the creation of  a text-book that allows her to ordain the novel’s unschooled women 
as teacher figures proves crucial to understanding Abeng’s most critically overlooked pedagogical 
interventions.

In Abeng, Cliff models and unearths counterhegemonic feminist pedagogical praxis by critiquing 
the colonially authorized model that frames “knowledge” as “information only” and by pointing to 
the ways in which knowledge must be understood in “relation to how one lived, behaved” (hooks 3). 
Acknowledging that colonial educational “hegemony works […] as a set of  practices that come to 
assume meaning in people’s everyday lives” (Alexander 5), Cliff imagines “teaching” as potentially 
“interventionary”—as having the capacity to “unsettle, displace and rupture the constitution 
of  knowledge, subjectivity, and social relations” (McLaren and Giroux, qtd. in Hernández xii). 
Undertaking an “educational project” (in Paulo Freire’s sense of  the term) that resists and refuses 
a “systematic education” allied with “political power” and colonialism, Cliff proffers a means for 
Jamaicans to “uncover and unsilence the history […] never willingly taught” in the service of  radically 
liberating, woman-centred pedagogies (Freire 54; Nixon 351). She does so by exposing both the 
troubling colonial teaching practices that “reinforce domination” as well as incomplete resistances 
undertaken in response to educational domination, and by offering a text-book that constructs 
“knowledge as a field in which […] all labor,” through irruptive insertions of  women previously 
unheralded as teachers (hooks 4, 14). Foregrounding women’s embodied and communal experiences 
as sites of  resistant and emancipatory educational praxis, Cliff simultaneously reveals “that to propose 
a pedagogy is at the same time to construct a political vision” (Giroux 242). Expressed another way, in 
Abeng Cliff situates women’s “way[s] of  knowing […] expressed through the body” not as alternative 
epistemes or objects that one may access to contest colonial dominance, but in order to name Jamaican 
women as authoritative critical educators who teach communal survival and resistance (hooks 91).

(De)Colonizing the Child’s Mind: Clare’s Savage Romantic MisEducation

 Clare, as a “colonized child,” learns “to believe in racial hierarchies, British education and the 
superiority of  whiteness” (Ilmonen, “Rethinking” 120), and benefits from discriminatory practices 
that manifest in “seating arrangements [and] disciplinary action,” hiding “behind euphemisms of  
talent, looks, [and] aptitude” (Cliff, Abeng 100). Within these socio-educational parameters Clare’s 
opportunities are framed as her inalienable right. The text reads,

Clare herself  was a scholarship student. [... I]t was the only way she could stay in school. For 
Clare it was different, though—and that was part of  the confusion she felt—part of  the split 
within herself. There had been an incident […] which had given her a clue to the difference 
between her and the other scholarship students. Color. Class. But not in those words. (96; 
emphasis mine)

When fellow scholarship student “deep-brown” Doreen, “a genius at the Western roll,” experiences 
an epileptic seizure during a school assembly, Clare witnesses the “headmistress” sing “louder [...] to 
cover the sound of  Doreen’s skull and face hitting against rock” and her “low groans” (97). After the 
headmistress’s attempts to muffle the acoustic and ethical resonances of  this dark girl’s pain, and her 
ruthless decision that “[Doreen’s] funds would have to be stopped,” abruptly ending the girl’s education 
when her body proves useless to the school, Clare is left floundering (97). A good colonized student, 
however, Clare “did not analyze; she observed. And after that she made her judgment” (78). In spite 
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of  the “split within herself ” engendered by nascent knowledge of  her privilege, she ultimately resigns 
herself  to what she has always been taught (78). Her inability to critically engage with this moment 
reflects colonial pedagogy’s requirement that students identify with, and judge others according to, 
the dominant group’s standards without questioning the basis of  its authority. Thus, Cliff reveals 
how colonial pedagogy functions as a “deliberate attempt to influence how and what knowledge and 
identities are produced among particular sets of  social relations,” a pedagogy that ultimately divides 
Jamaicans within themselves and from each other (Simon, qtd. in Hernández 11).

Clare internalizes British racial prejudices due to her educations, both formal and informal, 
which produce the subjective split she must negotiate. Only once Clare begins to question the 
hegemonic historical readings articulated by her father can she interrogate her own Romantic 
subjectivity and learn to value differing epistemologies (Ilmonen, “Rethinking” 116). Boy Savage’s 
teachings align with white middle-class conservative ideology and privilege a Eurocentric worldview 
that attributes a mythic quality to European expansion, undergirded by the colonial curriculum 
which treats Jamaican history, as well as its peoples, as ancillary. Under this curricular aegis, children 
memorize propagandist ‘facts’ that justify British dominance, and are forced into either negative 
identification as justly subordinated, or self-negation in alignment with British conquerors. The self-
negation required for the colonized subject to achieve British identity is evident in Boy’s relation of  
Savage family history, through which he “insists on maintaining the myth of  his family’s whiteness” 
(Murdoch 77). When Clare’s instructors teach about Jamaican slavery, the lessons revolve around 
Britain’s magnanimity as “the first […] to free [their] slaves” and the necessity of  quelling uprisings 
(Cliff, Abeng 31). These lessons intermingle a “buccaneer who had become governor” and the land 
“gift” to “Maroons […] in compensation for slavery,” creating a saga of  “Slaves mixed with pirates 
[and] Revolution with reward,” which results in a “sense of  history […] lost in romance” (31). The 
“romance” taught to Clare by her school and her father grounds the novel’s investigation into an 
indoctrinal Romantic pedagogy that seeks to interpellate Clare as a whitened subject. While Clare does 
not initially think to question “her father’s reading of  history” (10), Cliff insists that the reader engage 
critically with history and literature.

Romantic Reading, Illicit Identifications

Abeng stages key moments of  reading and interpretation to expose that children’s received literary 
instruction also translates into modes of  reading the world at large. By doing so, Cliff reveals how the 
parameters of  Clare’s childhood have been largely bound by the books she reads, as well as by the 
Romantic reading practices she has been taught. Positioned to “observe” and “judge,” and to colonize 
the narratives she reads, Clare never learns to “analyze” (Abeng 76). Her textual observations foreground 
colonial scopic economies rooted in “inspecting, examining […] looking at” (Spurr, qtd. in Braziel 116), 
such that she “became a visualizer rather than an analyzer” (Cliff, Abeng 76). Representing an occasion 
in which Clare discusses Ivanhoe with her father, Cliff reveals the canonical text’s role in transmitting 
oppressive racial and sexual ideologies. Clare insists that “Rebecca […] is the real heroine,” while her 
father refutes her reading, stating, “[I]t’s Rowena whom Ivanhoe chooses in the end; that’s the point of  the 
story” (72; emphasis mine). Clare’s insistence that the title character truly loves Jewish Rebecca leads her 
father to explain this unsanctioned love’s futility against colonially enforced difference. Boy states,
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Sir Walter Scott is showing that a Christian knight cannot be serious about his love for 
a Jew. She is an infidel in Ivanhoe’s eyes. She is dark and Rowena is fair. Rowena is a 
lady—a Saxon. The purest-blooded people in the world. Rebecca is a tragic figure. You 
know that great writers often create characters with tragic flaws, so that no matter what 
happens, they cannot succeed […]. Rebecca’s flaw is that she’s Jewish […]. Of  course she 
cannot help what she is. (72)

Here, Cliff exposes the manner by which literary texts inculcate colonized students with colonialist 
racial, gender and class ideologies. Boy’s reading that a Saxon knight “cannot be serious about his love 
for a Jew” reveals that even within the creolized, multicultural milieu of  Jamaica, the maintenance of  
an impossible, pure-blooded Saxonness as racial and cultural standard remains at the core of  Ivanhoe’s 
received thematic lessons. Rebecca symbolizes colonized women barred from social legitimacy, while 
at the same time Boy’s reading echoes Clare’s teacher’s “judgment” that the “Jews were expected to 
suffer,” suggesting that the literary text’s lessons inform the more recent horrors of  the Holocaust. 
These textual-social echoes further resound in the teacher’s statement that “the suffering of  the Jews 
was similar […] to the primitive religiosity of  Africans, which had brought black people into slavery,” 
which demarcates classes of  people doomed to heritable and permanent suffering in a manner that 
reifies Ivanhoe’s racist, paternalist and colonialist logics (Cliff, Abeng 77, 71). 

Although Clare identifies with Rebecca’s suffering, and with young Anne Frank’s after reading 
her Diary, it is only because she has been taught to identify with literary protagonists as a common 
Romantic reading practice. Trained to occupy the primary subject position in a text and judge through 
“internal reflection,” Clare mobilizes textual identifications to determine her place in the world (22). 
One could argue that despite her educational training, Clare misreads Ivanhoe by identifying with the 
wrong heroine due to her own racial confusion (72).7 This misreading then engenders a metatextual 
rereading that exposes not only Ivanhoe’s pernicious colonizing logics, but also the pedagogical 
imperatives that foreclose alternative interpretations. Despite her identification with the Jewish heroine 
of  Ivanhoe, Clare has no available critical framework by which to consider the resonances between 
Jewish suffering and black people’s suffering in Jamaica. Her observations do not move beyond the 
literary work’s boundaries to understand its role within the broader world she inhabits, such that she 
can acknowledge that the same principles that guide Ivanhoe’s outcome also structure her life—teaching 
her whom and what to value, what to claim and to disavow, the limits of  her own possibilities. Clare 
cannot fully know that Ivanhoe helps her father disseminate and enforce “ideologies of  race and nation 
rooted in the Romantic period” which rely upon controlling women’s bodies to “insure the future 
identity of  the race” (Stitt, “Gendered Legacies” 62, 65). As a child, Clare simply feels sympathy for the 
dark heroine with whom she identifies—a learned, performative sympathy that at once overwrites the 
character’s suffering as her own and forecloses the possibility of  genuine critical engagement. Moreover, 
Cliff reveals through unfolding schoolmaster Powell’s tale of  failed curricular intervention that literary-
critical engagement and analysis prove structurally prohibited within the colonial curriculum and its 
attendant teaching practices.

Failures of  Educational Reform: “Daffodils” and the Writing on the Wall 

Cliff suggests that interventions from within the dominant education model, no matter how well-
intentioned, are doomed to fail. Mr. Powell’s, the “schoolmaster[’s],” attempt to tailor the curriculum 
for his students in St. Elizabeth provides a salient example. Cliff writes, “Mr. Powell’s teaching manuals 
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were forwarded to him by the governor’s office, which […] had received them from [...] the colonial 
office in London […] in charge of  organizing the state education of  the children in the crown colonies,” 
and “for 25 years he had been told in the same words and by the same methods what he was expected 
to impart to his students” (Abeng 83, 84). Central to their literary education, the schoolchildren are 
required to memorize William Wordsworth’s “Daffodils” (“I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud”) each year, 
an exercise in memorization and elocution rather than critical engagement. Mr. Powell as instructor 
must ensure that they refrain from the use of  “pidgin” and mimic the act of  internal reflection by 
“encourag[ing]” them to “examine” a “pullout drawing of  a daffodil as they recited the verse” (85).

While the novel intimates that Mr. Powell quickly passes over the required rote memorization 
of  the daffodils poem, it is worth considering at length the poem’s textual absence as an instance of  
refusal that serves a pedagogical purpose in Abeng, as Cliff refuses to include even a single line. The 
novel’s engagement with “I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud” reveals a pointed refusal to reproduce a 
predominating canonical British colonial text. Cliff’s refusal to textually reproduce Wordsworth’s 
“Daffodils,” in contradistinction to the novel’s pointed and extended engagements with other texts, 
echoes Abeng’s resistant and disruptive feminist pedagogies, though the novel cannot fully extricate 
itself  from the Romantic colonial pedagogy it resists. Betty Joseph notes that “because this sign—the 
daffodil—is absent as a referent […] the poem is remembered by […] schoolchildren as a mindless 
[…] lesson about someone else’s pleasure and imagination” (73). In line with Joseph’s assessment, Cliff 
writes, “Probably there were a million children who could recite ‘Daffodils,’ and a million who had 
never actually seen the flower, only the drawing, and so did not know why the poet had been stunned” 
(Abeng 85). Learning the poem by rote year after year, the children lack connection to the poem’s 
inspirational object, though their bodies are subject to produce the appropriate affect and sounds in 
response to the poem—further colonizing their young bodies. While Mr. Powell attempts to remediate 
the material’s banal repetitive dullness first by contacting the minister of  education, then by installing 
his own curriculum, his personal relationship to the “Daffodils” poem warrants closer inspection, as a 
pedagogical refusal that hints at educational possibilities unfulfilled in the text. A poet who has mingled 
with luminaries during the New Negro Renaissance—importantly, with British West Indian migrants 
Wilfred A. Domingo and Claude McKay—Mr. Powell “decorated the walls of  [his] room with his 
poems, printing them in black ink with his quill pen on the backs of  the daffodil drawings he had been 
sent over the years. So when he lay on his bed his own words were visible to him” (85). Particularly 
resonant in this scene is Powell’s use of  poems—that is, words—as wallcovering. The scripted text of  
Powell’s ambitions and imaginings serving as coverture for the private space he occupies recalls and 
reframes the salted-over wallpaper at the Savage’s ancestral home on Runaway Bay, prompting a 
reading of  the two in tandem. 

As Clare examines the wallpaper featuring “people in a park somewhere in Europe,” she notes 
that “the scene was repeated again and again across the wall; it was not a continuing story with a 
theme” (25). The infinite repetitions of  whites at leisure and play that comprise the entire wallpaper 
pattern—“women [who] wore long dresses and strolled with their thin handled parasols” and “white 
children [who] played across the paper” while “red dogs jumped at sticks,” now salted over in part 
due to Inez’s unauthorized window opening, taken together with the wallpaper in the room “behind 
the parlor” with a pattern featuring “no flowers [Clare] had ever seen”—both echo the unchanging 
repetitions of  the annual curricular manuals and anticipate Mr. Powell’s self-authored wall coverings 
(25). The unremitting duplication in both wallpaper scenes foregrounds unyielding and unchanging 
representations of  an unattainable white Britishness as cultural standard and as source of  the teaching 
manuals’ vacuous monotony. The profuse “English wildflowers” echo forward into Cliff’s textual 
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engagement with the daffodil as object and signifier, even as she simultaneously refuses to engage 
Wordsworth’s “Daffodils” as text (25, 26).

Clare’s inspection of  the wallpaper prompts a narrative digression that orients attention to Inez, 
and a submerged history of  resistant pedagogy on the Savage plantation in which Inez participated as 
learner and teacher. Inez, the puisne justice’s captive sex-slave, frequently opened the parlour windows 
to “catch the salt breeze”—an act the justice assured her “would damage his wallpaper and furniture” 
(34). Inez, exercising her limited agency even as she endured the sexual subjection and abuse of  the 
justice, opens his home to the natural elements that bring her small comfort, simultaneously exposing 
his property to decay. While the home’s future condition and the salted wallpaper suggest the place has 
been overtaken by natural ruinate over time, we must note the ruination begins with a woman’s resistant 
act—a woman who became ‘runagate.’8 That is, Inez’s resistance reframes seemingly inevitable natural 
decay as an active refusal that proves instructive for understanding why Mr. Powell later displaces 
and overwrites the daffodil drawings as coverture for his walls in an expression of  his artistry and 
agency. To return to the wallpapers, the repetitive scenes featuring whites at leisure gesture towards 
structurally maintained relations of  dominance that place whites at the apex of  the socioeconomic 
hierarchy—reproduced in Jamaica, Cliff slyly suggests, through the maintenance of  white supremacist 
ideologies inculcated through colonial Romantic education, for which the “Daffodils” poem becomes 
emblematic. Like the profusion of  British wildflowers, the daffodil as an object proves alien and 
alienating—an unfamiliar yet exalted standard for beauty that inherently devalues all things native to 
Jamaica. However, Cliff undercuts the wallpaper scenes’ symbolic potency when she writes, “[T]he 
paper was torn here and there, and there was nothing but bare white wall underneath” (25). The “bare 
white wall” suggests that nothing substantive lies beneath the coverture of  Englishness, troubling the 
hegemonic epistemic hierarchies that undergird claims to supremacy. Importantly, Inez’s decision to 
allow the salt breeze into the home foments a visual and climatic erosion of  white cultural dominance, 
engendered by allowing Jamaica’s ambient weather to enter its cloistered spaces. Her act serves as an 
instance of  women’s resistance that ultimately performs a pedagogical function in refusing the cultural 
primacy of  British objects over Jamaica’s natural climate and her life. In other words, Inez’s self-
valuation can be understood within the framework of  Cliff’s text-book as quotidian feminist pedagogical 
praxis engendered within small acts of  reclaiming and subversion that continually resist, but do not 
fully dismantle, overarching systems of  dominance—akin to the incomplete subversions of  the colonial 
curriculum undertaken by Mr. Powell.

Colouring in the White Spaces: Poetics of  Supplementation and Incomplete Pedagogical 
Revolutions

Clare’s readings of  the wallpapers that ostensibly represent the white heritage from which she 
feels unalterably alienated force attention back to the pull-out drawings and the daffodil’s didactic 
function, given Cliff’s textual representations of  resisting and refusing both the poem’s and the 
drawings’ colonial significances. Just as Mr. Powell refuses the cultural potency of  the flower’s image 
by turning it over to overwrite the blank underside of  the page with his own experiences, Kitty, Clare’s 
mother, remembers the “silly poem ‘Daffodils,’ about a flower she had never seen,” and the fact that 
her schoolmate “colored [the flower] a deep red—like a hibiscus,” effectively filling in the flower to 
reflect their own existence as active resistance (129). As noted above, the daffodil’s function as an 
exemplary, yet absented, cultural-aesthetic object produces dissonant engagements that Cliff presents 
most prominently through refusing the poem’s actual text. This textual refusal undermines the poem’s 
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overarching authority, orienting attention towards the colonized students’ experiences with, responses 
to and mediations of  the “Daffodils.” Kitty’s schoolmate colours in the daffodil with the hues of  their 
own experiences, but does not alter the drawing itself. Rather than shifting away from the dominant 
object, the student’s colouring reflects the ways in which Romantic literary-pedagogical strategies 
remain unchanged at their core, even when subject to external alterations. This incomplete resistance 
to the object resonates with Mr. Powell’s textual and pedagogical practices. In writing his poems on 
the backs of  the drawings, he refuses to foreground the daffodil as literary representation of  Romantic 
subjectivity. However, as later suggested, his poems are written on the back of—supported by—this 
alienating symbol due to Mr. Powell’s investment in “the English construct,” one likened to Marcus 
Garvey’s visionary “aristocratic and civilized Black continent” (Cliff, Abeng 88). Hence, Powell surrounds 
himself  with black poetic imaginings and desires that resist, but ultimately conform to, the notion 
of  Englishness as the standard for literary and cultural achievement, a paradox echoed within his 
pedagogy.

Mr. Powell teaches his class New Negro Renaissance-era poets in addition to Alfred Tennyson, 
John Keats and Wordsworth. This comparative teaching, however, fails to fully dislodge colonial 
instructional methods, reflecting the manner in which “the British canon continues to be taught 
along with a widening range of  other literatures—often without reference to the viewing position 
of  teachers and students” (Rampaul and Lalla, “Introduction” 2). That is, Powell’s students are not 
taught to interrogate the ways in which these texts “perpetuated the ‘fact’ of  superior British culture 
and civilization” (Rampaul and Lalla, “Introduction” 3). The children in Mr. Powell’s school “recite 
poetry” by black authors, a seeming reversal of  colonial pedagogy which actually proves a coloured-in 
echo of  “memorizing the English script […] and re-producing [it] before audiences of  fellow colonials” 
(Tiffin, qtd. in Smith 810). While Powell ostensibly flips the “English script” by introducing students 
to poems like McKay’s “If  We Must Die,” he refuses them information about the sociohistorical 
contexts that inspired the poetry, having them copy the words “on their slates and [speak] the poem 
back to him,” as his investment in maintaining the authority of  a “schoolmaster” tethers him to a 
“banking concept of  education” (Cliff, Abeng 90; Freire 74). Hence, he tells them that the poem “was 
about dignity, about people becoming better than they ever thought they could,” without relating 
that dignity sometimes manifests in violent resistance to oppression, as advocated by the poem itself  
(Abeng 90). Moreover, although Mr. Powell exposes his students to “songs by Black men […] equal to 
any songs by Englishmen,” he does not encourage them to author their own songs (90). He prefers to 
teach the children about “the finer things in life,” and through his pedagogical strategies ultimately, 
though perhaps unwittingly, colludes with “the country that kept them poor and wanted to keep them 
ignorant” (90). 

Mr. Powell’s limited resistance remains deeply embedded within the colonial education system 
because it depends upon a comparative framework that remains at best additive, reflected in his 
lacquering-over Langston Hughes’s “The Negro Speaks of  Rivers” with Jamaican geographies in order 
to “conceal the sources” (Cliff, Abeng 90). He teaches such that the children will “be content” with the 
“waters” that hold “the history of  Jamaica” as the bounds of  their lives (90). His poetic alterations 
designed to resonate with the children’s cultural knowledge prove a slight intervention, just as choosing 
Adolphe Roberts’s “Maroon Girl” for recitation at the annual “Jamaican Tableau” fails to provide the 
parish community with an opportunity for critical engagement (90). While all the audience is “taken 
with the poem” and familiar with the cultural references therein, they do not imagine that the Maroon 
Girl reflects their own powers of  resistance and emancipatory potential (90–91). They recall neither 
Nanny nor the Maroon Wars. Their personal poverty relative to the Crown’s wealth, the genocide 
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enacted upon Jamaica’s Indigenous population, and their repressed personal and political agency 
are not considered as an aspect of  their engagement with Roberts’s poem. Instead, they turn to their 
individual “minds [… to] cast separate images of  the Maroon Girl,” reproducing as adults the isolating 
Romantic individualism derived from the reading practices they have been taught, hearing only “the 
great seriousness [and] great nobility” of  Zoe’s recitation before “the people dispersed” (91). Akin to 
Clare’s colonizing engagements with literary texts, the audience at the Tableau misses an opportunity 
for critical engagement and collective thinking, largely due to the ways they have been taught to receive 
and recite, rather than analyse, literature—practices that mask the ideological functions of  literature 
through individualistic internal reflection. Thus, the parish audience fails to grasp that literature 
can also become a catalyst for social change. Mr. Powell, then, in his desire to gift students with an 
“education in the finer things of  life”—one he finds more palatable than a radical “education which 
would only lead the children to sadness and discontent”—cannot be said to truly intervene against 
British cultural hegemony in his teaching practices (90). “The best for his people” educationally, as Mr. 
Powell imagines it, replicates rather than refuses British cultural hegemony as disseminated through 
Romantic educational praxis, proving but a mimetic attempt at personal and communal dignity that 
does not displace Englishness as the standard (89). Sadly, his interventions remain squarely within an 
oppressive colonial framework, due to their incomplete resistances to its pedagogical imperatives.

Cliff’s textual practices surrounding Mr. Powell’s pedagogy warrant closer attention, as they 
reveal another aspect of  her construction of  a resistant text-book. Highlighting Wordsworth’s status “as 
a singularly metonymic and patriarchal author figure,” Cliff both refuses “Daffodils” its proper name—
“I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud”—and calls attention to the “daffodil gap” that “fetishizes” British 
Romantic literature in colonial education (Smith 805, 806). In addition to “misnaming” the poem 
“Daffodils” on multiple occasions, Cliff collapses the poem within the flower’s haunting synecdochal 
function, which characters then persistently overwrite and dismiss within the novel. While “Daffodils” 
cannot be fully displaced, the text suggests, it must be decentred and subordinated to Jamaican cultural 
and knowledge productions, in the form of  song, oral history, physical inscription, lived practice, or text. 
Hence, Cliff reproduces large swaths of  McKay’s “If  We Must Die” and Roberts’s “Maroon Girl,” to 
establish these poems’ cultural primacy over Wordsworth’s “Daffodils,” and in order to construct a text-
book through irruptive citational excesses that excavate hidden knowledges. These textual insertions, in 
line with additions of  Basil McFarlane’s poetry, slave laments, folk songs, oral histories, digressions and 
the “alternate textualities” of  “rock and shell,” reveal an insistence upon these objects’ epistemological 
value and upon pedagogies that affirm their status. By textually refusing any other than evocative space 
to “Daffodils,” Cliff opens pathways towards reclaiming and decolonizing knowledges outside the 
hierarchies imposed by British domination, to forward a call for alternative pedagogies that Mr. Powell 
has yet to even imagine.

Maternal Roots and Other Routes: Kitty Freeman’s Day[School] Dream

Kitty Savage’s stunted desire to open her own school levels a critique at Mr. Powell’s inability to 
imagine educating students outside the “English construct”—one that requires them to suppress and 
devalue their autochthonous knowledges—and suggests that woman-of-colour-centred epistemologies 
and pedagogical practices offer more pronounced and productive resistances. Hearkening back to 
the novel’s echoing responsorial refrains “they did not know” and “she taught them,” Kitty’s desire to 
place a school in the heart of  the community, built according to the common regional architecture, 
signals a departure from the “English construct.” While “touched by Mr. Powell’s teachings,” Kitty 
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was determined to “go beyond Mr. Powell in her lessons” (Cliff, Abeng 129). As the student chosen 
as “the Maroon Girl at the school in her thirteenth year,” Kitty recalls “that was the poem she had 
taken to heart,” thus refusing “Daffodils” as a textual/cultural touchstone (129; emphasis in original). 
Relating Kitty’s desired pedagogical marronage, the narrative reads, “She was determined to become 
a schoolteacher and to build her own school in St. Elizabeth, where she would teach children not from 
the manuals sent from the colonial office, but from manuals she herself  would write” (129). Further, 
the novel implies that in addition to marronage, Kitty’s pedagogical imperatives require misdirection 
and guerrilla educational tactics akin to Nanny’s warfare, as well as political subterfuge: “It seemed 
to her both logical and possible to build a school on a piece of  land Miss Mattie would give her, and 
teach country children about their own island, while pretending to adhere to the teachings of  the 
Crown” (129).9 Kitty’s dream blossoms forth from Mr. Powell’s modified colonial curriculum and 
the remembered flame-red daffodil to imagine an educational environment unmoored from colonial 
ideologies. Her unactualized “thatched-roof  school with the open sides,” designed in her mind such 
that “the children wouldn’t get hot [… and] they could see the beauty of  the country around them,” 
unwittingly falls prey to the very constructs she seeks to resist in two important ways (129).

First, World War II proves a concrete structural barrier to attaining her dreams, which 
underscores another, more elusive and sinister barrier: the need for external—read colonial—validation 
for her school. Despite Kitty’s radically resistant pedagogical aims, she seeks the Crown’s authorization 
for her school. By enlisting in the colonial service to prove “herself  a worthy subject,” Kitty seeks to 
lay the ground to validate her school’s institutional authority (130). She dares not dream up a learning 
environment that fully refuses engagement with the Crown, only imagining pointed resistance from 
within the system—akin to, but going further than, Mr. Powell’s. Whether this need for authorization 
stems from Kitty’s own desire for social legibility as a teacher, from the belief  that the community she 
hopes to serve will not accept her without the imprimatur of  the colonial state, or from her need for a 
teacher’s salary remains unknown. Second, Kitty falls prey to the racial/gender inequities that position 
her as ripe for exploitation by Boy Savage and as the party bearing the brunt of  shame for her (alluded-
to) rape. The resulting pregnancy and marriage create a situation whereby “Kitty’s life was locked into 
place” by patriarchally upheld sexual violence, just as colonial educational ideologies produce fixed 
barriers that limit Jamaicans’ access to knowledges beyond those that justify their subjugation (131).

The interlocking matrices of  patriarchal and colonial domination work in tandem to stunt 
Kitty’s dreams. Although her dreams remain unfulfilled, their implications undergird the novel’s own 
educational desires and imperatives. “She taught them” and “she teaches” resurface, echoing in this 
moment as persistently denied and disavowed, yet crucially important to radically reimagining what 
education may mean and do for Jamaicans. The community-centred school and self-authored manuals 
that Kitty dreams of  would invariably foreground communal knowledges in order to “teach country 
children about their own island” (129). The “country children[’s]” implied ownership of  the island-
space signals an epistemic shift by centring those usually deemed peripheral, and deeding them with 
the land based on their relationship to it. Kitty’s woman- and island-centred pedagogy never quite 
bears fruit due to structural prohibitions, leaving her desire to go beyond Mr. Powell’s teaching an 
ever-deferred dream. Whereas Mr. Powell’s written imaginings fill every conceivable space of  his room, 
surrounding him with a self-directed, self-interested script of  black Jamaican manhood through poetic 
song “equal to any songs by Englishmen,” Kitty’s expansive pedagogical imaginings go unscripted, 
suggesting that Jamaican woman-centred epistemologies continue to refuse, undermine or contest the 
primacy of  the written word (89). Sadly, in this way, women’s resistant pedagogies go unacknowledged 
because they remain outside of  the authorized historical record, continuing in traces, inscriptions, 
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orature and quotidian practices that constitute these living knowledges, just as Nanny’s, Mma Alli’s 
and Inez’s stories remain hidden and seemingly illegible. These unscripted traces and the resonances 
of  women’s maroon and guerrilla teaching practices, Cliff suggests, comprise the root of  Jamaican 
survival, and provide the only reasonable route towards more liberatory pedagogies.

“She Teaches … She Taught Them”: Echoing Feminist Pedagogies of  Survival

In contest to colonial domination and its attendant educational system, Cliff sounds and re-
sounds alternative histories and biomythographies, most prominently through textual digressions 
about Nanny, Inez and Mma Alli, crafting a resonating aural sphere of  knowledge production and 
attainment against which to assess and critique colonial models. Hence, Nanny’s, Mma Alli’s and 
Inez’s interruptive insertions that trouble the linear temporality of  Clare’s bildung sound testaments to 
communally based arbiters of  unrecorded and differently encoded resistant and survivalist knowledges 
that sustain Jamaica’s dispossessed populations. In response to the haunting refrains “this island which 
did not know its own history” due to colonial educational suppressions, Cliff’s narrative insertions of  
these women’s stories in the construction of  her text-book suture together a previously unseen network, 
centred upon female-derived knowledges and cultural practices revolutionary in their resistances to 
British domination and in their community-building (Abeng 96). These feminist pedagogical politics 
of  self-valuation hinge upon instating these women as teachers within their respective communities, as 
a refusal of  Romantic ideological and pedagogical frameworks that remain tethered to, and mutually 
support, racist heteropatriarchal domination. 

Very early in the text, Cliff shifts attention towards these submerged woman educators by way 
of  narrative disruption. In the midst of  a linear recollection of  a typical worship service in Clare’s 
mother’s church, an oral history emerges: “In the beginning there had been two sisters—Nanny and 
Sekusu. Nanny fled slavery. Sekusu remained a slave […]. It was believed that all island children were 
descended from one or the other” (18). This lyrical history from below disrupts linear narration to 
anticipate and counter what “the congregation did not know” about enslavement and emancipation in 
British colonies, as well as to offer an originary narrative that names black women as the progenitors of  
the island’s peoples as a performance of  Abeng’s pedagogical intentions. This history further manifests in 
the Maroon warrior chief  Nanny’s fractally embedded tale of  armed resistance, digressions concerning 
Mma Alli’s warrior and sexual knowledges, and representations of  Inez’s fugitive intermixtures of  
seemingly lost Miskito practices. While the novel resonates with the echoing refrain “these people 
did not know” as indicative of  colonial suppressions that alienate Jamaicans from their heritage, the 
responsorial echoes “she taught them” and “she teaches” create a reverberatory aesthetic which suggests 
that women’s teachings survive—largely unacknowledged—to teach Jamaican(s) survival (18,19; 
emphasis mine).

Nanny’s roles as warrior and guerrilla tactical teacher; Mma Alli’s as sexual adviser whose gifts 
help enslaved women to value, control and honour their bodies, and as keeper of  African tradition; 
and Inez’s role as facilitator between enslaved and Maroon communities echo forward into the novel’s 
depictions of  women of  colour as teachers and potential liberators. These mythic-historical figures 
symbolize woman-of-colour feminist epistemologies that persist unbeknownst to denizens from 
Jamaica’s multifarious communities. Cliff textually counterpoises the echoing calls “they did not know” 
and “they were told” to the responsorial resonances “she taught” and “she teaches,” both to distinguish 
between the tactics of  colonial pedagogy (telling) and feminist teaching, and to clearly situate these lost 
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figures within an educational framework (19, 20). She writes of  the Tabernacle congregation: “In school 
they were told that their ancestors had been pagan. That there were slaves in Africa […]. They were given 
the impression that the whites who brought them here […] were only copying a West African custom 
[…]. The congregation did not know that African slaves in Africa […] were not seasoned. They were not 
worked in canefields” (18; emphasis mine). Here, colonialism’s overarching dominance as disseminated 
through education becomes encapsulated within an authoritative narrative told to colonized subjects 
which authorizes their subjugation. Against these limited, demeaning narratives, Cliff instates Maroon 
warrior Nanny as both leader and educator. In addition to highlighting Nanny’s prowess as a fighter 
as she “stalks the Red Coats,” Cliff’s text-book emphasizes her role as teacher: “She teaches her troops 
to be sure-footed and to guard the points of  access […]. She teaches them to become bulletproof. To 
catch a bullet in their hands […]. She teaches them if  they are caught to commit suicide by eating dirt” 
(20; emphasis mine). The echoing refrain “she teaches” in response to “they were told” pivots from a 
dominating colonial education framework mired within a permanent past tense into communally based, 
woman-led teachings occupying the present tense; this shift in narrative temporality suggests current 
and future possibilities for receiving Nanny’s teachings. The wry phrasing in “Some of  them were called 
Nanny, because they cared for the children of  other women, but did not know who Nanny had been” 
upon first read seems to uphold the complete erasure and inaccessibility of  Nanny’s knowledge (21). 
However, reading this passage again and considering the present-tense echoes of  “she teaches” and 
the name’s survival, we can consider Nanny’s pedagogical and cultural survivals as enacted through 
maternal carework wherein mothers and “othermothers” act as first teachers, imparting survival 
knowledge to those within their care (Hill-Collins 179). Thus, Cliff suggests that even as the Tabernacle 
worshippers have not been told Nanny’s life story, its very substance and her teachings endure in 
embodied quotidian practices within their community. Moreover, understanding Nanny as an educator 
opens a path for apprehending Mma Alli, Inez, Kitty, Grandma Freeman, Miss Ruthie and the other 
women who populate the text as teachers, expanding education’s meanings and purposes.

Mma Alli, who keeps the abeng along with “knowledge she brought from Africa,” occupies an 
exalted position amongst the enslaved population on the Savage plantation (Cliff, Abeng 35). She serves 
as aide and counsel to all, but most importantly as a revered teacher in the community, essentially 
giving enslaved women back to themselves by teaching them to harness “the erotic as power” (Lorde 
53). Cliff writes, “She taught the children the old ways […] and told them never to forget them and to 
carry them on […]. She taught many of  the women on the plantation about this passion and how to take 
strength from it. To keep their bodies as their own, even while they were made subject to the whimsical 
violence of  the justice and his slavedrivers” (35; emphasis mine). Tradition-keeper, knowledge-bearer 
and teacher to those around her, Mma Alli embodies woman-centred pedagogies that escape and 
exceed the parameters of  formal education. Mma Alli’s interactions with Inez, a woman of  Miskito 
and Maroon parentage, further solidify her role as teacher, as Inez learns “more about obeah and 
magic” from her, and “with Mma Alli [Inez] remembered her mother and her people” (35, 36). 
Here Cliff suggests that in addition to imparting crucial knowledge and herbal abortifacients to the 
suffering Inez, Mma Alli’s distinct pedagogy also engenders remembering—instating connection and 
instilling hope for Inez’s return to home and wholeness. The teacher, then, also functions as a healer 
who sutures chasms of  historical loss and reconnects the orphaned to maternal knowledge.10 Thus, 
Mma Alli symbolizes the necessity of  recovering lost knowledges to combat estrangements from self  
and community which result from colonial (educational) violence. Inez, as Cliff’s textual embodiment 
of  intermixed Jamaican-Indigenous and African cultures, functions as a facilitator between the 
enslaved and Maroon communities—an intermediary carrying knowledge from one place to another 
in resistance to enslavement and colonial domination. Her intermediary position echoes within the 
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novel’s representations of  Kitty, a “red” woman, who travels back and forth between “town and 
country” to supply those in need of  aid, and of  Grandma Freeman, who generously fills the calabashes 
of  the hungry from her own kitchen with food grown on her land (54, 118). Taken cumulatively, these 
women’s actions orient attention to the ways in which Jamaican women’s pedagogical and communal 
practices both engender survival and survive unremarked and unrecorded in quotidian acts, just as 
Nanny’s name echoes into carework and teaching without open acknowledgement.

 

Conclusion

Abeng intimates that Afro-Jamaican woman-centred epistemologies and pedagogies offer 
Jamaicans alternate pathways towards discerning subjectivity and resistances to subjection, and 
therefore must be recuperated from violent silencing and suppressions due to colonial educational 
imperatives. These epistemologies from below demand persistent resistances to and refusals of, 
rather than reformations of, Romantic colonial pedagogy, which continues to overwrite and blot out 
autochthonous knowledges in order to centre English cultural and educational dominance. While 
Cliff’s novel reclaims hidden arbiters of  wisdom in order to ordain them as educators and transcribes 
their knowledges within a text-book, both as a means of  preservation and as a model of  critical feminist 
pedagogy, it also reveals how “memories are ineluctably entangled with the colonizer’s projects, even” 
in the midst of  attempts to “re-member” Jamaican cultural history on its “own terms” (Lalla, “Dickens” 
8). Hence, Abeng revisits, reframes and refuses canonical British literary texts emblematic of  colonial 
education, even in the midst of  unearthing and foregrounding Jamaican women’s culturally specific 
modes of  teaching and learning. Never fully free of  the educational and social residues of  colonialism, 
Cliff’s text-book nevertheless provides rich and resonant counterhistories that disrupt colonialism’s 
damning violences and pedagogical woundings in order to foreground Jamaican women’s resistant 
pedagogical praxis of  self-valuation and communal healing. Cliff’s narrative practices of  irruption, 
rereading, resistance and refusal enable her recovery and recording of  subjugated knowledges and 
radically woman-centred pedagogies that formally resist encapsulation within the bildung form, to 
expose the manner in which “departures […] in structure” invariably have “ideological implications” 
(Cole 87). In this way, Cliff moves beyond the merely additive or comparative, to do more than simply 
respond to British colonial education’s Romantic pedagogy in an unproductive dialectical lockstep. 
She dismantles the frame, rejects Romantic instructive strategies, and advocates within her text-book 
for woman-of-colour-centred, island-centred pedagogies that “transgress [...] accepted boundaries” of  
teaching and learning in order to imagine education “as the practice of  freedom” (hooks 7).
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Notes
1 Barbara Lalla notes in Defining Jamaican Fiction that Cliff “recognize[s] in the summons of  the 

abeng a call to […] rupture epistemes, to elect the Jamaican non-elect, to reject master codes, and 
to disorder and reorder existing imperatives” (5).

2  Michelle Cliff’s essay “Clare Savage as a Crossroads Character” characterizes Clare as having 
“her feet (and head) in at least two worlds” (265).

3  While Jennifer Springer rightly argues in “Reconfigurations of  Caribbean History” that “the 
genealogy of  the ‘fighting spirit’ of  Caribbean women is registered in Abeng to […] serve as an 
instructional guide for younger generations of  Caribbean women,” she understands this guide 
more generally as cultural inheritance, although she names Mma Alli as one who “educates 
and assists” other women (48). Similarly, Shane McCoy notes Nanny’s “training” of  “Maroon 
communities,” and that “Mma Alli continues the tradition of  teaching resistance” in Cliff’s 
“counter-narrative” that “exposes the twin legacies of  colonialism and imperialism and ruptures 
the reproduction of  both dominant gender and sexual norms” (60–61).

4  In this way, Abeng reflects the manner in which, as Heather Russell cogently argues in Legba’s 
Crossing, “African Atlantic narratives, through their narratology […] posit fundamental, 
ideological contestations of  Euro-American discursive and epistemological formations” (2).

5  Gauri Viswanathan notes in Masks of  Conquest that “a vital if  subtle connection exists between 
a discourse in which those who are to be educated are represented as morally and intellectually 
deficient and the attribution of  moral and intellectual values to the literary works they are 
assigned to read” (6).

6  Here text-book is used not in the sense of  primer. Rather it draws upon Roland Barthes’s sense of  
the text as “a new object, obtained by the shift or reversal of  former categories,” one constituted 
“by a serial movement of  dislocations, overlappings [and] variations.” Barthes notes, “[T]he Text 
is not coexistence of  meaning, but passage, traversal; hence, it depends not on an interpretation, 
however liberal, but on an explosion, on dissemination” (57, 59). This is to say that the text-book  
Cliff creates in Abeng is one that questions, troubles and expands categories and boundaries, 
participating in a multiplicity of  discourses to showcase epistemologies that counter accepted 
narrative(s).

7  In No Telephone to Heaven, Cliff revisits Clare’s literary identifications by representing her 
engagement with Jane Eyre. The text reads, “The fiction had tricked her. Drawn her in so that 
she became Jane” (116). Even as an adult, Clare’s educational training orients her towards 
untenable identifications with the protagonists of  canonical British texts that encourage her to 
occupy an impossible subject position.

8 My use of  the word ‘ruinate’ here refers to “the disruption of…[European] civilization” as 
represented by the justice’s home that is engendered by Inez’s defiance in opening the window 
(Cliff, “Caliban’s Daughter” 40). Her actions signal a desire for the built environment of  the 
home, as well as the surrounding plantation, to cede and for the land to return to its former 
state—an erasure of  the brutal system which holds her in its thrall. Vincent Wimbush notes 
that “in black diaspora literature…[runagate] has come to carry the meaning of  a decidedly 
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transgressive act, having to do with marronage…a taking flight in body, but even more 
importantly in terms of  consciousness” (Scripturalectics 127).  

9  While this point gestures beyond the scope of  this study, I would like to highlight that the land 
Kitty imagines as appropriate site for her school is narrated as a form of  maternal inheritance, 
suggesting that the “Mothers’ Land” is imbued with distinctly maternal knowledges that are tied 
to place (Ilmonen, “Rethinking the Past” 117). For an extended discussion of  the relationship 
between the land and mother figures in Caribbean women’s writing, see Morris and Dunn. 

10 hooks notes that “Thich Nhat Hanh always speaks of  the teacher as a healer” (14). Mma Alli’s 
pedagogical practices centre women’s relations with their own bodies as sources of  knowledge 
and engender various forms of  healing through resistances to and refusals of  the totality of  their 
domination.
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The Erotic Schemes of Angels:
Love on the Line in Merle 
Collins’s Novel Revisioning
Asha Tall

In 1987, four years after the Grenadian Revolution’s collapse, Merle Collins 
published the first version of  her historical novel Angel. In it, Collins simultaneously depicted 
egalitarian politics and formally enacted such politics with a meticulously crafted polyvocal 
narrative that emerged primarily out of  the experiences of  worse-off black Caribbean 
women.1 One critic notes that Angel “is both the fullest fictional account of  the Revolution 
and the one most accessible to a local readership,” declaring that “its importance cannot 
be overstated” (Puri 267). Furthermore, Angel directly engages the aesthetic work of  
decolonization called for by countless intellectual workers, from Lloyd Best and Sylvia 
Wynter to Kamau Brathwaite and Erna Brodber.2 The original novel’s alignment to 
revolutionary socialist3 politics in both structure and content is sustained and amplified in its 

Source: Book cover for Angel.
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revised form, published in 2011. With some fifty pages added, along with notable editorial intervention 
at the level of  the line, the expanded version of  this politically and aesthetically significant novel merits 
close critical attention.4 This article lends to that effort by considering the revision’s engagement of  
amorous and erotic attachment, one aspect of  Collins’s rich historical exploration, and demonstrating 
that despite the marginalization of  romance in Collins’s text, Angel nonetheless firmly asserts that any 
revolution with emancipatory goals requires the radical reconstruction of  romantic and amorous 
affiliation.

In re-engaging her novel more than two decades after its initial release, Collins both contends 
more closely with the dissolution of  the widely popular Revo and renders the confusion that 
accompanied it with greater detail.5 She thus effectively thwarts enclosed and absolute interpretations 
of  the Grenadian Revolution. Furthermore, Collins’s re-entry into the text also slackens the reader’s 
already tenuous grasp on the title character’s romantic attachments. The resulting obdurate openness 
in both the political and romantic realms forces readers to consider what possibilities remain for 
transforming relationships of  power and attachment after the Revo’s close, and to envision the forms 
those reordered relationships could take. Collins’s readers are thus remade as active participants in the 
novel’s ongoing political and social project, much as, at the beginning of  the Revolution, the people of  
Grenada were transformed into its active agents. 

Angel tells the story of  the political coming of  age of  a people through the lens of  one 
intergenerational family. Even as the titular character increasingly becomes the fulcrum on which the 
narrative balances, the novel, as David Scott explains, is “less about individual characters than it is a 
novel about generations” (82). With its radical polyvocality achieved through the use of  community-
based storytelling, written correspondence and Creole section headings, Angel illuminates a collectivity, 
in the main, rather than spotlighting an individual.6 Set over a period of  some thirty years, the novel 
opens with the ascension to power of  Leader, a labour organizer (turned power monger) patterned on 
Grenada’s first prime minister, Eric Gairy. The novel traces Angel’s family through Leader’s adoption 
of  terror and totalitarian rule and his ultimate ouster in 1979 by a coalition party that inaugurated a 
radically egalitarian politic permeating (if  unevenly and incompletely) all arenas of  activity in the island 
nation. Like the real-life revolution it openly mirrors, the novel ends with the tragic fracturing of  the 
revolutionary leadership, followed by appalling internecine bloodletting and the easy ‘victory’ of  the US 
military invasion in 1983. The Revo’s fall causes massive alienation from its avowed socialist politics, 
and ultimately the large-scale exodus of  those involved in its administration.7 

Understandably, then, the bulk of  the revisions in the novel focus on the questions that still 
remain regarding what happened in the political theatre, when, who did what, and how. Collins 
amends the text by inserting often lengthy passages offering insight into the revolutionary government’s 
workings, along with its blindnesses and failures, the development of  rifts in the party, and the 
Grenadian people’s reactions to those ruptures and to Grenadian military attempts to halt the US 
invasion. Many details of  the author’s own experiences during the Revolution, as revealed in a lengthy 
2008 interview with David Scott, are reproduced with remarkable fidelity as the eponymous character’s 
experiences in the expanded 2011 edition of  the novel. Another substantial augmentation centres on 
Angel’s father, Allan, enlarging our understanding of  the economically inflected colourism that appears 
throughout the novel, as well as his class grounding in a family of  people who, although landless, only 
“know land… [not] book” (Scott 90). These additions seem plainly warranted; they provide useful 
contextual information in light of  Collins’s focus on the colonial, race and class/colour dynamics 
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that eventually gave rise to the Revolution, as well as post-invasion demand for analysis of  the Revo’s 
internal contradictions and external obstacles to its continued success.

The revision aspect that should capture her readers’ attention most, however, is Collins’s 
sustained focus on internal disruption. In a 1995 article, Collins declared, “While U.S. intervention 
helped deepen the alienation of  the Grenadian people, the blow against left political organization in 
Grenada was struck, so far as the eye can see, from the inside” (“Grenada” 73). She emphasized these 
internal forces repeatedly, calling the destruction of  “the embryonic process” of  the Revolution “a 
major tragedy,” not the least because it “crumbled from the inside” (76). The novel revision similarly 
attends quite closely to this internal collapse. Describing the fort where the revolutionary party’s forces 
were attempting to hold their ground against the invasion, Angel explains, “[T]he guns [were] facing 
inland, so they could withstand an attack from inside” (Angel [2011] 320).8 In the space of  a single 
added section in the revision, she mentions these “inward-facing guns” directly or obliquely no less than 
eight times. Even more pointedly, Collins writes that when Angel is stationed at this fort’s gate, she is 
informed that another comrade must teach her “how to recognize those approaching,” such instruction 
having become vital since those now attacking were yesterday working at her side (322).

Plainly, Collins’s re-engagement of  the fracturing of  the revolutionary party in human and 
ideological terms warrants further scholarly attention; however, what I would like to suggest in raising 
this re-engagement here is that Collins’s identification of  the threat of  revolutionary dissolution as 
internally located applies to the interpersonal and the intimate, as much as to the organizational 
and thus ostensibly more properly political. For in addition to the dramatic expansion of  the ending, 
with the insertion of  full paragraphs and entire sections all addressing large, acknowledged political 
concerns, Collins also made small but nonetheless important changes on the line in places that seem 
less evident points for intervention. Furthermore, these line edits do not exclusively target what, in 
her foreword, Collins declares to be her editorial focus—namely, the abrupt disintegration of  the 
Revolution that she had been too traumatized to confront in her first writing. Instead, the emendations, 
rather curiously, draw greater attention to the ambiguity surrounding the nature of  Angel’s relationship 
with the one character who repeatedly appears as a plausible love interest, even as scholarship on the 
original edition had relegated the romantic content of  the novel to the periphery.

Kevin Meehan suggests that unlike most of  their male peers and predecessors, Collins and other 
contemporary women writing the Caribbean consider romantic narrative insufficient to the demands 
of  a literature of  decolonization (299).9 I readily agree that Collins has decentred the romance plot. 
However, Collins’s refusal to resolve the ambiguity surrounding the love relationships of  a principal 
character serves as a powerful reminder that, although revolutionary potential can be neither realized 
nor metaphorized entirely through romance, the transformation of  previously prescriptive erotic 
relations is integral to any effort to fundamentally disrupt and equalize relations of  power. To put 
this another way, resisting empire requires opposition on all fronts, including what Greg Thomas 
identifies as “the erotic schemes of  colonial and neo-colonial power,” meaning, as Thomas specifies, 
that “heterosexuality and homosexuality,” and indeed all gender and sexual paradigms forged in white 
supremacist empire, “must be exploded beyond belief ” (128). Thus, even though the overall arc of  
politicization, revolution and betrayal in Angel subordinates the romantic plot, love attachments and 
their transformation remain essential to the revolutionary project—just as they were absolutely essential 
to the colonizing one.10 Collins’s latter-day editorial attention to love on the line indicates her renewed 
commitment to this comprehensive reshaping.
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To understand what is revealed by Collins’s commitment to social reorganization at the most 
intimate levels, present already in the first edition in 1987 and enlarged upon in the second in 2011, we 
must examine how she constructs her characters’ love and/or marital relationships over the generations. 
In this exploration, historical context is, of  course, crucial. During the historical period covered by 
the novel, Grenadian unions, whether familial or romantic, were buffeted by a number of  societal 
forces. Capital was obviously the engine of  most of  this pressure. The consolidation of  ownership 
and government oversight into the hands of  very few families allowed capital to establish a system 
of  peonage (similar to the post–chattel slavery sharecropping system in the United States) involving 
high levels of  revolving debt, which kept most people functioning economically at the level of  bare 
subsistence.11 Under this system, the greater (even if  still quite limited) proximity to capital through 
wage earning available to male workers bound women more tightly to men and reinforced an order in 
which fathers (and husbands/lovers) reserved for themselves the right to decide whether and how much 
to support their children (and wives/lovers). 

These economic forces pressured the social web writ large and small. Since capital in Grenada 
was also largely colonial, proximity to money/power also meant increased cultural valuation of  the 
‘mother tongue’ of  the ‘motherland,’ as well as that mother’s religion, such that educational institutions, 
government, and church—until the abolition of  slavery one of  the main authorizing agents for the 
traffic in humans-as-property—all tended to reinforce each other.12 In the realm of  amorous and 
erotic relationships, when we trace this historical enmeshment backwards, we recall, first of  all, that 
amorous attachment under slavery was only achieved illicitly and rewarded violently, and that sexual 
monogamy—demanded of  the ‘free’ by almost ubiquitous Christianity in the Caribbean—was 
prohibited for the enslaved. The slave-driven plantation economy projected and enforced a view of  
black eroticism as immoral and illegitimate, at the same time that black sexuality was forcibly required 
and exploited to reproduce the system. While some of  this historical retracing might seem unnecessary, 
it bears repeating that it is within this particular historical context that the amorous and erotic 
relationships among the members of  this fictional family would have developed. And Collins explores 
each of  these elements of  Grenada’s colonial historical legacy—inter-island and metropole labour 
migration, buffer-class adoption of  colonial prescriptions, and church imposition of  its doctrine—
through recounting the family’s story.

We see the changing impact of  this colonial historical legacy most clearly expressed through 
the views on marriage held by Angel’s parents and grandparents. Angel’s mother Doodsie is highly 
influenced by ideals of  monogamy and sexual repression imposed by the church and its co-conspiring 
colonial government; for Doodsie, ‘respectable’ women—a status accorded those in possession of  even 
a small plot of  land—are married. However, one generation back, Doodsie’s mother, Ma Ettie, bucked 
her own mother’s demand that Ettie maintain her miserable marriage for propriety’s sake. She chose 
to leave her drunkard husband instead, and went on to conceive a child with another (married) man. 
Thus, in the framework of  the novel’s highlighted three generations, there is no linear advancement 
from some stereotypically more conservative earlier generation, in which we see erotic relations most 
constrained by colonially inherited dictates, while later generations progress to looser arrangements. 
Rather, in the second generation, ‘progress’—which in Doodsie’s terms entails less physical 
displacement and more education and money—is also achieved through adherence to monogamy and 
production of  children exclusively within matrimonial bounds.
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Yet, even though Ma Ettie breached these conjugal imperatives of  ‘respectability’ desired 
by both her mother and her daughter, she still expressed great concern over the threat to class and 
respectability posed to women working “under the cocoa” rather than teaching or sewing indoors. Nor 
are Ma Ettie’s concerns about female vulnerability unfounded. When still a child, Angel is threatened 
with rape when she allows an older boy to divert her from the road into the area “under the cocoa” 
(82). In locating the attempted assault in the same cocoa that Ma Ettie had previously decried as 
unrespectable, Collins insistently identifies the vulnerability of  labouring women both indoors and out, 
whether producing colonial couture or colonial cash crops, and enlarges her critique of  the complexity 
of  the web in which their society entraps women like Ma Ettie, Doodsie and Angel. Collins’s insistence 
functions as a reminder that the demand for respect, later transformed into a prescription for allowed 
behaviour (respectability), was originally, at least in part, a well-thought-out strategy enacted to obtain the 
actual respect of  freedom from threat of  harm through sexual and other physical assault, unsupported 
childbearing and rearing, and overwork on the plantation.13

Doodsie demonstrates her fundamental comprehension of  this original thrust of  ‘respectability’ 
through her own action, having found out that Cousin Tommy had attempted to assault Angel. Doodsie 
does not scold Angel for her failure to behave as prescribed (in this instance, at least); rather, she 
marches directly to the boy’s family yard, machete in hand, and threatens swift retribution should he 
ever attempt such an assault again. “If  was one time ah din fraid to take jail,” she declares, “it woulda 
been now” (85). Punctuating her payback promise by sharpening the machete blade on a stone in the 
yard as she speaks, Doodsie continues, “De day you interfere wid er, is de day ah cut out you blasted 
neck!” (85).

Notwithstanding her militant demand that her daughter’s right to freedom from sexual 
‘meddling’ be respected, however, a more prescribed respectability is also in operation for Doodsie. 
Unlike her mother, Doodsie does remain married through numerous and serious conflicts with her 
husband, Allan, including disputes over provision of  her basic needs (underwear!) and the education of  
their children together, as well as over his fathering multiple children with multiple other women abroad 
and at home. While Ma Ettie certainly demonstrates that she has absorbed colonial ideals regarding 
work and comportment, therefore, it is in the second, not first, generation depicted in the novel where we 
see apparently greater fidelity to the sexual arrangements of  post–chattel slavery colonization. Again, 
however, Collins demonstrates that her characters’ motivations are complex, taking care to show that 
Doodsie’s decision to remain married reflects not just an adherence to church sexual doctrine but also 
her understanding of  marriage as the social and economic institution that it is. Separating from Allan 
in the context of  a social order that expected male responsibility only for the children of  his current 
romantic attachment would render Doodsie and her children ever more vulnerable to economic 
hardships entirely outside her control—a bad harvest, lowered global market prices for nutmeg, a 
nationwide strike.

Given this very real threat of  poverty and all its attendant perils, it is unsurprising that many 
of  the novel’s characters worry about female vulnerability to unplanned parenthood in the face of  
widespread inability to hold fathers to account. Reminiscing about childhood with her sister, Doodsie 
laughingly recalls a neighbour who “[w]hen people complain about she son […] use to say, ‘Huh! 
Allyou hol allyou hen! Me cock outside!’” (65), revealing the tacit sort of  acceptance of  male liberty 
that leads, on the other side, to female constraint. Doodsie’s fear of  pregnancy-derived poverty and 
limitation reverberates in all of  her nagging directives to—and at times outright violence towards—
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Angel. (Indeed, what Angel learns most forcefully as a child is that sex is dangerous.) Yet this fear—
ultimately a valid, economically founded apprehension within a system that does not guarantee, even 
minimally, food, clothing, shelter, healthcare or education for the vast majority of  its children—is 
capitalized upon and transformed by the church, which makes the ethical abdications of  that system 
over as the moral failings of  parishioners.

Clearly then, myriad and contradictory family and societal influences weight Angel’s conception 
of  amorous and erotic affiliation. To these influences are added the direct impact of  church education, 
painfully administered in a convent school decreeing sexuality and even emotion to be disgusting and 
enforcing a moral code whose watchword is self-denial.14

While Angel demonstrates her own capitulation to such dictates repeatedly, her inhibition 
is thrown into relief  by contemporaries who do not adhere as closely to such sexual strictures. One 
character in particular, Janice, exhibits a sharply different erotic ethic than that demanded in Angel’s 
home and school. Janice also attends the convent school, but rather than abstaining from sex (among 
other pleasures), she enjoys an animated sexual life—with multiple boyfriends. When Angel asks Janice 
how she dares do “dem ting,” Janice scoffs, “Siddown dey an let dem nuns mess up you head. […] My 
mudder tell me take in de education but don forget what real life is all about” (132).15 Another friend, 
Elizabeth—this one a classmate at the university Angel later attends in Jamaica—is like Janice in that 
she does not “let her belief  in the church make her close herself  from the joys of  life that the church 
frowned upon” (164). Thus, first Janice and then Elizabeth provide counterpoints to Angel’s almost 
total repression. Whereas Janice and Elizabeth moderate their understanding and incorporation of  
church doctrine, Angel seems merely to fall in line, and while Angel sounds as if  she is judging them at 
the time, the novel itself  represents her friends as more appropriate sexual models. Janice’s identification 
of  Angel’s “sitting down” and adhering to church proscriptions rather than, to paraphrase Bob Marley, 
standing up for her rights, underscores a problem Angel confronts throughout the narrative and in 
many arenas; just as the teenaged Angel allows her sexual behaviour to be constrained by the church, 
the adult Angel will later adhere unquestioningly to party dogma for far too long—a flaw, the novel 
suggests, shared by many of  the revolutionary cadres.

Angel’s adherence to doctrine appears to be so strict as to cause her to refrain from all intimacy 
well after she has moved on from the convent that had so severely restricted her. Yet, rather than 
emphasizing her lockstep obeisance, the novel almost elides it. First one, then another, possible love (or 
at least sexual) interest appears as a matter of  course and is as undramatically set aside. She allows one 
self-satisfied university classmate of  hers to lure her away from a party, then quietly flouts his sexual 
plotting, telling him, “I’m going [...] I’ll find my own way back” (154). Reporting to Janice on her 
‘involvement’ with another possible lover, Angel muses, “It ain really have nutting dey, but if  everybody 
want to hear about somebody, might as well be he,” even if, she explains, “he sleeping wid everybody, 
I tink […] Except me, so far” (158). Throughout, while she overtly expresses simple disinterest and 
boredom, Angel also invokes the convent and rejects any investment in sex for pleasure alone. 

As readers educated to expect that ‘romances’ will put certain affinities on display, we can easily 
justify Angel’s dismissal of  certain potential lovers (the lacklustre yet arrogant Edward, the conceited 
Aaron); but even where the novel intimates deeper, authentic connection for Angel, the text does not 
openly admit to any erotic activity. Her relationship with Kai, another university mate, illustrates this 
textual denial most tellingly. Kai and Angel share an active commitment to study and act to achieve 
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socio-political and economic change in the Caribbean. The narrative states quietly, “Angel and Kai 
enjoyed each other’s company” (172), later revealing that often, after their small student organization 
returned from visits to West Kingston, Kai “stayed overnight in Angel’s room” (173). That is all. Indeed, 
this glossing demonstrates the text’s subordination of  romance to politicization nearly perfectly (as well 
as their interconnections), since it is during the course of  Angel’s political self-education that Collins 
finally allows intimacy to appear. Kai and Angel spend nights together only after they have joined with 
others to ground themselves in the hard realities faced by communities beyond the university that they 
all will eventually choose either to address or ignore. Yet even as these brief  moments of  intimacy 
appear, there is no articulation of  any erotic connection. In fact, while referencing (but never showing) 
the sexual activity of  others, for Angel the text only narrates its prevention, most often by Angel herself. 
Confronted with Edward’s attempts to manoeuvre her into private space, she firmly demurs (154); 
despite allowing her friends to think Aaron spends the night, when he assumes his welcome, she tells 
him to leave (165). 

While the novel’s elision of  erotic connection itself  is quite obvious, less clear are the reasons for 
its occlusion. Readers cannot be sure whether Angel abstains from sex and constrains relationships due, 
for example, to adherence to church doctrine or to distrust of  men like her father—whose philandering 
occasioned so much violence in her home—or if  instead, or also, her restraint is due to a commitment 
to personal or political goals or values that seem to be incompatible with personal intimacy. In other 
words, we wonder whether her abstinence stems from culturally reinforced and morally inflected 
repression, or rather more simply because she wishes to prevent a pregnancy that could interfere with 
her pledge to finish school and pay back the perilous loan taken on her parents’ property—a pregnancy, 
moreover, that could delimit her in the same ways that her mother was delimited. Alternatively, we 
might ask whether she is maintaining a freedom from one sort of  accountability, entailed in both child-
rearing and romantic entanglement, to allow another: availability to contribute to the community 
building awaiting her at home, work that will make little room for children or any other intimacies of  
kin. The narrative does little to clarify such questions. Nor can we determine with any certainty whether 
the restraint belongs entirely to Angel, as a character, or to the novel’s strategy of  subordinating 
romance in order to bring other arenas of  revolutionary struggle to the fore.

Adding to the difficulty in landing on any settled interpretation of  the motivations and 
inhibitions underlying Angel’s social and sexual behaviour is the fact that so many of  the other 
characters alter their own attitudes over the course of  the novel. For example, while the teenaged 
Angel had adhered to church discipline more strictly than had her mother, as an adult she has come 
to despise the church and its moral dictates (although not revolutionary Jesus). As Doodsie reports to 
a friend, Angel goes so far as to mock her mother’s plea that she marry and reproduce by saying that 
she could certainly “give me [grandchildren] some time but it have nothing to do wid marriage” (191). 
On the other hand, Janice’s early rejection of  the church’s European cultural and sexual conservatism 
and her embrace of  open sexuality do not prevent her from later marrying and having children in what 
looks to Angel like a quite conventional arrangement. I noted previously that Collins eschews simplistic 
relegation of  sexual attitudes to one or another generation; here readers can see that Collins also refuses 
to allow her characters’ religious and sexual behaviours and beliefs to remain static or categorical. 

In addition, even though Collins generally frustrates any expectations that Angel’s coming of  
age be accompanied by any actual coming, some intimacy eventually does come into view. And although 
Meehan writes that Collins only ever provides “a brief  hint that romance might develop with Kai,” 
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arguing that “their friendship remains primary” (299), and Shalini Puri asserts that “erotic desire is 
marginal to the novel” (268), it is nonetheless in the context of  this quiet relationship, this marginalized 
desire, that we trace an ambiguity that presents some promise of  radical transformation. One of  Angel’s 
letters to Janice reveals that during their exams that year Kai has come repeatedly to Angel’s room 
seeking solace. She writes that on one such occasion, “he just started to cry. Just sat there looking up at 
me sobbing with tears running down his face” (180). Kai’s evident vulnerability and emotional honesty 
contrast markedly with Angel’s father’s steadfast refusal of  any emotion other than anger. Instead of  
expressing displeasure at this deviation from what she has been led to expect in her own home, Angel 
declares, “Kai […] is the first really beautiful man I’ve met,” tacitly endorsing his openness (181).16 
A beat later she asks, “How’s the love life?”—plainly linking Kai with thoughts of  “love,” despite the 
absence of  any explicit revelation (181). 

This man, Angel’s first apparent love, her only admitted intimacy, is “emotional” and 
“beautiful,” descriptors typically reserved for women. Collins similarly rejects facile categorizations of  
skills or behaviour as masculine or feminine, or ‘roles’ as female or male throughout the novel. When 
her mother praises her younger brother for skilful batting in cricket, Angel quickly rejoins, “I could do 
that” (114). Various members of  the family describe Simon, without judgement, as soft and sensitive, 
while grudgingly admiring Angel for her assertiveness. An abidingly gentle man fathers Doodsie’s 
best friend, Ezra, after her mother dies, never abdicating care or responsibility even as he relinquishes 
custody to female kin. One might even view Collins’s choice of  the traditionally male name “Ezra” for 
Angel’s godmother as a rejection of  conventional gender binaries; the female Ezra other-mothers Angel 
but also fiercely protects her (to the point of  coming to blows). I would argue that, even if  Collins does 
not directly include Toni Cade Bambara among her influences, in fashioning Angel and reflecting on 
the experiences of  those who lived this particular revolution, Collins’s novel nonetheless responds to 
Bambara’s assertion that it may require “less heart to pick up the gun than to face the task of  creating a 
new identity, a self, perhaps an androgynous self, via commitment to the struggle” (103).

Perhaps the invocation here of  Bambara, and particularly of  her emphasis on the 
transformations required in commitment to struggle, can help to resolve some of  the questions raised 
by Angel’s ambiguous, ambivalent relationship to love. In looking for a certain sort of  romance—
not necessarily à la Harlequin (or Mills and Boon, depending on one’s colonial context), but at least 
recognizable to us through the build-up of  some dramatic tension in interactions, a dwelling on 
descriptions of  physicality and the admission of  purely sensual desire or even singular intellectual 
connection—we miss the most important clues about erotic attachment in a revolutionary moment. 
Frantz Fanon’s discussion of  the Algerian family under revolution suggests that new relations, and 
moreover new attractions, are forged in struggle. The daughter who once accepted her father’s choice 
of  a mate for her without question will still consent, but only with the assurance that her future husband 
militates for the freedom of  all his people, rather than reserving his protection for her and their direct 
progeny alone (105–10). Similarly, Bambara explains that in the black context in the United States, 
“we used to think” that a certain type of  aggression or fashion denoted “‘a Man’ [… but] now we tend 
to think of  a Man in terms of  his commitment to the struggle” (106). For the revolutionary, or even 
those in the early stages of  politicization, individual desirability rides in on commitment to collective 
transformation, rather than on romantic idealization of  looks, future earning power or skilful wooing. 

Resituating the novel in this revolutionary context, then, Angel’s rejection of  would-be university 
lovers Edward and Aaron and her embrace of  Kai signify quite differently. Angel’s apparent boredom, 
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or lack of  attraction, arises from Edward’s overriding attachment to his bourgeois future, the poor be 
damned. Her ‘self ’-denial proceeds, furthermore, from her understanding that in both cases, the men 
seek liaisons with her while utterly disregarding the feelings of  other women to whom they are or were 
connected. We can see, then, that Kai emerges as a love possibility not simply because he allows himself  
to be open and vulnerable with her. Rather, his beauty mirrors both his depth of  feeling for their 
people and his manifest commitment to their joint growth to meet the need to fundamentally alter their 
societies; her attraction to him is catalyzed by their collective politicization.

Collins narrates a similar coalescing of  political stance and sentiment in another instance as well, 
and, tellingly, it is here that she comes closest to suggesting actualized sexual action for Angel. Jerry, the 
only character other than Kai with whom Angel appears to be intimate later in life, has also committed 
to revolutionary struggle, at least at first. Describing the Revo forces’ dawn seizure of  the radio airwaves 
to declare their overthrow of  the oppressive Leader, Angel writes that the moment found her and 
Jerry “dressing, pulling on things to go outside” to participate in the joyful upswelling of  celebration in 
the streets (248). It cannot be happenstance that the revolutionary takeover coincides with this strong 
suggestion of  sexual intimacy, even orgasm. Later, when Angel writes to a Jerry “gone foreign,” she 
closes by giving him news of  his family and cautioning him, “I don’t need to tell you that the Revolution 
needs you” (269). However, in “Sch/ism,” one of  the sections Collins added in 2011, Angel questions 
Jerry’s apparent turnabout, writing, “I thought you were with me in this feeling that what we fraid is the 
word communism more than anything that we know communism is” (274), telling her mother much 
later, “Me an Jerry not the same kind of  people. We grow apart” (346). Politics thus inflects each of  
these scenes regarding sex, sentiment and relationships; the romantic “schism” between Jerry and Angel 
comes about as a result of  the rupture in the revolutionary party, and, even more importantly, because 
dogma, in this case anti-communist, substitutes for reasoned analysis and the work it entails.

Each of  these moments of  amorous or erotic intimacy is as finite as it is subtle. Accordingly, 
whatever Kai’s attractions for Angel, the narrative’s momentarily brightened spotlight on the budding 
attachment is allowed to fade again; responsibilities to home, to actual political work rather than 
preparation for it, intervene. However, Collins does not abandon the thread entirely even in the 
original, and her revision expands upon it. Kai communicates with Angel after her return to Grenada, 
where she has taught school both before the Revolution and through it. In his letter, unchanged from 
the 1987 edition, Kai asks Angel about her involvement in and hopes for the Revo. Then Kai writes, 
“Barbara sends her love. Says she may visit you one day if  we’re in that part of  the Caribbean. […] 
Or you should visit us if  you’re ever in Jamaica.” He closes, “No chance of  my ever forgetting you, 
even when we lose touch by mail,” signing off, “With deep love” (284). Several years and many miles 
have elapsed since this—Angel’s “first really beautiful”—man shared with her first their work towards 
transformation, then his sorrowful disillusionment with their schooling and lack of  confidence in 
their collective ability to overcome colonial and neocolonial dispossession in the Caribbean. Openly 
acknowledging their previous intimacy and closing “with deep love,” he nevertheless indicates that it is 
Barbara—a person we later learn from Angel is his wife, or partner—who intends to visit Angel when 
both she and Kai are in the region, and Barbara who has invited Angel to come visit them. 

In the 2011 version, immediately after this curious letter closes “with deep love,” Collins has 
inserted a lengthy new section that further confuses our read. “Dis ting is not allyou own!,” the section 
title proclaims (284). Again, the enjambment works to disrupt any pat ideas about what constitutes 
romantic relations. Continuing, we can see that “this thing is not yours alone” ostensibly refers to the 
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political revolution, with Doodsie admonishing Angel, “[S]iddown there […] an listen to me, because 
dis ting, dis Revolution, as youall say the word, is not youall own alone, it belong to all of  us” (284). 
Despite this apparent explanation for the puzzling section title being provided almost immediately, 
however, this assertion of  communal ownership (“it belong to all of  us”) inserted directly after an 
ambiguously rendered attachment among three people performs a linkage to which we must attend. 
“Allyou,” in other words, implies that the three are a unit, suggesting a different romantic paradigm 
than has been accepted, much less promoted, by the Caribbean ruling and middle classes. And the 
declaration goes even further, since it also denies, in effect, that that unit of  three is sole proprietor of  
the relationship—this “deep love.” Is the novel therefore saying that the amorous/erotic/romantic/
familial relationship—this possible union of  three—is also a communal domain? For revolution, must 
love relationships, like relationships to land and power, be collectivized—accountable to, sustained by, 
and benefiting the people at large? Collins seems to suggest just this through the sprouting of  Angel’s 
relationship with the revolutionary-minded Kai during her university years, paired with the collapsing 
of  her affair with the reactionary Jerry during the Revo.

Another new section inserted later in the novel, entitled “They’re here!,” raises more questions. 
Barbara calls Angel from Trinidad to warn her that the United States has launched an attack. Relieved 
that the phone is still working, even as the foreign aircraft can be heard above, Angel quickly answers 
only to find “Kai’s wife, or girlfriend, Angel wasn’t sure which” on the line (313). When Barbara 
asserts, “They’re in the Caribbean! The US is invading the Caribbean!” Angel pushes back subtly, 
“Well, Grenada” (314). On one level, Collins uses Angel’s established connections with people located 
elsewhere in the Caribbean as an opportunity to critique the use of  Caribbean forces in the invasion 
and to emphasize Grenada’s increasing isolation. Yet, something else manifests in this revision as 
well. We discover that it is Kai who has requested that Barbara call Angel—and again, this seems 
curious. Barbara and Angel do not appear to be friends—there is nothing in the text to suggest they 
have connected on any level, even in the letters Angel and Kai exchange. Kai nonetheless takes 
every opportunity to put the two women in communication, insisting, it seems, that they develop a 
relationship with each other that is independent of  his own. This insistence departs markedly from the 
refusal to consider other women’s feelings that would-be lovers Edward and Aaron had demonstrated 
during Angel’s university days. Not only does Kai bring Barbara into the intimate space he shares with 
Angel via the letters he sends, but also, in acknowledging that it is Barbara who has proposed that Angel 
enter the physical space she shares with him, Kai accepts female leadership while refusing the male-
centric womanizing—clandestine or open—that is tacitly endorsed in Grenadian society (“Allyou hol 
allyou hen! Me cock outside!” [65]) and so destructively practised by Allan, Edward and Aaron. And 
when Angel had last heard from Kai, he had raised the possibility of  a visit. “They’re here!” the novel 
now proclaims, sounding more excitement than fear in our ears (313).17 

It is the accretion of  many such small moments of  amorous or erotic ambiguity that 
demonstrates Collins’s refusal of—or at least incomplete capitulation to—Western Judeo-Christian 
colonial “erotic schemes,” compelling us to reconsider how romantic-love bonds might be 
revolutionized. As the book is about to draw to a close, with the text having gone silent on Kai for some 
time, Doodsie asks Angel about her relationship prospects, saying that she had heard that Kai had 
visited Angel in the States when she was recovering from wounds sustained during the invasion. Angel 
responds, “It don’t have nothing to tell, Mammie. We close. I like him very much. But neither one of  
us thinkin of  marriage or anything like that.” Here Collins adds, newly in the 2011 version, “He has 
somebody already” (346; emphasis mine). On first glance, this edit seems merely to offer clarification: we 
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are not thinking of  each other because he is committed elsewhere. But Angel continues, “I like him 
a lot, though,” and “If  ah gon to married or live wid anybody, it gon be somebody like him!” Again, 
Doodsie pushes, “But not him?” At this Angel—perhaps frustrated or confused—responds, “I don 
know! It mightn be possible!” But then she says, “He is settled down already. His wife—his partner, 
anyway, which is the same thing—came to see me too” (346). These two sentences are entirely new.

Having entered the line to make interventions twenty-some years after the initial publication, 
Collins chooses to muddle rather than clarify.18 Had she wished to mark the relationship as foreclosed, 
she could have easily deleted the ambiguous “I don know! It mightn be possible!” Or she could have 
silenced Doodsie’s inquiry with Angel’s declaration, “He has somebody already.” Ought that not be the 
end? At least in any legitimate sense? Yes, we, her readers, know that Doodsie’s own husband also had 
somebody already—Doodsie!—and that having did not prevent other relationships, ones that produced 
several other children whom, furthermore, Doodsie was required to support through her labour. 
We understand that every dollar Allan sent for his other children was a dollar not spent for Doodsie’s 
children’s food, clothing, medicine or—crucially for Angel—education. We also know that these ‘side’ 
attachments initially catalyzed serious, violent conflicts between them. “He has somebody already” 
should then be the answer that forestalls all questions from the injured Doodsie. 

I do not mean to suggest by this that relationships in Grenada, or elsewhere in the Caribbean, 
actually conformed, in general, to church/colonial prescriptions of  monogamy—in fact or even in 
intention. That any reader familiar with the Caribbean context would immediately understand the 
phrase ‘out family’ confirms the existence of  other well-established ways of  forming recognizable 
family units.19 Yet, the middle class and its institutions universally decry these structures. And whether 
by pretension or aspiration, they are also rejected, on face, by many in the working classes with family 
members and friends in just such “fractal” arrangements, as Brodber terms them (Nothing’s Mat). As 
such, ‘out’—or, in the legalistic formulation, bigamous—families could hardly be called accepted. Less 
acknowledged still are tacitly accepted romantic arrangements among multiple adults, let alone their 
configuration as families.  

Nonetheless, in Angel, Doodsie pushes Allan to legitimize his ‘out’ children by acknowledging 
them to Angel and her brothers, and to introduce them so that they might be considered kin. Doodsie 
supports, and Doodsie legitimizes. In so doing, Doodsie authorizes a situation which propriety demands 
she condemn—one which she had previously, in fact, condemned for years. For instance, in exhorting 
Angel to study hard, Doodsie tells her, “You see me in de kitchen here […] is all for somebody else 
pocket. […] [T]he more I work inside is the more he have to give outside” (113), indicating her 
understanding that her unpaid labour allows Allan to accumulate and allocate funds saved via her 
service—and her determination that her daughter escape this trap. 

On the one hand, this thread of  the story offers a critique of  a capitalist system that relies 
entirely on parents to provision and educate the next generation of  labourers rather than collectivizing 
the human and financial costs, and of  the particular burden this privatization of  reproductive labour 
places on women. But on the other hand, Doodsie’s gradual recognition and formalization of  these 
non-monogamous attachments, of  other-than-nuclear family, quite against the post–chattel slavery 
dictates of  her colonially imposed religion, could indicate a willingness to broaden—and I would argue 
rebroaden—the definition of  ‘legitimate’ family, back through slavery and into a pre-Maafa moment. It 
introduces the possibility of  acknowledging that just as Doodsie as labourer does not belong to Allan, 
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so Allan as father does not belong to her church-accredited children alone—and if  not to them as 
father, then perhaps not to her as lover, either. Any such acknowledgement would indicate that a crucial 
reconstruction of  desire and its legitimate fulfilment was underway. 

Another quite legitimate interpretation of  Doodsie’s ‘acceptance’ of  the outside children 
is that Doodsie is merely capitulating to the prevailing patriarchal order, in its demands both that 
women accept men’s philandering and that presumably morally superior women do what’s ‘right’ by 
acknowledging the innocent children produced via ‘their’ men’s (sinful) womanizing. Indeed. Because 
the novel reveals Doodsie’s change in approach—accommodating rather than violently rejecting 
her husband’s other families—alongside other characters’ increasing appreciation of  her political 
consciousness over the course of  the novel, I read the text as depicting and endorsing a modulating 
attitude. However, textually approved or not—and whether the result of  social coercion or genuine 
transformation of  feeling—Doodsie’s act still effects an opening; acknowledging outside children rather 
than enforcing secrecy and separation pushes the boundaries of  the nuclear ‘ideal,’ and the resultant 
destabilization opens the way for more.20

That it is through Doodsie that such a rupture appears is key. If  any of  the novel’s characters 
is upheld as inherently revolutionary, albeit imperfectly, it is Doodsie. As Rhonda Cobham wrote 
soon after the first version of  the novel appeared, Collins is careful to demonstrate how “the fragile 
experiment […] was only possible at all because of  the strength and resistance passed on to the 
revolutionary generation by mothers and mentors like Doodsie,” calling Doodsie “the pivotal character 
in this text” (30). And in the novel itself, Doodsie herself  proclaims, in more than one way, “Me, I more 
revolutionary dan allyou” (258). Collins explores this revolutionary potential via her vexed marriage, 
delineating the ways in which marriage renders women property, while depriving them of  property at 
the same time. At the beginning of  the narrative, Doodsie repeatedly voices complaints about Allan 
appropriating both her labour and her land. Later, Angel expresses her unwillingness to attach herself  
to a man who will require her domestication. In a letter to Ezra, Angel’s godmother, Doodsie reports 
that “[Angel] don intend to lose [herself] in nobody kitchen” (190) and that “if  she have to get married 
to live man life for them like me, she think she better off alone” (191). In refusing exactly those sorts of  
male appropriation of  female energies that Doodsie had previously decried, Angel has thus embraced 
her mother’s theoretical stance (however necessarily complicated by her praxis). Where marriage 
historically contributed to male assumption of  wives’ property and work, and by extension other 
capitalist dispossession of  workers, Angel is determined to configure her own amorous filiation entirely 
outside the realm of  possession and exploitation.

While Doodsie’s revolutionary consciousness precedes and endures through the Revo, 
Allan’s understanding lags far behind, and this failure, too, is demonstrated within the context of  
their marriage and his appropriation of  Doodsie’s labour. Given that it was labour organizing that 
had inaugurated Allan’s participation in the island’s politics, his inability to conceive of  Doodsie 
as a labourer whose work should be compensated illustrates the failure of  that organizing effort to 
adequately address gender inequity. Not until later in the novel do we see Allan, despite his early 
stubborn blindness, working to understand as exploitation his refusal to include Doodsie in making 
fiscal and management decisions regarding what is, in effect, their joint agricultural business, an 
undertaking that absorbs all of  Doodsie’s out-of-house labour. Even if  it is even more difficult for him 
to comprehend that he is also exploiting her unpaid domestic labour, Allan’s attempts to understand 
signal at least the possibility of  transformation. Nonetheless, this comprehension only emerges through 
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the challenges that Doodsie and other family members pose to him, and, significantly, his increased 
understanding comes long after the Revo itself  has ended (271). Social adjustment has come through 
struggle within his personal relationships, not through either party politicization or reformation of  
society’s institutions.

And in a novel that showcases the transformative organization of  Grenadian political activity 
and education—with popular assemblies and student input into curriculum—the absence of  
revolutionary rhetoric and models in the service of  any transformed love relationships—let alone erotic 
and romantic attachments—is conspicuous. In other arenas, Collins’s novel renders a revolutionary 
politics which had been actualized at least in part during the brief  Revo. But the text offers no parallel 
examples for erotic attachment or even gender roles—no speeches in an assembly on the need to 
provide for families whether they are ‘legitimate’ or not, and no extra-family, organized movement to 
make decision making within the family—or even floor time—as egalitarian as it is in the community 
hall.

This absence of  organizational attention to re-envisioning amorous, erotic and familial 
relationships does not arise due to a lack of  models. Given that the Grenadian Revo in 1979 occurred 
well after revolutionary organizations around the world had already grappled with the transformation 
of  sexual politics and gender equity, the Revo had a plethora of  exemplars—literary, theoretical and 
enacted—from which to draw in its own struggles. In his 1959 L’an V [cinq], de la révolution algérienne 
(A Dying Colonialism), Fanon had addressed the necessary changes sexual politics underwent during 
the Algerian Revolution. Over a decade after Fulgencio Batista was finally ousted from Cuba, the 
revolutionary government enacted the Cuban Family Code to advance “one of  the most basic 
conditions for further development of  the Revolution, that of  equality between men and women in 
all areas of  Cuban life,” founded on the mutual respect and accountability of  life partners, including 
sharing of  reproductive labour (Center for Cuban Studies i). Yet another theoretical model was 
developed in the Black Panther Party (BPP) in the United States, which had widely influenced Black 
Power organizing in the Caribbean. BPP leader Huey Newton articulated the party’s refusal to uphold 
“the most fundamental principle of  capitalism, the private possession of  property; and worse […] to 
liken people to property, chattel,” an adherence to old doctrines they determined must be “rooted out 
of  us […] if  we were to follow a revolutionary road” (Brown 258–59). 

One might argue, looking into the history of  the Grenadian Revolution, that rather than 
“rooting out” conceptions of  people as property, the Revo-installed People’s Revolutionary Government 
(PRG) instead merely socialized that property, such that the party considered all the energies, labour 
and time of  party members as ‘belonging’ to the PRG instead of, as more traditionally, to their families 
(see, e.g., Phillip-Dowe). In one of  the novel’s new sections, which focuses on the particular challenges 
facing women in the party, Collins writes that “Angel started to feel that life was one long meeting,” 
while another comrade reports, “[T]o tell you the truth, I starting to fraid for my children. The little 
boy tell me […] that when he get big, he ain’t going to one meeting, because every time he want me to 
do something with him, I in a meeting” (270; emphasis in original). Long the modus operandi of  the 
church-disciplined, self-denial (now for both individual and collective salvation) has also become a party 
cadre precept. 

This is not to suggest that the PRG itself  refused to acknowledge some of  the gender imbalances 
challenged by previous revolutionary movements. While adhering to the Marxist centring of  economic 
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hierarchies over any others, including gender, the PRG tackled women’s inequity through programmes 
of  education, training, employment, militarization, increased leadership, supplementation of  children’s 
basic nutritional needs and schooling fees, and a substantive paid maternity leave with guaranteed job 
retention (Phillip-Dowe). The women’s organizational arm of  the PRG even drew attention for raising 
such “radical ideas […] as marriage being outdated” (Phillip-Dowe 64). As such, it is evident that 
the PRG acknowledged and exerted some effort to address Grenadian women’s inferior educational, 
economic and political positioning. Nonetheless, any endeavours to revolutionize the family, including 
transforming sexual relations and convincing men to assume more of  the labour of  supporting children, 
appear to have remained largely at the level of  rhetoric.21 Perhaps it is due to this historical institutional 
failure that Collins’s fictional critique of  such power imbalances among men and women—and any 
attempts at redressing them—comes entirely through social interactions among individuals rather than 
through actions undertaken by political organs. 

Even if  the novel offers no examples of  organizational attempts to redress gender inequities, 
however, including those that inhere in familial, amorous and erotic relationships, Collins’s revisions 
provide ample evidence that she identifies the affective realm as an absolutely necessary arena for 
revolutionary reorganization, for her close textual attention to the transformations that occur within 
Angel’s genetic family is also extended beyond that family and into the revolutionary organization. 
For instance, in one of  the added sections in the 2011 edition, Collins explores the ways in which the 
US invasion exacerbated the schisms between those allied with party hardliners, those allied with the 
masses who backed Chief  (the allegorical analog of  the immensely popular Maurice Bishop), and those 
who were simply too bewildered by the infighting and external attack to decide where their allegiance 
belonged. When Angel admits to her own confusion and begs to be exempted from combat, one 
hardliner wants her disciplined. But another, addressing her as “Sister,” says, “I understand. I look at 
you, I see how you’re feeling.” Reflecting on his own wife and children—the enduring importance of  
his affective rather than political kin, despite the party’s deprivileging of  the former—this officer finds a 
way for Angel to exit the ongoing battle, telling her, “Wherever that is, make your way home” (328). In 
an interview with David Scott around the time that Collins was revising the novel, Collins reported that 
a similar act of  clemency offered her the only moment of  clarity within all the raging turmoil (Scott 
135). Indeed, this act of  a military leader in a revolutionary party, releasing her, could well have saved 
her life. In the end, adherence to party discipline, as derived from revolutionary ideology, is trumped by 
acknowledgement of  human attachment. 

George Jackson, a key architect of  Black Power, writes that, for those whom Fanon would call 
les damnés, the collective struggle “gives revolution its love motive” (322). For Jackson, the love that 
enables human understanding also requires that revolutionary action, decisions and ethics all proceed 
out of  revolutionary love for one’s people, rather than emerging solely out of  revolutionary outrage at 
their domination and exploitation and expressed in a prioritization of  the battle above all else. To be 
exempted from the battle that could have buried her, Angel required the extension of  a military man’s 
love for his own kin; in the novel as in life, love ultimately superseded the doctrinaire imperative to fight 
the external war. The novel’s revision suggests that instead of  allowing the often-crippling destruction 
of  hope that accompanied the Revo’s defeat to obscure such lessons in turn, we must continue to be 
open to whatever possibilities remain.

For Angel 2.0, such possibilities seem to exist most hopefully within the ambiguous, the quiet, 
the yet-to-be-excavated spaces that occur in Angel’s not-yet-attachment, or perhaps on-again-off-again 
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attachment—this love that Collins reinforces on the line in a revision whose aim is political honesty, 
not political closure. Nothing in her ‘erotic’ life is settled, for Angel, like the disrupted Revo and the 
tragically conflicted leadership that failed it, is still working out the many contradictory ‘erotic’ values 
she inherited from her imperial and revolutionary contexts (with their attendant moral, economic, and 
sexual regimes). 

“His wife—his partner, anyway, which is the same thing,” Angel says, “came to see me too.” In 
probing these edits Collins made on the line, I am not interested in determining who wants or is allowed 
to fulfil which amorous and erotic desires with whom, for how long. Rather, I am suggesting that we 
can see the deliberate openness and consolidating ethical focus of  this nascent relationship among three 
as one step in what Collins identifies through her novel as a necessary move away from the reign of  
‘private’ love, appropriated property and centralized power—a move towards not just revolution but a 
revolution, in Doodsie’s words, “not allyou own.”

Notes
1  The women in the novel are struggling shopkeepers, street vendors, peasants, domestics and so 

on. Calling them ‘poor,’ though accurate whatever the region, seems to elide the fact that, by US 
standards, the Grenadian ‘middle class’ of  the time would likely be judged ‘poor’ as well. ‘Lower 
class’ also seems wrong-headed, since there were clear class divisions even within what might 
be considered the lower class (not to mention the pejorative connotations of  ‘low class’). Collins 
herself  addresses this problem of  nomenclature from the opposite end, identifying people she 
says she would have once called “wealthy” but “now understanding better the realities of  the 
postcolonial under-classes [calls] better off” (“Are You a Bolshevik” 37; emphasis mine). Hence my 
choice here of  ‘worse off,’ which is truer to the Grenadian context. 

2  Collins creates art that emerges from the community for the community’s needs, defending the 
values of  the (providing) plot, rather than those of  the (exploiting) plantation, to paraphrase 
Sylvia Wynter’s grounding 1971 address. Throughout her narrative, Collins embraces 
indigenous créolité rather than privileging the colonially imposed Queen’s English, and her 
characters actively question those instances when such colonial language is still used. Collins 
critiques colonial education and doctrinaire “Leninist leaning” Marxist politics alike (“Are You a 
Bolshevik” 40), offering instead examples of  community-based, organically derived cooperative 
learning and economics, and her characters question and oppose both politically and religiously 
maintained class and race-gender power imbalances. For intellectual workers on such literature, 
see, for example, Brathwaite; Brodber, “Fiction” and “Re-Engineering”; Denning; García 
Márquez; Mao Tse-tung; Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o; Wynter.

3  I use the term ‘socialist’ here merely as shorthand for a revolution that was, as the New JEWEL 
Movement literature put it, “not self-consciously Marxist” even if  “some of  the Marxist analysis 
is valid” (The New Jewel, qtd. in Collins “Are You a Bolshevik” 37). Collins elaborates that 
“the Grenadian people were not generally Marxist-Leninist or even knowingly capitalist in 
orientation. They were working out of  their own critique of  existence, their perceptions of  
practical, personal experience” (“Are You a Bolshevik” 43). The Revo was initially secured 
through participation by ‘the masses,’ and the work of  transforming society continued to be 
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performed by people with varying levels of  involvement in the party, including none. In the 
above 2010 article, Collins consistently refers to the People’s Revolutionary Government (PRG) 
as leftist. Her description of  the work they undertook with the people, and the political and social 
organizations they built together, aligns with a conception of  socialism—tied up with the crucial 
element of  anti-(neo)colonialism. It might therefore be more accurate to refer to the revolution as 
‘anticolonial leftist,’ but given our current context, when ‘the Left’ in many places is alarmingly 
right of  anything that would have been recognizable to ‘the Left’ forty years ago, I have chosen 
to use ‘socialist.’

4  Shalini Puri addresses Angel (and Collins’s other work) extensively throughout The Grenada 
Revolution in the Caribbean Present, Puri’s 2014 exploration of  collective memory regarding the 
Revo and its collapse. Puri devotes several pages of  her final chapter in this monograph to 
the 2011 revision of  Angel, mainly to highlight the novel’s expanded discussion of  the varied 
interpretations of  party rifts, the dissolution and the US invasion. She does not, however, attempt 
to identify the many sentence-level (line) edits or speak to their effects. For this cataloguing, 
Puri refers to a detailed discussion in a 2012 paper by Jessica FitzPatrick, to my knowledge still 
unpublished as of  this date. For the only other treatment of  the revision of  which I am aware, 
see also April Shemak’s 2014 article on the novel’s reissue as contributing to Grenadian “truth 
and reconciliation” efforts.

5 ‘The Revo’ is the (originally affectionate) moniker used by the Grenadian people for their own 
revolutionary movement, as opposed to revolution more broadly.

6  This centring of  a collectivity versus a bourgeois individual protagonist is one of  Collins’s major 
achievements, and places her among the best of  the anticolonial alt-canon (if  such is not an 
oxymoron). See analyses by, for example, Cooper, “Grenadian Popular Culture”; Lima; Meehan; 
Puri; Scott; Wilson. Through a comparison that can only be considered the highest praise, Puri 
declares that Angel “puts into practice the move that C. L. R. James wished he had accomplished: 
to center the chorus and not the tragic hero” (265). 

7  In her role as guest editor of  a Caribbean Quarterly issue dedicated to the Grenadian Revolution, 
Carolyn Cooper writes about meeting a shopkeeper who, when she mentioned the Revo, 
exclaimed, “‘Revolution.’ If  I see ‘revolution’ mark on bread, I stop eating bread” (“Something 
Torn” v). Collins herself  refers to this alienation from the Revo in nearly everything she writes 
on the dissolution and post-Revo Grenada, including her 1995 analysis of  the Revo’s failures one 
decade gone (“Grenada” 73). 

8 All Angel quotations are taken from the 2011 revision.
9  Puri also writes that “both versions of  Angel […] wrest the bildungsroman away from the association 

of  female protagonist with romance and marriage,” and asserts that “erotic desire is marginal to 
the novel” (268). My contention here is that the marginal is nonetheless significant.

10 Although this article treats ‘love attachments’ almost entirely as they appear along romantic 
lines, the term—and the necessity for transformation—clearly applies also to familial 
arrangements. As discussed below, Frantz Fanon addresses the decolonizing transformation 
of  love attachments in both realms in his chapter on the Algerian family in A Dying Colonialism; 
Collins tracks the same with Angel, if  less explicitly.
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11 The enduring economic instability of  post–chattel slavery plantation society also required 
mobility of  labour around and off the island, often resulting in temporary or permanent 
emigration of  both men and women looking for work. 

12 Collins demonstrates this enmeshment of  church, state and family repeatedly. For example, 
the imprisoned Eva’s grandchildren justify Leader’s punitive actions, which led to their 
grandmother’s arrest, against the backdrop of  a portrait of  Jesus crowned with the declaration, 
“Christ is the Head of  this House,” a statement Angel then also likens to the excuses women 
make for their husbands’ deficiencies (237–38), suggesting that unquestioning loyalty to doctrine, 
whether governmental, religious or social, is unwise. 

13 For more on the dangers facing black labouring women, see, for example, Lerner; P. Collins.
14 Perhaps ironically, the elevation of  the collective enacted at the beginning of  the Revo had 

the effect of  diminishing the consideration of  individual needs, such that self-denial is also the 
watchword of  party cadres, as I will explain below.

15 Janice’s refusal to be dominated by the church, by way of  the nuns, extends to her colonial 
education as well. One funny episode set at school shows Janice casually mocking a Latin 
assignment by submitting a well-known irreverent verse in place of  the assigned translation: 
“Latin is a language / As dead as dead can be! / It killed the ancient Romans”—and 
here Janice’s version veers away from the canonical ditty’s “Now it’s killing me” to assert 
victoriously—“But it won’t kill me!” (133). This rhyme was originally chanted by British 
children bemoaning the imposition of  ‘classical’ education into their British schools. What the 
British children suffered as a result of  the choices of  their parents’ proxies on British curricular 
committees, this Grenadian child refuses, turning the death of  the colonial-church-imposed 
curriculum—with likely an absolute absence of  any Grenadian parental proxies—back on itself. 
Collins’s use of  humour is superlative, particularly in stories told communally in the novel, and 
applied equally to tragic or dangerous situations. As such, Angel should be understood to be in the 
long tradition of  black laughter as resistance, on which there is abundant scholarship. See, for 
example, Lalla; Millan.

16 Note the uncanny similarity between George Jackson’s declaration to his “comrade” “Z,” in 
his 1970 letter from prison, and Angel’s description of  Kai. Jackson writes, “You are my first 
beautiful, really beautiful experience” (276).

17 Readers should note that this usage of  a ‘standard’ English declaration departs from Collins’s 
practice in the first version, where section titles were almost exclusively aphorisms and in Creole. 
The change from exclusively Creole to standard English for many of  the headings in added or 
altered sections also merits investigation.

18 Nor are any of  the edits made here compelled by book production pragmatics or budgetary 
considerations. Whole sections have been added, and words within sentences have been changed 
and deleted; as such, the entire book had to be re-typeset and therefore re-proofed. Changes on 
the line here could as easily be deletions (“It mightn be possible!”) as additions (“His wife […] 
came to see me too”) (346).
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19 See Goveia 9 for an early acknowledgement of  this Caribbean departure from bourgeois family 
norms upheld elsewhere in the British Empire; and studies such as those in the 1981 collection 
edited by Filomena Chioma Steady, The Black Woman Cross-Culturally.

20 I thank the anonymous reviewer of  this article for suggesting that I account for this vital 
alternative interpretation.

21 See Phillip-Dowe for discussion of  the historical failure of  the revolutionary government to 
adequately address issues, such as violence against women and organization of  childcare, that 
are intimately connected with women’s ability to achieve equity.
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A “Right to Quiet”: Noise 
Control, M. NourbeSe Philip 
and a Critique of  Sound as 
Property
Petal Samuel

On 6 July 2008, the New York Times ran an article entitled “An Old Sound in Harlem 
Draws New Neighbors’ Ire,” covering a dispute between a black drummers’ circle in Marcus 
Garvey Park in Harlem and the residents of  a nearby, newly erected luxury co-op. The 
drummers—who are African American, African and Afro-Caribbean—had been playing 
in the park every Saturday since 1969, often closing their sessions between 9:00 and 10:00 
p.m. When the co-op was erected a few years prior, however, new residents—many of  
whom were young white professionals—began filing noise complaints against the drummers’ 
circle. When police officers approached the drummers’ circle in response to the complaints 
and demanded that the drumming stop, the drummers refused, citing their decades-long 
tradition of  playing in the park. In response, the officers called for backup—bringing nine 
officers to the scene—and surrounded the circle in a tense impasse until, about a half-hour 
later, the officers left (White 349). As Khadijah White points out in her compelling and 

Source: Image by Christopher Cozier, Sound System Version 4, Kentucky (SSV4KY). Rubber Stamps. 2012
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definitive study of  the incident, the de-escalation likely occurred both because of  the efforts of  the 
Marcus Garvey Park Alliance, who intervened with the local police precinct during the incident, and 
because many members of  the audience were recording the scene on their cellphones (349). Ultimately, 
the drummers’ circle was allowed to continue to convene in the park, but only after being relocated 
twice within the park in order to distance them from the co-op.

Several periodicals surveyed residents of  the building for their perspectives on the incident, 
despite the president of  the co-op board’s urging to avoid speaking to the press. Residents 
overwhelmingly qualified that they did not resent the group’s long-standing presence in the park, nor 
were they “united against the drummers”; indeed, as one anonymously surveyed resident notes: “Many 
of  us think it is important to respect the drummers’ rights as residents of  Harlem, and as musicians who 
are an important part of  the Mount Morris community and who are practicing something they feel 
passionate about” (Williams). Instead, one resident emphasized that it was the volume, duration and 
“inescapability” of  the drumming that was disturbing. In an Associated Press article about the incident, 
resident Beth Ross declares, “African drumming is wonderful for the first four hours, but after that, 
it’s pure, unadulterated noise. [...] It was like a huge boom box in the living room, the bedroom, the 
kitchen. You had no way to escape except to leave the apartment” (Dobnik). The qualification that it 
is not the musical genre itself  that disturbs but the volume and duration of  it serves to expose rather 
than evade the racial dynamics that underpin the complaint.1 Yet, more compelling for my purposes 
is the account of  spatial infiltration and trespass via noise that she offers up: the sound was one that 
invaded every room in the apartment and that she was eager to “escape”; it threatened to chase her out 
of  her home. Once the sound became noise, it became an agent; it—and by extension the drummers 
themselves—developed the capacity to threaten, invade and evict.

It is not insignificant that Ross likens the sound of  the drumming to a “huge boom box,” a 
technology associated overwhelmingly with black cultural production—hip hop in particular—and 
its ethos of  open confrontation with institutional racism. It also matters that the boom box is “huge”; 
this operates to magnify the already perceived excess of  the boom box itself, which is inextricable from 
notions of  black physical and sonic excess. Here, condemnations of  the drum and boom box allow the 
noise complainant to obliquely and subtly condemn black subjects without explicitly naming them. 
As such, what Beth Ross describes as an inescapable boom box that materializes in every room of  her 
house and chases her out of  her home relies on a racial imaginative repertoire that imagines blackness 
as a supernatural terror, threat and toxin that requires unceasing and extraordinary measures of  
containment. 

The New York Times coverage of  the case quotes Donald Williams, the then president of  the 
Mount Morris Park Community Improvement Association, explaining that while the drummers are a 
vital part of  the neighbourhood, “the residents have said, ‘We have the right to live here too, and the 
right to have some aural privacy,’ and they do” (Williams; emphasis mine). The unwanted sound of  the 
drumming here unexpectedly takes on the character and gravity of  a constitutional and civil rights 
violation, as a violation of  both property rights and the right to privacy. This construction of  “aural 
privacy” relies on the conversion of  the soundscape into an extension of  the zone of  private property 
rights. The sound of  drumming that infiltrates Beth Ross’s home is unacceptable in part because the 
dominion of  her private property extends into the soundscape surrounding her co-op unit.

Afro-Tobagan-Canadian poet M. NourbeSe Philip demonstrates compellingly that the 
criminalization of  African music and dance is linked to the logics of  white property ownership under 
slavery. Even as black “musical forms and styles are appropriated and taken up by different groups 
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and peoples around the world,” NourbeSe argues, “none of  this redounds to African peoples being 
any more respected as they move through life. […] This reflects a disturbing parallel with the way in 
which the Black body and all that it produced, without and within—from crops to progeny—were the 
property of  the slave owner, indeed anyone else but the enslaved herself ” (Philip, Blank 22–23).2 By 
turning to the conceptual framework of  property rights in this context, then, Ross reanimates an older 
rhetoric and practice of  black dispossession. 

The core rhetorical impulse demonstrated by the complainant is to construe herself  as the 
victim of  rights violations. This is curious on a number of  fronts: it is the long-time black residents 
of  the neighbourhood, not the luxury co-op residents, who are facing the danger of  displacement 
due to gentrification; it is the drumming circle, not the co-op residents, who have experienced police 
surveillance, intrusion and forcible relocation. Perhaps most illustratively, it is on behalf  of  the co-op 
residents that the police mobilize in overwhelming force, on the brink of  what may have quickly and 
easily escalated into an all-too-familiar scene of  anti-black police brutality. In practice, and contrary to 
Ross’s claims, the co-op residents are already the privileged subjects of  rights.

The soundscape becomes a contested, hybrid spatial-sonic rights territory where the familiar 
racist imagery of  excessive, unruly blackness is redeployed. This turn to rights rhetoric hinges itself  on 
drawing attachments between the flexible signifier of  ‘noise’ and black cultural production, and ‘quiet’ 
as the absence thereof. ‘Quiet’ not only is implied as the originary, rightful state of  the soundscape 
that gets polluted through noise, but is also a constructed rights-object that is susceptible to theft and 
violation by non-white subjects. The ‘natural’ and ‘rightful’ state of  the soundscape is one either 
absent of  markers of  sonic blackness or featuring contained, controlled measures of  black sociality. 
In public discourse and organized resistance to the vaguely defined phenomenon of  ‘noise,’ ‘quiet’ is 
often mobilized as a stolen object of  desire, whose unjust theft stands as a sign of  dispossession. Right-
to-quiet and anti-noise organizations and activists, in particular, are key engineers and arbiters of  the 
presentation of  ‘quiet’ as a civil, constitutional and human rights object. Indeed, the Chapel Hill-based 
organization Noise Free America lists on their website a video that records the sounds of  the Harlem 
drummers’ circle as an example of  unjust forms of  noise which the organization condemns (“Videos”). 
Situated largely amongst examples of  industrial noise—such as car horns, loud pipes, motorcycles and 
leaf  blowers—the citation of  the drummers’ circle is an outlier in this ostensibly objective, apolitical list 
of  noise sources. Yet, the organization’s name alone, Noise Free America, declares an aspirational reach 
towards a version of  the United States where sources of  noise—including the Afro-diasporic drummers 
in Marcus Garvey Park and the communities and cultural practices they represent—are appropriately 
subdued, regulated and more rigorously subject to the rule of  law. Rights rhetoric, then, intervenes to 
reimagine privileged subjects as those vulnerable to rights violations, often in order to reinscribe black 
and brown people and their cultural practices as threats to the body politic, nation and world. 

In this article, I approach the racialization of  noise by considering how right-to-quiet 
organizations and anti-noise discourses in the United States, Canada and the Caribbean rhetorically 
convert ‘quiet’ into a lost rights-object, permitting those who are otherwise the privileged subjects 
of  rights to claim a state of  dispossession. The right-to-quiet discourses I survey here find curious 
ways to invoke the rights- and justice-based rhetoric of  racial, economic and anti-colonial justice 
movements in order to elevate and magnify the gravity of  anti-noise complaints. Yet, in doing so, they 
risk undermining these movements by emptying their language and analytical strategies of  their crucial 
historical specificity. In the eyes of  right-to-quiet proponents, everyone is equally liable to become a 
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victim of  rights violations, even as formal noise complaints continue to be overwhelmingly targeted 
towards black social spaces and cultural practices.

I point to the undercurrents of  the rights rhetoric of  anti-noise proponents not to dismiss noise 
altogether as a source of  physiological and psychological harm, but to point to the ways these discourses 
of  harm both draw on histories of, and become complicit in the continuation of, ongoing processes of  
black dispossession and displacement. It is also notable that the ways in which class and race shape one’s 
likelihood of  being exposed to extreme industrial noise or the explicit uses of  noise as a technology 
of  torture or warfare—which do occur and are primarily directed against black and brown people—
are never the objects of  critique for right-to-quiet proponents.3 Instead, noise complainants primarily 
highlight forms of  sonic nuisance and elevate them to the milieu of  constitutional or civil-rights 
violations, often in order to enact cultural, social, racial and economic forms of  policing. These forms 
of  elevation, in turn, obscure and help to extend systemic, historical processes of  cultural suppression 
and civic exclusion. By pointing to black and brown people as the sources of  noise or as emblems 
of  a sonically primitive past that must be regulated by the modern technology of  noise control, such 
complainants also trouble racial, economic and national others as belonging and protected members 
of  a national body politic. In this way, black and brown claims to space, as with the Harlem drummers’ 
circle, are rendered unreasonable and unjust, while the systemic violence of  displacement is left 
unproblematized. If  right-to-quiet rhetoric depends on the conversion of  the soundscape into a white-
supremacist spatial jurisdictional territory where black and brown subjects are not legible as the subjects 
of  rights, calls for ‘quiet’ in this context serve as ways to govern black and brown movement and 
mobility—spatial, transnational and economic. By performatively restaging the call for dispossession, 
whether or not calls for quiet are honoured, complainants nevertheless work to reinvigorate doubts 
about black and brown entitlement to space and rights. 

I call on M. NourbeSe Philip’s 1991 prose-poem Looking for Livingstone: An Odyssey of  Silence as an 
intertext that offers a counterpoint to space- and property-based conceptualizations of  the soundscape. 
NourbeSe’s textual and visual experiments with “silence” in her work are well known for the ways 
they confront the historical, material and epistemological violence of  the trans-Atlantic slave trade 
and colonial rule.4 In addition, NourbeSe has directly indicted “regulations related to noise levels” 
specifically as an anti-black surveillance tactic, evidencing that “[b]lack bodies in public spaces are 
always policed and restricted” (Philip, Blank 207). Just as black people and cultural production circulate 
diasporically, so too do efforts to police and regulate them, linking geographies “up and down Port of  
Spain, Toronto, Notting Hill, New York, Miami” (Philip, Blank 225). This essay’s diasporic scope takes 
its cue from NourbeSe, attending to anti-blackness as a global phenomenon. 

In NourbeSe’s Looking for Livingstone, her imaginative engagement with “silence” as a tangible 
raw material and communal expressive resource deliberately frustrates the property- and privacy-based 
claims that become possible when the soundscape is understood through the colonial lens of  land as 
property. NourbeSe, instead, frustrates such property claims by calling attention to the forms of  black 
and brown dispossession and extermination that enabled colonial revisionist property claims to so-
called terra nullius (or ‘nobody’s land’). First, I will examine other examples of  the rights rhetoric that 
is often deployed by right-to-quiet proponents in their literature and in anti-noise public discourse. 
Many of  these examples enact strange conversions of  the soundscape into a curious extension of  
private property. Then I will turn to NourbeSe’s work in order to examine the ways Looking for Livingstone 
exposes and critiques such proprietary claims to the soundscape as being rooted in histories of  colonial 
domination.
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A Right to Quiet

While noise opponents and right-to-quiet organizations often struggle with the public perception 
that noise complaints are petty, priggish and curmudgeonly, noise complaints often signal deeper 
conflicts of  race, class, gender and nation, most notably when those complaints are levelled against 
members of  marginalized communities. By elevating their complaints to the milieu of  the rights 
violation, complainants claim a state of  injury. Doing so not only deters analyses that highlight the 
differential structural power dynamics between complainants and the accused, but also justifies the 
incursions of  law enforcement into already heavily policed communities on behalf  of  the aggrieved 
complainants. Especially common in anti-noise discourse is the imagery of  home invasion, where noise 
threatens to evict residents from their homes, interrupts sleep patterns, and more. The invocation of  
the private home in this context is strategic; it rests on a certain presumed equivalency between rights-
bearing citizens and property holders. It also works to extend the domain of  private property beyond 
the physical limits of  the property itself, often into public spaces such as parks, as we see in the Harlem 
drummers’ circle case. Paying special attention to these property- and privacy-based notions of  the 
soundscape, I explore how noise complaints often become furtive sites for reifying anti-black, colonial, 
property-based narratives of  citizenship. 

The exclusive narratives of  citizenship and belonging, however, are site-specific and tap into local 
dynamics of  race, class, gender and nation; the language of  noise complaints varies with geographical 
and historical contexts. Where the defensive language of  noise complainants in the Harlem drummers’ 
circle case explicitly took on the anti-black imagery of  black threat and alterity, noise complaints in 
the context of  the Caribbean tend to take up, instead, the language of  civilization, development and 
citizenship. Noise makers in this latter context are accused of  obstructing Caribbean nations’ efforts 
towards upward mobility on the global stage and according to Western ‘civilizational’ norms. 

Although the local dynamics of  race and class are distinct here, the language of  civilization 
nevertheless conjures older narratives of  black and brown savagery that framed the colonial project as a 
‘civilizing mission.’ Furthermore, in NourbeSe’s examinations of  critiques of  carnival in the Caribbean, 
she highlights the alliances between the white elite and “creole middle class,” the latter of  whom tend 
to frame their arguments in terms of  morality and respectability (Philip, Blank 217). In both cases, 
complainants conjure a subject of  rights who is under attack, but stop short of  explicitly naming the 
alleged attacker. Instead, they turn to imagery, rhetoric, objects and discourses of  rights and property 
ownership that have historically animated and justified black dispossession. In other words, though local 
social, economic and political dynamics differ between contexts, these cases are united by their anti-
black rhetorical repertoires.

Take, for example, the way the now-defunct website TT Citizens Against Noise shaped its agenda 
around advocacy for quiet as a “basic right” due to citizens. Notably, however, this site’s rhetoric 
describes poor noise-law enforcement as a civilizational and developmental problem: 

In every civilized country in the world, loud music and other forms of  noise pollution 
are not tolerated by the law, because law enforcement recognizes the basic right of  an 
individual to exist in an atmosphere of  peace and quiet. In T&T, we no longer enjoy these 
rights. We live as hostages in our own homes, while we continue to work hard and serve 
our country. This is simply not acceptable. (TTCAN) 
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The failure to control noise, here, is perceived as a failure of  the Caribbean postcolonial state to live 
up to Western standards of  civilization, development and modernity; the state’s capacity to claim 
membership in a democratic, rights-based mode of  governance is at stake. The pointed reference to 
“every civilized country in the world” is a thinly veiled reference to global North nations like the United 
States, Canada and the United Kingdom, where noise legislation is imagined to be more stringent, 
effective and enforceable because the rule of  law is presumed to be more potent in these places. A 2010 
op-ed in the Trinidad & Tobago Guardian entitled “How to Control Noise from Bars, Restaurants” makes 
this reference explicit: “In ‘civilized’ countries where citizens respect the rights of  others, there are 
well-established laws to regulate noise levels, especially in residential areas. These laws are vigorously 
enforced. In Canada, the U.S., the U.K. and in most other European countries there are laws to 
regulate the opening and closing hours for bars, pubs, restaurants, and dancehalls” (Alexander, “How 
to Control Noise”). In an anonymous 2013 letter to the Guardian entitled “Noise and Inconsideration 
Are Our Culture,” the writer declares, “Politicians talk about T&T becoming a developed country. But 
what kind of  uncivilized, sick society are we living in that citizens and animals can be subjected to such 
harsh, cruel and unusual punishment without any hope of  redress from the authorities?” (“Noise”). The 
title of  the letter riffs on a 2001 series of  press ads released by the Trinidad and Tobago Environmental 
Management Authority (EMA), which bore the slogan “Remember, music is our culture, noise is 
NOT!” (“EMA Noise Campaign – Phase 2”). Both the letter and the press ads position noise—and 
those who produce it—as antithetical to civilization, music and culture.

A nation’s capacity to control ‘noise’—and by extension its capacity to govern the unsavoury 
and unruly groups who produce it—is here upheld as a mark of  civilization. Upholding global-North 
nations as civilization’s standard-bearers remains untroubled. This line of  argument deliberately 
invokes the spectres of  colonial rule in the Caribbean and the attendant rhetoric of  black civilizational 
dysfunction which intensified after emancipation: the state’s capacity to control noise curiously becomes 
converted into a gauge of  modern (read ‘Western’) statehood, a test of  Caribbean states’—and by 
extension black and brown peoples’—capacity for and right to sovereignty. This rhetorical move draws 
a distinction between a vague universal ‘we’—the modern subjects of  rights—and aural others who 
constitute a threat to those rights. 

Further, anti-noise rhetoric tends to define noise through negation, as unwanted sound. It is 
impossible, then, to point to any coherent definition of  ‘quiet’; rather, ‘quiet’ only comes into view as a 
lost object of  desire. In this context, quiet is confined in time, consigned either to a romanticized past or 
to a modern, ‘civilized’ future. The term, then, beyond calling for the immediate cessation of  anything 
that might be described as ‘noise,’ becomes a repository of  fears of  black excess and barbarity.

Next, present in the TT Citizens Against Noise statement is the imagery of  home invasion, where 
the complainants are “hostages in [their] own homes,” pointedly as they “continue to work hard and 
serve [their] country” (TTCAN). The unit of  the home—notably their “own homes”—rhetorically 
positions complainants as property owners; thus, property ownership becomes the legitimizing grounds 
not only for the complaint but also for their status as citizens, as positioned against the illegitimate 
belonging of  noise makers. To cite property ownership as that which legitimizes one’s citizenship and 
belonging invokes the colonial history of  property ownership as a construct that functioned, in large 
part, to undermine and supersede other kinds of  claims—indigenous peoples’ claims to land and 
enslaved Africans’ claims to their bodies, families and labour, for example.5

Black feminist scholars throughout the diaspora have long elaborated and problematized 
property relations under colonialism and slavery. As Hortense Spillers explains, African kinship 
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structures necessarily needed to be disrupted in order to legitimize the master’s claim to slaves as 
property: “Certainly if  ‘kinship’ were possible, the property relations would be undermined, since 
the offspring would then ‘belong’ to a mother and a father” (75). Property relations in the context of  
slavery worked to anticipate and undermine counterclaims of  self-possession. One of  the markers of  
the colonial rhetoric of  property ownership, then, is that it is strategically deployed in order to undermine 
a pre-existing claim to space and belonging; it is intended to effect dispossession. Noise complainants who cite 
their property-ownership status as the legitimizing grounds of  their status as rights-bearing citizens do 
so in order to anticipate and supersede noise makers’ claims to sonic, and indeed national, space and 
belonging.

Further, M. Jacqui Alexander highlights, in her examinations of  heterosexualization and the 
postcolonial state, how the colonial Caribbean state established links between “ownership of  property, 
colonial respectability, manliness, and rights of  political representation.” Further, she points to the ways 
in which the state’s rhetoric of  “protection” illustrates “the state’s desire to own the popular narrative 
of  struggle, to convert it into a hegemonic narrative of  deliverance, to be seen as initiated only by itself  
as a benign patriarch” (Alexander, “Erotic Autonomy” 34; emphasis in original). Alexander’s work 
clarifies how the specific combination of  references to property ownership, citizenship and appeals to a 
benevolent, “protective” state characterizes colonial narratives of  citizenship. To invoke such a narrative 
in calls for noise control is telling: complainants who are claiming a state of  vulnerability to rights 
violation ironically ground their appeals in a decidedly colonial rhetoric of  privileged citizenship.

The use of  the term “hostage” sets up clear poles of  criminality and victimhood, where noise 
makers are perpetrators whose actions unambiguously require serious and forceful intervention by 
law enforcement. The characterization of  the anti-noise “we” as patriots who “serve [their] country” 
additionally establishes yet another distinction between rightful citizens and national “others.” Rightful 
citizens are those who faithfully take up the charges of  productivity (through hard work) and ‘service’ 
to their country; it is implied, then, that noise makers neither work hard nor serve the country, but 
instead leech off the state and the labours of  proper citizens—a familiar racist narrative of  black and 
brown unproductivity, laziness, fraudulence and craftiness. The complaint does little to problematize 
the premium placed on hard work, productivity and service in the face of  systemic barriers to economic 
opportunities, political representation and social justice. 

Curiously, many noise complaints in the Caribbean often revolve around classed sites of  sociality 
and economy—bars, dancehalls, churches and carnival most frequently. As such, the noise that disturbs 
very often stems from sites whose economies involve, in some measure, informal capital flows and 
social intimacies that are not tightly regulated or encouraged by the state. Thus, this characterization 
of  noise makers masks the fact that they are indeed often labourers, though their hours, conditions and 
less formalized exchanges of  capital differ from what is typical for wage workers in the formal economy. 
A hierarchy of  ‘proper’ work that bears fruit for the nation is sustained in the complaint. More 
importantly, the nation is invoked as an object of  loyalty, and citizenship and its attendant rights are 
framed as privileges earned by those who demonstrate the proper loyalty to the state. Conversely, noise 
makers are framed as undeserving of  the protections of  the state. As the complaint makes a case for 
rights violation, it implies that rights are earned, not owed, and that noise complainants’ rights precede 
those of  accused noise makers.

The conversion of  the soundscape into an extension of  private property serves to radically 
expand the domain of  the home in ways that permit complainants to police social and cultural 
practices that occur at a remove from residential areas, in public space or industrial zones. The sudden 
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August 2018 cancellation of  Carnival Kingdom—an outdoor concert which has become a centrepiece 
of  Caribana, or Toronto Carnival, and which was to be headlined by Trinidadian soca artist Machel 
Montano—stands as an example of  this. While the City of  Vaughan (just north of  Toronto) vaguely 
attributed the cancellation to the organizers’ failure to “comply with the terms of  the permit,” news 
coverage speculated that residential noise complaints about other Caribana events were to blame for 
the cancellation, even though the event was slated to take place in an industrial, rather than residential, 
area (@City_of_Vaughan). The satirical publication The Beaverton published a piece entitled “Caribana 
to be Replaced by ‘Scotiabank Celebration of  Noise Complaints,’” satirizing the consistency with which 
Caribana events have been targeted or shut down by noise complaints (Yates). 

By converting sound into an extension of  private property and framing themselves as a metonym 
for a broader body of  rights-bearing citizens who are under threat, the complainants in the Harlem 
drummers’ circle and Caribana cases and TT Citizens Against Noise make possible rights-based claims for 
legal regulation and law-enforcement intervention. They frame themselves as victims of  assault, trespass 
and denial of  access to the “basic” (read ‘universal’) right of  an “atmosphere of  peace and quiet.” What 
might otherwise be understood as a nuisance is elevated to the milieu of  a human-rights violation. This 
turn to rights rhetoric is unique for the ways it both reimagines those who are the privileged subjects 
of  rights as those who have been stripped of  their rights and makes unspoken assumptions about those 
to whom the soundscape rightfully belongs, assumptions that I argue are rooted in inherited colonial 
regimes of  race, gender, sexuality, respectability and citizenship.

Crucial, here, are the ways noise complaints serve as furtive vehicles for policing black cultural 
practices and social spaces. Freighted with the racialized vocabulary of  rights, property and citizenship, 
the language of  these complaints represents a sustained refusal to accept particular spaces and practices 
as legitimately cultural, as crucial to the social fabric of  the nation; they are instead understood as 
unbelonging and in need of  regulation or suppression. While across nations noise laws are notoriously 
difficult to enforce, noise complaints, anti-noise discourse and the police presence tasked with 
responding to complaints nevertheless act as persistent reminders that black cultural production and 
sociality is regarded as suspicious, scandalous and antagonistic. Even as complainants often mourn the 
lack of  decisive enforcement, the reminder of  unbelonging is itself  a crucial, historical, and pernicious 
mechanism of  noise control as a technology of  anti-black surveillance and repression. 

Writing about Caribana in Toronto, NourbeSe Philip explains in her 2001 essay “Black W/
Holes: A History of  Brief  Time” that the carnival is consistently policed on the grounds that “a 
collectivity of  black bodies […] is always seen as a potential source of  trouble” (Philip, “Black W/
Holes” 263). She explains how much of  this policing and harassment occurs under the veil of  legalism, 
through the withholding of  permits and funding: 

The white fathers control the space through which these black bodies will move and 
will to move: virtually every year the police flex their collective muscle and threaten to 
withhold permits and licenses. The white fathers reaffirm their supremacy by portraying 
the African organizers as being unable to manage money. Proof  being the debt the 
organizers have incurred. No mention is ever made of  the monies the province annually 
pours into European-based arts such as the opera, the ballet, the symphony, the Art 
Gallery of  Ontario and the Royal Ontario Museum. None of  which generates the 
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financial returns which Caribana does. […] But within this space allowed to African 
people, to black bodies, there must be a ritual scourging of  those who will not be allowed 
to be all over the place. And ritual obeisance to those who are, indeed, all over the place. 
(263–64)

NourbeSe’s language of  “ritual scourging” and “ritual obeisance” is especially useful for marking 
the ways that the seemingly trivial, procedural minutiae of  permits function as reminders of  black 
unbelonging in Canada, even in the instances when Caribana is permitted to proceed. Noise complaints 
surrounding black social and cultural practices function similarly, by circulating colonial rhetorics of  
civilization, citizenship and property that have long been used as grounds to deny black subjects access 
to rights and to membership within the body politic.

NourbeSe’s concern with the ways the inaugural dispossession of  the trans-Atlantic slave 
trade and Western colonialism are restaged through ongoing “ritual scourgings” of  black diasporic 
peoples worldwide is at the centre of  her work Looking for Livingstone. The work is a sweeping and 
imaginative parody of  the limits of  Western reason and a meditation on possibilities of  reclaiming 
non-Western epistemologies. NourbeSe’s experiments with sound and silence in this work similarly 
enact transmutations of  sound into curious alternate forms; however, her work strenuously critiques the 
property-based spatialization of  sound and instead leans towards understanding sound as a communal 
resource.

Thinking Sound Otherwise

Turning to M. NourbeSe Philip’s oeuvre—which explores how the initial violence of  the 
Western colonial enterprise continues to unfold through contemporary processes of  black displacement 
and dispossession—I emphasize the role of  the anti-black policing of  the soundscape in this history of  
displacement. From colonial bans on the drum to late-colonial prohibitions against noise in bars and 
dancehalls, the suppression of  noise as a colonial management technique has been nearly ubiquitous 
throughout the Caribbean and elsewhere in the diaspora. These anti-noise provisions have served as a 
surveillance mechanism, authorizing officials to enter black social spaces, investigate them, and suppress 
the sources of  noise. This impulse to surveil is rooted in fears of  black mass mobilization and the forms 
of  social, political and economic empowerment and transformation that become possible in black social 
spaces. In other words, the targeting of  black social spaces via noise complaints, legislation and law 
enforcement must be examined as a legacy of  slavery and colonialism.

 NourbeSe makes this connection explicit in her essay “Jammin’ Still,” writing, “Those of  us who 
come from cultures that have been riven by colonialism understand its destructive impact: wherever 
they conquered and/or unsettled, colonial powers disregarded Indigenous and local traditions and 
practice […] trampling or forbidding them as they did the drum in Trinidad” (Philip, Blank 18). She 
explicitly links such colonial tactics of  suppression to ongoing programs of  surveillance, criminalization 
and repression of  contemporary Afro-diasporic music and dance, during carnival in particular (Philip, 
Blank 211). Much of  her work is animated by this attention to the enduring logics of  slavery and 
colonialism in the present, and the policing of  the soundscape in particular is one avenue to which she 
has consistently called attention throughout her oeuvre. 

NourbeSe’s work is well known for its experimental form and its attention to the enduring 
afterlives of  slavery in the Caribbean, the United States and Canada. In particular, her work is 
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characterized by “a profound distrust of  language”; she highlights the complicity of  European 
languages—especially English—in colonial projects throughout the Americas (Philip, “Interview” 196). 
As she explains, “This language […] was never intended or developed with me or my kind in mind. It 
spoke of  my non-being. It encapsulated my chattel status. And irony of  all ironies it is the only language 
in which I can now function” (Philip, “Interview” 196). As a result, NourbeSe’s poetry often features 
words and phrases with internal fractures and wide intervening white spaces between word fragments. 
She notes, “[W]hen I fracture, fragment then put language back together again—[I am] trying to 
decontaminate it, perhaps. Refashioning it so that it can carry what you want it to say; managing 
the brutal history that casts a long and deep shadow around the language” (Philip, “Interview” 198). 
Conversely, NourbeSe views nonverbal sound as containing liberatory potential. Discussing the 
fragmentation of  words, she writes, “Words break into sound, return to their initial and originary 
phonic sound—grunts, plosives, labials—is this, perhaps, how language might have sounded at the 
beginning of  time?” (Philip and Boateng 205). For NourbeSe, sound represents a chaotic originary 
potential, a space that precedes language and therefore evades its historical baggage. 

In the previous section, my examination of  noise-complaint cases considered ongoing processes 
of  black displacement and dispossession through the prisms of  ‘noise’ and ‘quiet’; here, NourbeSe’s 
work examines these issues in terms of  ‘language’ and ‘silence.’ What, then, is the relationship between 
these terms? In many ways, they are linked by the political struggles they index. While right-to-
quiet proponents often defer to constructs of  belonging that have their roots in colonial domination, 
NourbeSe’s critiques of  language and her search for an alternative form of  expression that is distinct 
from imposed colonial language are invested in interrupting such subtle routes through which anti-black 
colonial logics persist. Both of  these battles against the legacies of  colonialism are staged, in large part, 
on the battleground of  language.

It is additionally crucial to note that ‘silence’ and ‘quiet’ have distinct political projects. For right-
to-quiet proponents, ‘quiet’ signals a state of  affairs where anti-black logics of  belonging and citizenship 
are enforced, legitimizing their own claims to space and rights by delegitimizing those of  noise makers. 
In contrast, NourbeSe deploys “silence” as an umbrella moniker for a range of  Afro-diasporic cultural 
and expressive practices—including song and nonverbal sound—that bear the mark of  colonial 
violence, while nevertheless evading attempts at colonial surveillance, discipline and codification. 
“Silence” signals persistent survival and resistance to erasure. In short, calls for ‘quiet’ engage in a 
project of  anti-black discipline, suppression and displacement. NourbeSe’s “silence” sustains a project 
of  black survival, resistance and free expression.

Noise complainants often invoke (without needing to explicitly name) black subjects as 
antithetical to ‘quiet’ and as naturally ‘noisy’—in both senses of  literal aural disturbance and as that 
which is inessential or distracting, cultural and national pollutant or excess. Conversely, Caribbean 
scholars (myself  included) point to noise making as necessary disruption of  white supremacy and 
grammar of  countersurveillance (Glissant 123–24). However, scholars like Kevin Quashie have 
helpfully questioned the commonsense that, both within and without black culture, “[r]esistance is, in 
fact, the dominant expectation we have of  black culture,” an expectation that often overlooks black 
interiority. He instead deploys “quiet” as a framework for highlighting this interiority. In Quashie’s 
use, quiet is “a metaphor for the full range of  one’s inner life—one’s desires, ambitions, hungers, 
vulnerabilities, fears” (Quashie 6). Such nuanced deployments of  ‘quiet’ destabilize right-to-quiet 
discourse’s overdetermination of  ‘quiet’ as a field of  signification that exists in opposition to black 
people, sociality and cultural production. NourbeSe’s invocation of  “silence” in Looking for Livingstone 
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(and in her broader oeuvre) similarly challenges the overdetermination of  “silence” as a marker of  black 
dispossession, cultural erasure and political passivity (i.e., historical “silencing”).6 Instead, in NourbeSe’s 
hands, “silence” becomes a language uniquely suited to black expression and cultural memory, and an 
expressive medium that can never be fully apprehended by colonial authorities.

In NourbeSe’s Looking for Livingstone, the protagonist, referred to only as “the Traveler,” goes on a 
journey which consists, in large part, of  shedding language quite literally: the Traveler spends a year in 
a sweat lodge “sweating words […] rushing from all orifices and openings, words evacuating, escaping” 
(43). In various ways, the Traveler must learn to confront the limits of  language and instead to embrace 
the possibilities of  “silence” as a nonverbal expressive medium. “Silence” in this work does not signify 
soundlessness; as the Traveler learns on her voyage, “silence does not necessarily mean an absence 
of  sound” (51). Instead, “silence” signals a form of  expression that refuses the ordering, taxonomical 
impulses of  language. It is not a uniform sonic marker, but an epistemological reorientation.

For example, the work draws curious parallels between what it calls “silence” and the particular 
forms of  sound that are often targeted in noise complaints. Likening “silence” to the noise of  the drum, 
the Traveler remarks, “Palm skin against drum skin—defining the outer edges of  silence, drum sound” 
(36). Here, the sound of  the drum—an object of  persistent racial anxiety throughout the diaspora from 
the colonial period to the present—is cited as the sound that most closely approaches or approximates 
“silence.” NourbeSe claims drumming as a crucial African diasporic cultural and expressive practice—a 
language, grammar and way of  knowing. Additionally, the Traveler dismantles any opposition between 
silence and noise, noting that over the course of  her travels she learns “how Silence could be filled with 
noise and also be still” (54). Thus, “silence” in NourbeSe’s usage signals forms of  expression that resist 
colonial order and that catalogue suppressed histories.

NourbeSe’s interest in the soundscape at the “beginning of  time”—a time prior to colonial rule 
and the ravages of  Western modernity—also recurs in this work. The Traveler encounters a group of  
people named the ECNELIS—an ananym for ‘silence’—who tell the Traveler an alternative creation 
myth that riffs on the Christian creation narrative. In the ECNELIS creation narrative, “God first 
created silence, whole, indivisible, complete”; man and woman in turn create the word, which enrages 
God and prompts Her to “[shake] out her bag of  words over the world […] shattering forever the 
whole that was once silence. […] They were condemned to words while knowing the superior quality 
of  silence” (11). NourbeSe thus turns a suspicious eye to the organized, systematized character of  
language, and embraces the chaos, unknowability and opacity of  “silence” as the site with the greatest 
potential to evade and trouble Western ways of  knowing.

Looking for Livingstone exposes the failure of  the colonial enterprise to fully overwrite, subdue and 
render legible black expressive culture and poetics. In the work, which alternates between prose and 
poetry, the Traveler voyages across a fictionalized African continent in search of  David Livingstone, 
a famous nineteenth-century Scottish missionary and explorer whose early colonial expeditions in 
central and southern Africa are credited with, among other things, the ‘discovery’ of  what he renamed 
Victoria Falls (after Queen Victoria) on the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe, and for laying 
crucial groundwork for the European colonial partition of  Africa. NourbeSe links David Livingstone’s 
missionary work with the broader colonial project of  African cultural repression and destruction, 
writing, “Über-missionary David Livingstone was of  the belief  that the most effective way to bring 
Christianity to Africans was first to destroy their culture, then introduce commerce, then religion” 
(Philip, Blank 22). The goal of  the Traveler’s search, at the outset of  the work, is to find Livingstone, 
ostensibly to confront him for the historical revisionism, violence, theft and displacement his travels 
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initiated and enabled. Beyond a critique of  the historical figure alone, Livingstone here operates as a 
metaphor for the imposition of  Western colonial forms of  knowledge and expression. On its surface, 
the running motif  of  the work—silence—invokes “silencing” as a process of  historical erasure and the 
imposition of  Western colonial epistemologies. 

However, throughout the work, the Traveler encounters “silence” in unusual forms that trouble 
the association between silence and erasure. The protagonist spends the bulk of  the work visiting 
peoples named as anagrams of  silence, such as ECNELIS, SINCEEL and LENSECI (capitalization 
in original). These peoples “speak” silence as a language, assign colours and shapes to it, weave it into 
mats and tapestries, trade it, mythologize it as the primordial soup from which all creation sprang, and 
more. The Traveler also explicitly genders “silence,” likening it to both a vagina and a womb space. 
NourbeSe emphasizes the productive capacity of  silence in order to trouble narratives of  historical 
erasure and the “ordering” impulses of  the Western gaze. In an interview with Toronto Review of  Books, 
NourbeSe discussed her experiments with “silence” across her oeuvre: 

I think the first thing about this is that it challenges a Western norm that establishes 
that it is possible to talk about anything and everything. […] There is the practice […] 
solidified by the practices of  empire and colonialism that everything can and should be 
made subject to the Western gaze, and that once you go through the necessary steps 
you will be able to tell the story, make the analysis or whatever is needed. […] [W]e can 
never tell the entire story of  slavery, although this doesn’t necessarily mean we shouldn’t 
try to reconstruct the better to understand what, indeed, did happen. […] I am talking 
about the impossibility of  telling the entire story, and the problematic about the desire to 
do so. […] How then do we begin to read the silences around slavery, and an event like 
the Zong? The first imperative is to become aware that we require a new language and 
following hard on that, the learning of  that new language. Even if  it’s the language of  
silence. (Watkins)

Thus, NourbeSe navigates the conundrum of  doing decolonial work while writing in a colonially 
imposed language by embracing and exploring silence as an expressive resource. In Looking for Livingstone, 
“silence” is a resource that precedes the colonial project, not merely an effect of  colonialism and slavery. 

In yet another segment of  the narrative, the “silence” takes the form of  a raw material. After 
encountering the NEECLIS, a group of  “needlewomen and weavers,” the Traveler is locked in “a 
huge room, ablaze with coloured fabric and yarn” and instructed to “piece together the words of  [her] 
silence,” to “weave yourself  something—something new—never seen before—using what you have, 
what is yours” (Philip, Looking for Livingstone 48, 52). When the Traveler finally completes this task, she 
is left with “a tapestry […] a multicolored quilt—of  Silence—my many silences—held together by the 
most invisible of  stitches—the invisible but necessary word” (55). Here, sound is again imagined as a 
bountiful resource which requires and invites new creative expressions. The charge to create something 
“never seen before” speaks to the aspirational reach towards sound as a realm that inherently resists 
colonial codification and systematization. This liberatory vision of  sound is common in black-studies 
scholarship on sound, where its inability to be readily decoded or fully delimited or suppressed is at the 
heart of  its disruptive potential.

From nonverbal sound to primordial substance to raw fibre, “silence” operates as a generative 
communal resource that enables the Traveler’s self-expression and self-definition. Sound as a site of  
possibility revolves around its democratic accessibility, its expressive capacity and its resistance to fixed 
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meaning. Implicit in the noise complaint is a racialized fear of  the unknown; it is managed through the 
reinvigoration of  colonial discourses of  black barbarity, the imposition of  the sign of  unruliness, and the 
sustenance of  regulatory measures. NourbeSe instead embraces the unknowable as a necessary feature 
of  decolonized expression; the evasion of  fixed meaning acts as a strategy of  countersurveillance that 
enables free expression. Sound, in these forms, operates as a site of  revolutionary potential.

However, NourbeSe issues a crucial challenge to the understanding of  the soundscape as beyond 
the reach of  colonial management and codification. Indeed, the long history of  noise management, 
as I argue throughout, is evidence of  colonial authorities’ stringent and sustained efforts to thwart the 
radical potential of  the soundscape. In Looking for Livingstone, there is one crucial moment when sound 
is suddenly emptied of  its radical potential; importantly, this coincides with a set of  characters—coded 
here as Western colonial actors—converting the soundscape into private space. After her final trip to 
visit the NEECLIS, the Traveler departs and comes across an edifice called the Museum of  Silence. 
Here, the Traveler learns, to her horror, that all the peoples she has visited over the course of  her 
journey have been robbed of  their “silences” by a group of  unnamed characters, who “label, annotate, 
date, [and] catalogue” them and put them on display in a museum (57). Most notably, these unnamed 
characters are referred to as “the proprietors,” hearkening to their status as property owners. 

 The Traveler bemoans, “My silence was now a structure, an edifice I could walk around, touch, 
feel, lick even—and I did—it was cold, cold to the tongue” (58). The haptic description of  the silence 
being “cold” stands in stark contrast to the warm imagery of  the weaving room of  the NEECLIS, 
which was “ablaze” with colour. This description marks the former iterations of  sound as living, 
generative traditions, whereas the museum stands as a static, dead and sedimented form of  sound, 
where meaning is fixed rather than fluid. Confronted with the museum’s displays, which are “contained 
[…] behind plexiglass” and kept in “carefully-regulated, climate-controlled rooms,” the Traveler 
decries the logics of  containment and regulation that have supplanted the active, living traditions that 
once gave the stolen “silences” meaning (58). In so doing, she exposes and critiques the ways that the 
museum’s claims to the principles of  care, preservation and public access are enabled, and therefore 
compromised, by their recourse to the colonial principles of  private property.7

The conversion of  silence into a spatialized, propertied site like a museum—with its blurring of  
the boundaries between private and public, caring and policing—is depicted as a horrifying moment 
of  colonial dispossession which evacuates the cultural practices of  colonized peoples of  all meaning. 
The imaginative possibility of  the literary form here allows for a literal conversion of  sound into space, 
which, through defamiliarization, functions as a critique of  the rhetorical, property-based spatialization 
of  sound commonly deployed in noise complaints. Ultimately, the Traveler demands that the 
proprietors return the stolen silences by attempting to issue a contest to their property claim, citing the 
indigenous peoples’ original ownership. Predictably, however, the proprietors refuse, protected by their 
own colonial property-rights claim.

Thus, Philip’s work notably frames the conversion of  sound as propertied space as a tactic 
rooted in a long history of  colonial dispossession of  black and brown peoples. While the Traveler is 
unable to restore the stolen “silences” to their original owners, she notes that there is one people whose 
silences are absent in the museum—the CESLIENS, a people who speak in the language of  silence and 
teach the Traveler to become fluent in it. Positioning the CESLIENS as the only group to evade the 
coerced theft and accumulation of  the predatory Museum of  Silence, NourbeSe re-centres the project 
of  “learning the language of  silence,” a language that resists colonial codifying mechanisms, as an 
enduring strategy of  anti-colonial resistance (Philips, Looking for Livingstone 35). Here, I read the learning 
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of  a new language as a sustained effort to rethink Western epistemological frameworks—whether 
legal, social or sensory. Anti-black noise complaints often rest on an assumption of  a kind of  sensory 
objectivity, where there is a universal standard of  reasonable, acceptable sound and unreasonable, 
unacceptable ‘noise’ that is ahistorical and apolitical—it is merely a matter of  decibels. This assumption 
ignores the colonial construction of  the senses, where forms of  black sound—regardless of  volume—
are stigmatized as being more disturbing, dangerous and unsavoury than others. From the sound of  the 
voice to the sounds of  music to the sounds of  protest, black sound is consistently targeted for regulation 
and suppression. 

Conclusion

This work offers up an account of  precisely how the soundscape becomes discursively constructed 
as an anti-black territory by describing one particular and curious conversion that enables racialized 
calls for ‘quiet’ and endows them with moral authority: the conversion of  the soundscape into an 
extension of  the zone of  private property. I point to the ways the rhetoric of  private property redeploys 
and sustains colonial notions of  property relations that seek to create rigid racial, classed and gendered 
divides between belonging citizens who are the deserving subjects of  rights and those who are in need 
of  regulation and policing, who are threats to the body politic. NourbeSe’s work, conversely, both 
anticipates and upsets such strategic attachments, problematizing the conversion of  the soundscape 
into a zone of  private property and emphasizing sound’s capacity to evade Western strategies of  
systematization and codification.

Here, I highlight that the regulation of  the soundscape is, in equal measures, a profoundly 
sonic and spatial problem that produces new forms of  discursive and representational anti-blackness. 
When black people are reprimanded or punished for noisiness, censure often arrives in the form of  
law enforcement’s intrusion into, and black expulsion from, space. To be deemed ‘noisy’ is to have 
one’s right to occupy space, and one’s suitability for inclusion in an imagined collectivity, challenged. 
The crime of  noisiness is framed often as an unjust or unlawful disruption of  an otherwise orderly, 
civilized soundscape—it is an assault on ‘quiet.’ Yet ‘quiet’ gets framed as a hybrid spatial-sonic zone 
which black subjects are forced to occupy as a condition of  belonging, access, safety and citizenship, 
but which is simultaneously coded as antithetical to black being and expression. ‘Noise’ and ‘quiet’ in 
this usage are converted into distinct, though complementary, territories that exclude and are defined 
against black subjects. Thus, white colonial spatial logics suffuse debates about the soundscape in ways 
that actively invigorate and extend centuries-long processes of  black displacement. This work seeks to 
expose how the strategic turn to the ostensibly neutral, democratic zone of  the soundscape is meant to 
inhibit and deter analyses of  this occupational impulse. 

Afro-Caribbean women writers like NourbeSe, on the other hand, depict the chaotic and 
disruptive potential of  unruly sound—what is framed as ‘noise making’ by right-to-quiet proponents—
as an important decolonial strategy that resists colonial deployments of  and demands for quiet as 
a requisite marker of  respectability, national belonging, citizenship and modernity. Yet, decolonial 
thought and struggle in the Caribbean were and are never merely about inverting colonial forms or 
reactively negating them (i.e., embracing noise making because it is the perceived opposite of  quiet). 
Instead, they describe a complex process of, in George Lamming’s words, “struggling to move away 
from being a regional platform for alien enterprise to being a region for itself, with the sovereign right 
to define its own reality and order its own priorities” (Lamming 10). Thus, Afro-Caribbean women’s 
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visions for what a decolonized soundscape might sound like are not bound by colonial binaries that 
situate noise and the absence thereof  as antitheses. NourbeSe explores the possibilities of  thinking 
of  categories like ‘silence’ and ‘noise’ as both important components of  decolonial aesthetics and 
expressive forms.

Notes
1  Khadijah White writes compellingly about how time and volume are used to mark the 

boundaries of  an aural landscape. She explains, “[W]hile time is important because it allows for 
the presence of  a certain public within a space, noise is integral because it establishes an aural 
public who is being addressed. [...] the establishment of  temporal and aural boundaries alludes 
to the deviant ‘other’ and functions to exclude those ‘others’ from a space, while embracing some 
individuals or groups who are deemed more important” (352). For more, see White.

2  Caribbean writers have, of  course, offered important counternarratives to colonial anti-black 
notions of  Afro-Caribbean music as disruptive, loud and lewd. For an account of  the ways 
in which Caribbean writers have turned to Caribbean popular music as a crucial vehicle of  
collective memory, see Hamilton.

3  For more on this, see Goodman. He discusses, for example, the use of  loud, unceasing heavy-
metal music as a torture tactic used against prisoners at Guantanamo Bay, and the Israeli 
military practice of  using low-flying planes to break the barrier of  sound over the Gaza Strip as 
a tactic of  sonic-psychological terror used against Palestinians.

4  For more on NourbeSe’s critique of  the limits of  the archives of  slavery, her attention to 
“mourning” as a way to confront slavery’s ongoing legacies, and her reflections on living as an 
Afro-Caribbean woman in diaspora, see Patricia Saunders’s interviews with NourbeSe: “Trying 
Tongues” and “Defending the Dead.”

5 Jonathan Sterne, in the context of  the nineteenth- and twentieth-century United States, shows 
how the conversion of  acoustic space into a form of  private property was integral to the 
marketability of  sound technologies (such as the telephone, phonograph and radio) and to the 
production of  what he calls “techniques of  listening.” He explains, “[A]coustic space modeled 
on the form of  private property allows for the commodification of  sound. There needs to be a 
form of  private property before there can be a commodity form—people must be able to own 
something before it can be bought and sold. Hearing tubes and audile technique construct an 
individualized, localized sound space, allowing the experience to be sold to a single individual” 
(67).

6  Quashie, however, is careful to distinguish “quiet” from “silence.” He writes, “Silence often 
denotes something that is suppressed or repressed, and is an interiority that is about withholding, 
absence, and stillness. Quiet, on the other hand, is presence (one can, for example, describe prose 
or a sound as quiet) and can encompass fantastic motion. It is true that silence can be expressive, 
but its expression is often based on refusal or protest, not the abundance and wildness of  the 
interior described above. Indeed, the expressiveness of  silence is often aware of  an audience, a 
watcher or listener whose presence is the reason for withholding—it is an expressiveness which is 
intent and even defiant. This is a key difference between the two terms because in its inwardness, 
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the aesthetic of  quiet is watcherless” (Quashie 22). NourbeSe’s use of  “silence” would push 
against his definition; in NourbeSe’s usage, silence is an expressive medium that evades colonial 
surveillance and legibility without relying on withholding. Instead, it appears as a language one 
learns by living in black community and by looking within. NourbeSe, in other words, turns 
to “silence” not as a defence mechanism against the white gaze, but as a way of  renewing the 
possibility for black diasporic subjects of  connecting deeply with black history, culture and 
creative capacity in spite of  the ravages of  colonialism. Learning the language of  “silence,” she 
writes, is “learning the sound of  what appear[s] to be silence” (Philip, Looking for Livingstone 35; 
emphasis in original).

7  The Traveler’s confrontation with the proprietors of  the Museum of  Silence bears parallels to 
Afro-Canadian critiques (NourbeSe included) of  the Royal Ontario Museum’s 1989 exhibit Into 
the Heart of  Africa. In her essay “Jammin’ Still” she writes, “The 1989 Royal Ontario Museum 
(ROM) exhibit Into the Heart of  Africa marked the first time the African Canadian community in 
Toronto would, through a series of  highly charged demonstrations, challenge the mandarins 
of  high culture over an exhibit that was, we were told, intended to be ironic but whose impact 
was deeply racist. In 2016, the ROM, some twenty-seven years after the event, which resulted 
in African Canadians being arrested, issued an apology to the African Canadian community” 
(Philip, Blank 27).
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Time-bending Caribbean novels often use the speculative mode and theoretical physics to 
seek out modalities of  time more appropriate than conventional realism and linearity for narrating 
the realities of  the Caribbean space. Whereas Guyanese writer Wilson Harris has crafted a literary 
aesthetic grounded in both the cyclical nature of  indigenous calendars and the probabilistic nature of  
quantum wave-particles, Erna Brodber’s novel The Rainmaker’s Mistake (2007) maps a Jamaican version 
of  Einstein’s special theory of  relativity (in particular, the rate at which the passage of  time is measured 
in one spatial location in relation to another) to stage the incompatibility of  development models for 
the region.1 One effect of  Brodber’s time dilation and Harris’s quantum temporality is their positioning 
of  the Caribbean as the ground zero of  avant-garde conceptions of  time, a consequence of  the violent 
encounter of  competing epistemologies in this space where “time unfolds irregularly and resists being 
captured by the cycles of  clock and calendar” (Benítez-Rojo 11). In her 2013 essay “Beyond Geography, 
Past Time,” Kelly Baker Josephs argues that Brodber’s fictional engagement with the hard sciences 
in Rainmaker leads to a “textual representation of  the Caribbean [that] requires a loosening, often a 
complete suspension, of  prescribed temporal and spatial boundaries” (127). In other words, there is 
something about the Caribbean space that disorders time.

As one of  the newest entrants into this growing canon, The Marvellous Equations of  the Dread, the 
2016 novel by Jamaican poet and novelist Marcia Douglas, offers new ways of  thinking postcolonial 
Caribbean spacetime.2 The novel imagines the fictional, posthumous return of  reggae icon Bob Marley 
to the site of  a clock tower in Jamaica’s capital.3 This multimodal, nonlinear narrative is set in multiple 
locations and times: Jamaica, Ethiopia and England, and from the arrival of  Columbus’s caravels 
to an undisclosed future time. Each chapter or “track” changes tempo, setting, font, narrators and 
even instrumentation—often featuring something akin to the written musical notations in the Book 
of  Psalms. Nevertheless, there are a few constants, each interlocking in multidimensional threads: 
the fictional Bob’s conference with the spirits of  Jamaica’s national heroes and his attempt to inspire 
the nation’s youth; his spiritual and romantic connection to Leenah, whose narrative opens into the 
genealogy of  a powerful line of  Rastawomen; the life and death of  Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie 
I, who meets Bob in the afterlife as Jah, the Rastafari divinity; and fragmentary scenes from the ledger 
book of  Negus. The latter is alternately the mad occupant of  the Halfway Tree clock tower, a fallen 
angel of  desire, and the former right hand to King Solomon and Selassie. In his “Ledger-Book of  
Happen-Tings,” excerpted throughout the novel, Negus chronicles the changing same of  colonial 
violence on Jamaican soil throughout time. 

Douglas’s poetics of  time is a kind of  “chronopolitics,” Kodwo Eshun’s term for black writers’ 
manipulation of  time to “disturb the linear time of  progress” and to “adjust the temporal logics that 
condemned black subjects to prehistory” (297).4 Tracking the novel’s depiction of  time-keeping and 
time-bending technologies, I focus in particular on the competing epistemologies of  time offered by 
the clock tower and the site on which it stands: the one based on colonial teleology and the other on 
“anti-clock” temporalities drawn from Jamaican sound culture (Douglas, Marvellous Equations 189). As 
I will show, while reggae sets Jamaican suffering to music, dub uses music-engineering technology to 
rearrange and shift suffering to new spatio-temporal dimensions. Inspired by this quantum temporality 
of  dub’s echo and reverb effects, Douglas crafts a Jamaican version of  a theoretical model in physics 
called ‘string theory.’ The novel depicts how tree roots, Rastafari locs and the strings of  Marley’s guitar 
amplify the subterranean vibrations of  traumatic sounds.5 These infrasonic disturbances destabilize 
clock time and give rise to alternate, “anti-clock” forms of  memory, narration and motion—including 
time travel and teleportation. I argue therefore that the way that sounds move in the novel gets to the 
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heart of  ongoing questions about the nature of  both Caribbean space and Caribbean time, or more 
simply, Caribbean spacetime.6 

Colonial Time: Clock Stops Here

Marvellous Equations explores the disjuncture between the subjective experience of  time and the 
temporal logic introduced by colonization. Centred on an actual historical event—the 1913 installation 
of  a grand thirty-three-foot Victorian clock tower in honour of  King Edward VII on the site of  a 
historic cotton tree in Jamaica’s capital (Howard 103)—the novel depicts the alternate temporalities 
that undergird the Jamaican space and destabilize colonial time and its logics. The novel explicitly 
aligns the clock itself  and horology in general with European enlightenment and its dark underside, the 
colonization and transportation of  enslaved Africans to the Americas. An excerpt from Negus’s “ledger 
book of  happen-tings” chronicles the deleterious effects of  the revolutionary 1759 invention of  the H4, 
the fourth sea clock by English clockmaker John Harrison, which debuted on a voyage from Portsmouth 
to Kingston on the HMS Deptford on 18 November 1761; the H4 “is built for seafaring and he intends to 
use it to measure longitude and map the world” (Marvellous Equations 193). The advent of  chronometry 
also facilitated the slave trade; now “[s]hips crisscross the seas with ease, carrying grand pianos and 
chained slaves” (193). Historian David Buisseret has recounted how Jamaica’s unique geographic 
position contributed to the establishment of  Greenwich as the site of  the prime meridian to measure 
longitude and thus to accurately determine and navigate the geographic distances between countries 
and time zones. Indeed, clocks and longitudinal mapping set in motion the division of  the known world 
into those civilizations deemed with or ahead of  time and those deemed backward.

In one of  the novel’s polyphonic sections that alternate between various unnamed I-narrators, a 
young Kingstonian “Girl in a Blue Uniform” meditates on her oppression by interlocking systems: the 
patriarchal order as represented by her father, who beats her for not knowing how to read the Roman 
numerals on the Halfway Tree clock tower; and the colonial order as represented by those Roman 
numerals. “Why they have to put Roman numerals on the clock when we are not Roman? Sake of  
how Daddy slap me, I hate that clock. […] I would like to mash it down. […] One day I going throw 
a stone and smash that clock” (201). Awakened by the revenant Marley to the tempos and knowledge 
systems of  reggae and dub, she realizes, “[I]s not true I slow. I look over the madman shoulder at the 
big clock and I know the time on every clock in every town in every country, for is only one time all of  
them have—and is now” (202). Here the girl revalues her mental tempo as different from, but as valid 
as, the colonial clock. The slur of  intellectual slowness emerges from an education system that measures 
the pace of  learning according to a logic not relevant to the postcolonies. Her mind is figured as a clock 
whose mechanism does not run correctly. But by the tempo and bass in the madman’s song, she gains 
insight into what Michelle Wright calls “Epiphenomenal” time, a ‘now’ that connects and incorporates 
various other moments without recourse to notions of  linear causality (Wright 4).

As the Kingston schoolgirl’s experience demonstrates, the advent of  the colonial clock displaces 
memory as a time-keeping mechanism. In both the novel and history, the clock tower replaced the 
historic ceiba, or silk-cotton tree, that gave the site its “Halfway Tree” name. Beyond the function of  
trees in general as records of  geological time, for indigenous peoples like the Taínos who inhabited 
Jamaica prior to Columbus’s arrival, the ceiba pentandra is often used to symbolize cyclical time, the 
interconnectedness of  underworld, earth and cosmos, as well as the continuity between the living and 
the dead (Keegan and Carlson 112; Sheller 137). The angel’s ledger therefore records that, since “on 
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this island, the ceiba/silk cotton lived from the beginning,” then “to destroy a cotton tree is to disrupt a 
long-time discourse” (Marvellous Equations 115). Symbol of  temporal continuity due to its centuries-long 
lifespan, the tree kept the memory of  the island and its peoples all the way back to “the beginning.” 
The tree’s destruction is thus a metonym for the genocide of  indigenous peoples by the Spanish, and of  
precolonial ways of  knowing by the colonial forces that succeeded them.

The installation of  the clock tower in place of  the millennia-old tree erases precolonial memory, 
restarting time from the arrival of  the colonizer and his technologies and according to the logic of  
linearity and progress predicated on colonial violence. This act of  palimpsest gives strength to the 
myth that the Caribbean was a primordial void before the arrival of  Europeans—without people, 
culture, monuments or technologies. Fittingly, the angel refers to the fateful day when the tree was 
cut down as “Woe Day, Year of  Forgetfulness” (115). Whereas the other events in this sequence have 
a precise date, this catastrophic event marks the genesis of  Caribbean amnesia. But Douglas suggests 
that what appears as postcolonial amnesia, technological ineptitude, slowness or backwardness is in fact 
the marker of  civilizational incompatibility. Disconnected from and disrupting the underlying time-
keeping system, the clock “always told the wrong time” (14). Both the clock and the epistemology that it 
visualizes are therefore out of  sync with modes of  memory and time-keeping on the island. 

The angel connects the tree to indigenous and West African cyclical calendar systems rather 
than to the linear arrow of  time in Western civilizations (115). Douglas defines this kind of  cyclical time 
as a form of  revolution or “anti-clock wind” (189)—a disruptive temporality that mimics the movement 
and effects of  hurricanes, and that presages repetitive ecological and political upheaval. Even as 
calendrical and horological motion and time-perception are fundamentally cyclical, modern time—and 
its handmaiden, progress—is figured in a linear, forward-moving manner. In A Brief  History of  Time, 
theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking notes that there are in fact three distinct temporal arrows that 
agree with this dominant perception: the thermodynamic arrow of  time (the law of  entropy, where 
disorder proceeds from order and not the reverse), our psychological or internal arrow (the fact that we 
remember the past but not the future), and the cosmic speed limit (the speed of  light, beyond which 
nothing with mass can travel) (184-5). The cosmic speed limit thus informs the human consciousness 
limit; it limits what regions of  spacetime are available to our consciousness (past and present) and 
activity (present and future). According to the laws of  classical physics, time travel—whether reversing 
this arrow or breaching the cosmic speed limit to travel to the past or future—is “not allowed” 
(Hawking 39).

“Anti-Clock” Time Travel

Despite these cosmological constants, Marvellous Equations is replete with temporal modalities 
“not allowed” by classical physics and horology. The novel opens with a Taíno woman who is able to 
“stud[y] the future […] from the beginning”; she therefore experiences the 1494 arrival of  Columbus’s 
ships as a memory, and a real-life Marley concert in 1976 is available to her aural perception as 
present tense (9). Bob, for his part, recalls that “when I-man was a youth, I could read the future” (42). 
Breaching the law of  entropy and its thermodynamic arrow, in the novel long-dead ancestors return 
to Jamaica to stir up the youth to revolution, and of  course, Bob returns to life via the clock tower five 
months after his May 1981 death. Even further, each morning that he steps outside, the nation’s clock 
has fast-forwarded at least five years into the future (141). Bob’s ability to time travel partially emanates 
from Negus, the “fall-down” angel who claims to “have three thousand years experience [sic]”  (57). 
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Negus operates as a Jamaican version of  Father Time or a Whovian Time Lord: he “has keys to the 
clock towers in all the town squares in Jamaica—Halfway Tree, May Pen, Mandeville, Port Antonio, 
Old Harbour—you name it, for such miscellany is the privilege of  a fallen angel” (84).

The novel also premises its speculative time travel on the fact that Halfway Tree is a 
transportation centre in Kingston, Jamaica’s capital. As a spatial coordinate, Halfway Tree feeds 
travel from the entire city, as well as from the rest of  the island. Both the real clock tower and 
Halfway Tree serve as an intersection for coordinating meetings and the arrival and departure of  
vehicular transportation. Fittingly, then, the fictional Halfway Tree is an interdimensional portal at the 
intersection of  diverse moments in Jamaican history and allows for time travel between them. In this 
way, Douglas gives an intertextual nod to Nalo Hopkinson’s speculative novel Midnight Robber (2000), 
which also depicts a tree as the dimension-portal between futuristic Toussaint and technologically retro 
New Halfway Tree, the one the “dub-side” of  the other (2).7 As a waystation, Douglas’s Halfway Tree 
links “Here-So,” the time and space of  the living, and its dub-side, the limbo space en route to Zion, 
where Bob converses with the ghost of  Selassie. This notion of  the dub-side reflects the materiality of  
Jamaican sound culture, where dub versions (see below) were issued as the B-side to the A-side reggae 
‘original.’ Original and dub versions are literally two sides to the same record, and both occupy the 
same physical object (Sorenson 268). Developing on this material fact and the premise in Midnight Robber 
that both worlds occupy the same site, separated only by a dimension-veil (Hopkinson 2), the ability 
to time travel through the clock tower in Marvellous Equations suggests that all past, present and future 
events coexist on that site.

In her mapping of  the “performance geographies” of  dancehall music in Kingston, Sonjah 
Stanley Niaah connects the spatiality of  Halfway Tree to the “wheel-like structure” of  Yoruba cities 
and to “rituals of  the crossroads,” including “potentiality, paradox, exchange, transformation, reversal 
of  status” (80, 82). Correspondingly, in the novel the site enables Bob and Negus to exchange places, 
to hear each other across vast expanses of  space, and to coordinate a body swap between Zion’s gate 
and Jamaica so that Bob can return to find the key to paradise. The novel depicts Negus and Bob as 
quantum entangled particles, as version and dub version, A-side polyamorous reggae prophet and 
B-side mad dub angel of  desire; notably, Negus shares similarities with Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, one of  
the early pioneers of  dub music, whose eccentricities and affinity for space-travel iconography have 
placed him on the liminal space between madness and genius and have accorded him a place in the 
early Afrofuturist canon (Dery 182). The Bob-Negus dyad also evokes Papa Legba (Eleggua), god of  
the crossroads between life and death, whom Benítez-Rojo refers to as both the primordial poet or 
word artist and “a double being par excellence” (139)—in other words, a prototype of  the dub artist. 
Stanley Niaah further sees the crossroads as a site that transmutes “order into disorder, thereby creating 
other kinds of  order” (82). Crossroads like Halfway Tree are thus potentially unstable spaces, or more 
precisely, unstable spacetimes.

Clock Marks the Spot: Postcolonial Spacetime

Punning on the punishing heat of  Hellshire Beach, where Negus initially washes up after falling 
from Jah’s side, Douglas locates Jamaica as Babylon and Ethiopia as Zion in the Rastafari version 
of  the heaven-hell dichotomy. Beyond subverting the trope of  Jamaica as paradisiac beach, Douglas 
also suggests that the whole island experiences apocalyptic and dystopian violence and trauma.8 If  
the novel’s opening pages replay the arrival of  Columbus’s caravels as a primary source of  Jamaican 
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trauma, they also reveal the ‘original sin’ that causes the clock tower’s temporal dysfunction: the 
lynching of  an enslaved boy on the branches of  the silk-cotton tree in 1766. Not only is he killed 
for “singing freedom” and plucking out revolution on “black piano keys,” but his hanging also both 
strangles black liberty and creativity and cuts off his liberatory word in medias res: “He is the reason 
[…] that the hands of  the clock always told the wrong time” (14). This underlying colonial violence 
disrupts the clock’s ability to keep time and marks the site as an archive of  the sonic memory of  black 
and indigenous trauma. This “duppy slave boy” can rewind the clock through years and centuries, as 
he does on Independence Day, August 1962: “[H]e turned back time all the way to 1766, for two whole 
seconds—long enough to dance one more beat, and try, try to retrieve the word at the tip of  his tongue” 
(116).9 Rooted on a former site of  collective and ancestral memory and black sociality, the tree is thus a 
premodern recording technology that remembers colonial violence.

Negus’s ledger also functions as a record of  events on that space throughout time but out of  
chronological order. It records the whipping of  runaway enslaved lovers under the tree in 1832, which 
resulted in the disruption of  black love and the abortion of  black futurity: “The angel is there when 
the woman’s child miscarries. Her wail ricochets blood-red, into the yet-to-come” (115). Whereas 
the lynched boy’s word is silenced before it could be articulated, the angel’s ledger chronicles how 
subsequent sounds—here, the enslaved mother’s wail of  suffering and anguish—move through time and 
occupy that site to be heard in both past and future. Similarly, the sounds of  the suffering of  Kingston’s 
young, transmuted into rudimentary music with “nutmeg on a rusty grater,” disrupts colonial time 
but also “ricochets to 1766 and back” (111). This passage, like many others, suggests that it is the 
subterranean trauma that disorders time at the clock tower, as the “riddim” of  “sufferation” beaten out 
on found objects “seeps underearth, runs east and stops at a crossroads where it shifts the minute hand 
of  a clock” (111). 

The clock’s dysfunction thus registers that another temporality is at work; rather than marking 
time, the clock tower marks a space throughout time where trauma and violence have occurred. In 
theoretical physics, one way that time travel to the past could be “allowed” is if  “one could warp 
spacetime so that there was a shortcut between A and B” (Hawking 201). Wormholes or Einstein-Rosen 
bridges offer one such theoretical model that has not yet proven feasible; to create a stable wormhole 
that would allow time travel, “[w]hat one needs […] is matter with negative energy density” (Hawking 
204). These terms, interestingly enough, appear in Marvellous Equations in a way that connects time 
travel to postcolonial trauma. On his second night in the clock tower, Bob muses on how “the tune in 
his head layers over the syncopation of  election bloodshed and hungry-belly outside. He pushes against 
the door, anxious to be about his father’s business, but the years have not passed over and the density 
of  the people’s pain is so great, the door will not open” (192). In a striking parallel, in her readings of  
the accounts of  Tivoli Gardens residents as they remembered and narrated the events of  the 2010 
Tivoli Incursion, Jamaican anthropologist Deborah Thomas remarks on how “pressure (in this case, 
catastrophic violence) produces the potentiality of  simultaneous time, with the past and future acting 
on the present, necessarily transforming our understanding of  the relationship between causality and 
temporality” (185). She concludes that the disruptions in linear time-consciousness evinced by survivors 
of  the event are due not only to the psychological effects of  trauma but also to the larger structural 
systems of  violence constituted by colonization and its contemporary legacies (187).

Marvellous Equations illustrates how cycles of  violence on this site warp spacetime. Haunted by 
the sonorities of  collective trauma, Halfway Tree functions as a limbo/lembe space, a threshold or 
transitional site that archives submerged memory that can be remembered in or as habit memory 
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(Brathwaite 15). It is a site of  ‘rememory,’ Toni Morrison’s term for a return of  mnemonic traces or 
artifacts of  violent forgetting, often in the form of  haunting. In Beloved, Morrison’s Sethe describes a 
rememory as a spatial disturbance that allows the past to break through into the present in an embodied 
form that can be “bump[ed] into” (Beloved 43). Whereas the term ‘haunting’ suggests a spectral 
presence, ‘rememory’ evokes a repetitive temporality and the ways that certain sites record violence, 
creating a junction in spacetime where linear time breaks down. But Douglas goes even further to show 
how Halfway Tree enables not only rememory from the past but also “remembrance from the future” 
(Marvellous Equations 261). 

Haunting and repetition are intricately connected both to the tree that gives the clock-tower 
site its name and to music—the reverb and echo techniques of  dub that form the novel’s structuring 
motifs. Dub is a subgenre of  reggae and a production technique that emerged in Jamaica in the 1960s. 
Attributed to a recording error in 1967, engineers such as King Tubby, ‘Scratch’ Perry and Scientist 
later capitalized on multitrack technologies to manipulate extant recordings and create alternate 
versions of  those songs to spin on sound systems. In addition to using the controls on the studio mixing 
board or digital audio workstations (DAWs) to fade audio tracks and vocals in and out, they also add 
effects like echo and reverb to create sonic and temporal space within the tracks. Michael Veal and 
Alexander Weheliye have connected these effects to spectral sounds, since the fragments faded out from 
the prior version haunt the dub version; Weheliye also reminds us of  the semantic connections between 
“dub” and “duppy,” the Jamaican term for ghost or spirit (102–03). Douglas plays on the dub/duppy 
connection by literalizing the cultural belief  in “the old silk cotton tree and its reputation as a dwelling 
place of  spirits” for both Taínos and Afro-Jamaicans (Adisa; see fig.1).

In addition to the revenant Bob, other ghosts 
reveal themselves in the clock tower—King George 
VII, Marcus Garvey, Bob’s father, Leenah’s mother—
while the ghosts of  Taínos and enslaved Africans killed 
on the spot linger on as reverberating memories in the 
past, present and future. With its sounds that return 
or ripple outwards in spacetime from “Here-So,” 
dub music is therefore an alternate clock, a uniquely 
Jamaican metric of  spacetime. 

The mechanics of  time in Douglas’s novel 
reflect the mechanics of  sound waves in a dub 
track. Often labelled with the dual space and time 
marker “Here-So” (“right here”), Halfway Tree 
is a nodal point allowing for forwards-backwards 
movement through time, but with space as a constant. 
This motion obliquely connects the vibrations of  
subterranean trauma on the site to Marley’s preferred 
instrument, the guitar. Guitar strings create sound 
through the acoustic principle of  harmonics: each 
string is fixed to the guitar body at two points, or 
nodes, and strumming a string causes it to vibrate 
and create a standing wave. But the standing wave is 

Fig.1. Everald Brown, Cotton Duppy Tree, 1994, 
mixed media on board, National Gallery of  
Jamaica.
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not really stationary; it only appears so due to the string’s rapid motion between the nodal points that 
keep the wave’s peak amplitude constant (Parker 56, 160). Drawing on the harmonics of  guitar strings 
as one of  her spacetime models, Douglas flips the definition of  an event in physics from “something 
that happens at a particular point in space and at a particular time,” plotted as four coordinates (three 
spatial and one temporal) within four-dimensional spacetime (Hawking 34). In Marvellous Equations, an 
event is something that happens at a particular point in space but reverbs and repeats throughout time. 
As with a sonic event within a dub track, this repetition is both a new event and a return of  the ghost of  
an earlier event. Its spacetime diagram would feature three spatial coordinates marking Here-So, and 
infinite temporal coordinates.

As depicted in the “Atlantic Lullaby” chapter that is dissonantly rendered in the optimistic key of  
G major, the rebel music that stirs up rebellion and rememory is the long echo of  the wail of  children 
who experience maternal loss due to anti-black colonial violence (197). If  the invention of  the H4 watch 
sets in motion many of  these cycles of  sufferation, Jamaican music introduces alternate temporalities: 
through lyrics that recall Africa and slavery in the time and space of  Here-So; syncopation that disrupts 
the expectations set by 4/4 time signatures; reverb that allows the present to dimension-shift into 
spectral futures; and overdubbing that brings into the present sounds from alternate times and with 
incompatible tempos. Music provides the metronome that keeps black time and memory, even as the 
revenant musician “steps into a different year, a new era” to deliver “hindsight” and “foresight” to the 
living (140, 185).

Echoing Kamau Brathwaite’s conception of  a Caribbean cosmology connecting past, present 
and future, as well as vibrating “ground/grounn/grounns” and ancestral trees (Brathwaite 4), in 
Marvellous Equations, subterranean vibrations both destabilize linear time and mark the spot as unstable 
space. As Negus’s ledger records, “[T]he line of  longitude through Jamaica is measured at Port Royal: 
76.8” (Marvellous Equations 194); it thereby explicitly connects the spiritual instability of  Halfway Tree 
to both sound waves (evoking the radio dial) and ongoing seismic activity that has historically caused 
catastrophic Jamaican disasters. Once a symbol of  Jamaica’s modernity, Port Royal is now a time 
capsule of  natural (if  not biblical) destruction—at the time, its destruction was read as a type for the 
apocalyptic fall of  Babylon (Gragg; Mulcahy). One of  the artifacts salvaged from the submerged 
wreckage was a pocket watch that had stopped at 11:43, the exact moment of  the 1692 earthquake. 
Here, the stoppage of  the clock mechanism is not a marker of  poor time-keeping but an alternate form 
of  time-keeping: preserving a specific time for posterity, whether the lessons drawn are apocalyptic 
or ecological. Recent studies have illuminated Jamaica’s outsize seismic hazard, both in terms of  its 
predisposition to activity and the intensity of  tremors as evidenced in the 1692 and 1907 earthquakes. 
The island is located at the intersection of  several tectonic plates: the Gonâve Microplate, the Oriente 
Fracture Zone, the Enriquillo Plantain Garden Fault and the Walton Fault Zone. The latter two 
regional plates break into numerous smaller faults that subtend the island and that move in different 
directions at different tempos (Salazar 1121). The warped postcolonial spacetime of  Halfway Tree 
reflects the impact of  colonial history: mass deportation from Africa to the West, forced enslavement, 
cultural erasure and colonization created both spatial and temporal ruptures that caused time for 
diasporic Africans to glitch like a scratched record. As in pre-1907 Port Royal, this history forms the 
shaky foundation and fault lines upon which rapid capitalist development is erected—to tremendous 
disaster. 

Although ongoing seismic activity is often imperceptible to humans, since their sounds fall 
below the typical range of  human auditory perception (20Hz to 20Kz), tectonic shifts sometimes 
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become audible as subterranean rumblings (Tosi). Douglas extends this geological reality to traumatic 
events, often annotated in the angel’s ledger with infrasounds (sub 20Hz), such as “seed fall” (Marvellous 
Equations 114). In contrast, the “Exchange” chapter that details the switch between Bob and Negus 
is annotated with “20Hz,” the frequency of  the bass guitar. The subterranean bedrock memories 
of  individual and collective trauma recorded at the clock-tower site are not fully perceived except in 
rumbles, but they destabilize life—and time—above the surface. These formal features suggest that 
Here-So archives the memory of  colonial violence not as phenomenological imprint or as disembodied 
spectre but as sound waves.

Jamaican String Theory: “Long-Long Threads/Dreads”

Jamaican music is often thought of  as loud; Marley famously sang, “I want to disturb my 
neighbour” and “blow them full watts tonight” (“Bad Card”). Capitalizing on sound’s property as a 
pressure wave that creates disturbances as it moves longitudinally through air or other media, sound-
system speakers outputting bass-heavy riddims at twenty thousand watts and more revolutionized the 
nation’s soundscape, rallying community members and passersby from far and wide to come together 
and dance (Henriques 85). But Douglas tunes her novel to sounds on the lower frequencies of  acoustics 
and at the lower limits of  human perception. In addition to the subtitular “bass riddim,” the novel 
draws its primary temporal tropes from infrasound, even lower and even more imperceptible to the 
human ear, but which has resonances with the subterranean, submarine and subconscious as archives 
of  Afro-Caribbean memory and the roots of  Jamaican revolution.

 Wonderfully attuned to Kingston’s sonority, Douglas infuses the novel with the different layers of  
sound that make up the metropolitan soundscape: “the raucous of  the four directions, […] the soprano 
of  sufferation, […] a new hi-fi of  tribulation” (139). Stanley Niaah writes that “[a]rguably, since the 
1970s no other place in the island has pulsated with sound to the degree Halfway Tree has” (82). In the 
novel, Jamaica’s fundamental sound, its “bass-line,” is both a musical sound and an infrasonic wave akin 
to earthquake or volcanic tremors. It affects both nature and history, bringing back ocean waves and 
the artifacts of  colonial violence: “flotsam, broken shells, and ground hipbones” (Marvellous Equations 
13). Numerous passages evoke the sonority of  violence as felt sound: “the rumbling under [Bob’s] feet 
—Gunshots and backfighting and all manner of  politricks and wickedness and spoilation of  the earth” 
(25). Whereas lines of  longitude allow navigators to calculate time and distance between two sites, the 
bass riddim of  the silk-cotton tree roots fissures the entire island with a new cartography of  trauma, 
creating the nodes that enable sound and memory to travel through time and space. This is music that 
moves: people, tree roots and clock hands.

Reorienting sound propagation from airwaves to bodies and underground pathways, Douglas 
draws on the collective, participatory ethos of  Jamaican bass culture to craft a metaphor for how 
memory can be transmitted. Since infrasound cannot always be heard, she rethinks the norms of  
musical fictions by centring a deaf  protagonist. Leenah’s deafness is a rememory of  violence that echoes 
from as far back as the slave ship. Hers is a double wound: rendered deaf  when gunmen ruptured 
her eardrums to prevent her from overhearing their plot, she has her locs cut off at age twelve due to 
anti-Rastafari respectability politics (17). Although unable to hear sound waves, Leenah is attuned to 
the “Rastaman vibration travelling my spine to the top of  my head” (16), which signals a deeper and 
embodied way of  knowing. As meeting Bob in London kindles her memory of  her mother’s name and 
inspires her to regrow her locs, she discovers their power as amplifiers of  infrasound, “transmitters—to 
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the ancestors, to Jah—and […] life-vines to Bob as well” (17). Even further, her locs function as vital 
connections to her roots and the rootwork of  subterranean memory: “The hair […] soon grew restless, 
reaching downward toward tree roots and underground water, hunting for Mama and Papa, and 
Winnie and Grandpa Hector” (17). In her dreams, her mother’s loc becomes both “a long-long dread” 
and “a long-long thread” (38, 66), suggesting that locs connect those in the present to ancestral memory, 
black spirituality and political uplift.

It is therefore primarily in Leenah’s narrative that a powerful dimension of  time travel is 
revealed, and the novel’s underlying Rastawomanist ideology made evident.10 While much of  Bob’s 
return to Halfway Tree consists of  his quest for the key to Zion’s gate, it is Leenah who realizes that 
her dead mother’s loc is a container of  mother memory, as well as the key to paradise (31). The novel 
positions Zion, the dub-side, as the antidote to postcolonial trauma. It is the alternative utopic space 
to the unstable dystopic Here-So. Ytasha Womack connects Afrofuturistic space and time travels with 
enslaved Africans’ quest for escape and freedom, which included finding alternate spaces and modes 
of  transportation to get there (60–63). Douglas’s depiction of  Zion as the paradisal quest of  Jamaican 
sufferahs is reminiscent of  “the free” in Brodber’s Rainmaker, which Josephs reads as simultaneously “a 
place (not here), a time (not now), and a condition (not yet)” (123). In Marvellous Equations, Zion is “the 
free,” but it is a condition accessible at the place (here) and time (now) called Here-So. If  Garvey’s mode 
of  black transport was a ship—a rememory and reversion of  the trajectories of  the slave ship—Douglas 
reimagines the Black Star Line as musical ark and phenomenological spaceship; it is as if  Garveyism 
needed the Afrofuturist vision of  ʻScratchʼ Perry’s Black Ark studio and the futuristic dub sounds he 
created there.11

In one of  the potential models of  the elusive “theory of  everything” (TOE),12 physicists like 
Brian Greene postulate that the fundamental components of  the cosmos are not point particles but 
ultramicroscopic “strings,” whose vibrations at various frequencies create the observable subatomic 
particles that are the building blocks of  all matter (Greene 13–15).13 Harris’s conception of  the 
postcolonial Caribbean, as early as his 1960 novel Palace of  the Peacock, already presaged some tenets of  
string theory; in his essays, he suggests that there are unstable spacetime properties called “densities” 
that “vary [as] multiple strands, multiple transitive chords [vibrate] within them” (Harris, Selected Essays 
186).14 Echoing the connection between Harris’s “transitive chords,” string mechanics and harmonics—
that is, how string instruments like guitars make various sounds—time travel in Marvellous Equations 
draws energy from a polysemic wordplay that connects guitar strings, musical chords, Rastafari locs 
(“long-long dreads”) and sewing threads (“long-long threads”) whose vibrations allow sufferahs to 
travel and remember forwards and backwards in time. Douglas thereby bypasses the drum (atumpan) 
in Brathwaite’s Caribbean cosmology (Brathwaite 16) to focus on string instruments: the bass and the 
acoustic guitar as evoked in the novel’s recurring reference to Marley’s album Rastaman Vibration.15 The 
novel’s string instruments also include the voice—the vocal chords of  the Singer and of  the traumatized 
youth sending wails of  pain backwards and forwards through time. The temporal and mnemonic 
resonance of  strings and chords is amplified into an entire network of  what I call ʻchronotropes,ʼ or 
time-travel technologies.16 Locs pick up and transmit sounds and memories from afar, but they, like 
other c(h)ords, strings and threads in the novel, also connect times and spaces that would otherwise be a 
“long-long” way off.

With each strum of  his guitar strings, Bob picks up the bass riddims—the infrasonic tones 
and vibes from the past and the unarticulated “sufferation” of  the present—and propagates them 
to listeners in the past, present and future. Bob shares with Leenah that as a young man he would 
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“hear a sound zing-zing from afar and the sound fill him, and he set his vision instead on the neck-
strings of  guitar. But look. Look how his guitar prophesy” (43). The “sound [...] from afar” that 
informs and infuses his prophetic music is the traumatic wail of  sufferah children and the lynched 
boy’s unarticulated song of  freedom. In comparison, the angel’s ledger reveals that the boy was killed 
because the sound of  his secret piano-playing was “so wail-and-war, it riled up the people, made them 
remember their true names” (114). The musical ancestor’s “singing freedom” (14) both initiates colonial 
violence and is the potential resistance to it through the Word that endures on that site even centuries 
later. Like Bob after him, his music creates an ‘uprising’ of  memory and revolution for people subject to 
anti-black violence and the long traumatic legacies of  colonization. This antecedent to roots reggae stirs 
up sufferahs to seek the Brodberian “free,” as noted by the enslaved “escap[ing] to the hills” in response 
to the boy’s song of  freedom (114).

Douglas depicts music’s capacity for healing, but also for liberation. Musical activity was one of  
the few moments of  rest enjoyed by enslaved Africans, what Josephs punningly calls “past time” in her 
essay’s title. Douglas connects the structural rests and pauses in music to the capacity of  rebel music 
to transport sufferahs to rest both physical and mental. For Michael Hanchard, “[t]emporal freedom 
meant not only an abolition of  the temporal constraints slave labor placed on New World Africans but 
also the freedom to construct individual and collective temporality that existed autonomously from 
(albeit contemporaneously with) the temporality of  their former masters” (255). It is for that reason 
that Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber begins with an Afrofuturistic time and space where black folk have 
dispensed with all forms of  manual labour, or “back-break” (7). In Marvellous Equations, the Brodberian 
“free” takes on these echoes of  free time or leisure time, time to create and enjoy art, sexuality, 
spirituality, family and community.17 Bob’s awakening song for Kingston’s youths who cross his path 
at Halfway Tree arrests their attention and forces them to pause in their activity and motion. The 
repeated reference to his “scratched vinyl” voice indexes several sonico-temporal anomalies: emerging 
from the body of  the madman, Bob’s voice is out of  tune; having returned from the dead, his music 
is out of  date in the fast-paced dancehall era to which he first “fast-forwards” (86, 109). A scratch on 
a vinyl record also interrupts its normative temporal progress as the stylus encounters a sediment that 
causes it either to skip time or become stuck in a groove as it replays the same sonic fragment over and 
over again. All of  these connote a sound that calls attention to itself  and interrupts the listener’s activity.

Even further, Bob’s prophetic call to Kingston’s youth, his insistence that they answer his 
“ringtune” (199), evinces how vibrating sound waves enable the sufferah to travel into realms beyond 
the trajectories of  ocean gyres, ships and airplanes. As the space of  “the free” that doubles/dubs 
the real, Zion is where Garvey’s vision of  awakened, self-actualized black humanity and liberty is 
accomplished. Since the historical past and present leave his vision unfulfilled, it must be redressed in 
the speculative realm. While the clock-tower site is one teleportation device that allows Bob to travel 
between Zion and Babylon, and from past times to present and future times, it is music that becomes 
the new Black Star Line to transport sufferahs to Zion. Even before Bob “fast-forwards” through the 
clock, then, it is Leenah’s grandfather, Hector—a mid-twentieth-century Garveyite still hoping to find 
Zion’s gate long after the original Black Star Line project failed—who discovers the power of  strings 
and threads: “What need is there for a ship to cross sea when your Singer hums across an expanse of  
blue, [...] over [...] galaxies of  the fallen […]? When you finish the last seam, the far future arrives” 
(74). In a sequence of  chapters that unravel the long semantic threads between singers of  music and the 
Singer sewing machine, Hector pedals his way to the free by finding the right speed at which his sewing 
threads need to vibrate in order to open a spacetime portal to Zion (72–75). Leenah thus realizes from 
the evidence of  her own genealogical record that “[y]ou can ride a chord to that place” (127).
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Douglas therefore shifts the locus of  spatio-temporal imagining in Afrofuturistic music and 
fiction from both Egypt and outer space to Ethiopia (Zion) and inner space. Zion resides in the familial 
love reawakened by the madman’s shining of  the orphaned boy’s shoes so he can see his beautiful black 
face in them (Marvellous Equations 48, 143); it is the love for her African roots and kinky hair that he 
kindles in a young girl enamoured of  the dancehall stylings of  the fictional Lady She (210–11); it is the 
reawakened memory of  mother-love, the memory of  her mother’s name, and the loc-reviving rootwork 
that he seeds in Leenah (16–17). The act of  connecting to roots, multiply defined, is a backward motion 
that inspires a forward motion—not just echo and reverb but the shared musical now. These sound 
waves, musical chords and sewing threads connect sites of  violence in the past with performances of  
resistance and liberation in the present. Marley’s performance at the “One Love” Peace Concert on 
22 April 1978 is felt by the enslaved ancestor at the moment of  his lynching; Marley’s “up-strum” 
reverbs all the way back in time to 1766, empowering the boy to dance for an extra second; the guitar 
strings’ vibrations resonate across space to a young boy in Kingston’s gullies, who therewith discovers 
the undisclosed Zion’s gate (66). They echo to the army of  youths in the “yet-to-come” who catch 
the transmission of  the longue durée of  Jamaica’s trauma through Marley’s music and are thus able to 
remember the lynched boy’s word, “Ashe” (261).

 

Ashe: Revolution in Dub

Surprisingly, the revolution at the novel’s climax is not enacted by Bob himself, since he is 
suddenly teleported back to Jah’s side. Instead, it is accomplished by the youth in whom he has 
awakened memory with his voice. Douglas thereby suggests that the work in the real world is not for the 
musician himself, and certainly not the purview of  the dead. Even as his voice disturbs and awakens, 
it is the living audience who must physically dismantle Babylon: the schoolgirl oppressed by the clock 
finally gets to throw her stones, “smashing [its] face” (260). The Singer focuses on the youth because 
they are the adults of  the future; each child he encounters in Halfway Tree is on the brink of  a life-
changing action set in motion by childhood trauma: fatherless boys about to become gunmen at ages 
ten and eleven, motherless young girls about to buy hair-straightening cream, schoolyard children on 
the verge of  physical fights because a ring game suggests that light skin is the standard of  beauty (214).

By returning Bob to Zion’s gate immediately before the novel’s climax—the fatal shooting 
of  Leenah in front of  the clock tower by a skittish policeman—Douglas positions Anjahla, Leenah’s 
daughter (presumably by the fallen angel) as the source of  the final awakening call. Anjahla’s wail 
ricochets backwards and forwards in spacetime. It reverbs to the past to draw on the “long-long thread” 
of  mother loss, the echo of  all the suffering children wailing for their mothers, from the slave ship to 
the future. Weighted with the names of  all her revolutionary Rastawomen ancestors, and amplified 
and reverbed as the collective voice of  “sufferahs,” her voice becomes a “sound sistren” (258). Beyond 
asserting that “Jah [i]s a woman” (181) in the very vocables of  Anjahla’s name, Douglas positions 
Anjahla’s voice as a womanist version of  the historically male-dominated sound system that laid 
the foundation for Jamaica’s post-independence musical innovations, including reggae and dub. So 
powerful is her wail that it reaches Leenah at the portal between life and death and activates—if  not 
heals—her ruptured eardrums so that she hears her daughter’s voice for the first time (270). 

The mechanics of  Anjahla’s wail is predicated on the quantum temporality of  the dub echo 
that enables the past to simultaneously be heard and experienced in and as the present and future.18 It 
echoes Harris’s figuration of  epic simultaneity as “an arrival in multi-dimensionality […] that implies 
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energies akin to extra-human faculties inserted into the fabric of  history. […] We arrive backwards 
even as we voyage forwards” (187; emphasis in original). Like a dub echo, the multidimensional 
disturbance of  Anjahla’s “extra-human” wail splits into entangled particles that travel backwards 
and forwards simultaneously in spacetime. As a result, her voice retrieves the forgotten word from the 
lynched boy’s tongue in the past and ricochets it to the army of  youths from the “yet-to-come.” Already 
primed by Bob’s awakening call, these youths arrive on the scene at Halfway Tree armed with musical 
instruments and with “remembrance from the future” (261). Anjahla’s anti-chronological enunciation 
of  her Rastawoman genealogy is the nam, the “nuclear trigger” that releases the word and unleashes 
remembrance as an act of  “counter-trauma” (Brathwaite 10, 17). The dimension-shifting properties 
of  her voice, like the novel’s other string instruments, demonstrate the quantum vibrations, or nommo, 
at the heart of  sound waves. This depiction of  quantum sonorities coheres with the generative quality 
of  cosmic string vibrations, which purportedly convert energy into matter by the different frequencies 
of  their vibration (Greene 15). In other words, according to string theorists, these vibrations form a 
kind of  alphabet of  the larger vocabulary of  the larger universe. Douglas’s version of  string theory 
therefore imparts Logos power—the power to speak things into and out of  being—to the blackman and 
blackwoman through their ‘I&I’ connection with Jah.

By basing its narrative aesthetic on futuristic Jamaican music technologies that retain deep 
mnemonic roots, Marvellous Equations illustrates the power of  Jamaican music and sound to reconfigure 
space, time, memory and narration. Released into the airwaves from its subterranean infrasound 
roots and unable now to be repressed, the lynched boy’s unarticulated word “Ashe” overtakes several 
complete pages of  the novel (264-268); the novel itself  becomes possessed by the word. Douglas 
recovers “Ashe” as “living Word” (Harris, Selected Essays 187) to constellate her multimodal aesthetic. 
She glosses the term as “‘the power to make things happen’/‘the power to create change’” (Marvellous 
Equations 274). She therefore illuminates the time-travel properties of  Rastafari Word/Sound/Power, 
which breaks and remakes the English language to register Afro-Jamaican realities and to critique the 
colonial epistemologies that oppress and marginalize sufferahs. In the novel’s logic, words and sounds 
in the form of  linguistic and poetic feats contain energy that moves matter through spacetime. It is 
similarly Word/Sound/Power that gives energy to the mad genius of  the real-life ‘Scratch’ Perry as 
displayed by the “word science” that drives the long semantic threads of  puns that comprise his dub 
lyrics.19 

Consonant with this revelation of  Ashe power as word science, Douglas imbues the postcolonial 
Jamaican novel with “anti-clock” sonic and mnemic properties that create change in the past, present 
and future. Gesturing to the book as time-travel technology in its own right, Douglas ports the dub 
engineer’s techniques to the novelist’s skill in rearranging memory and narrative on the page to create 
new meanings and new futures. At the end of  the novel she inserts the reader into both the novel’s 
and nation’s timeline by handwriting “you” into the legend beneath an actual colour photograph of  
Halfway Tree Square and its clock tower (281). This reader also appears earlier in the novel. She is the 
girl named “Red Ear” (dyslexic ‘Reader’), always seen reading an unidentified book and who, as Bob 
realizes, is the only thing that never changes in Halfway Tree Square when he time travels through the 
clock tower. In fact, she always wears a t-shirt with the words “Here-So,” establishing her as a nodal 
point and constant in spacetime as well (221). Beyond unsettling the trajectories of  colonial time, the 
revelation of  the reader as always-already a part of  the narrative suggests that part of  Douglas’s larger 
project is to remix the Caribbean novel form by unsettling the hegemony of  linear narrative time.
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Reflecting on his own poetics, Harris proposes that such spatio-temporal manoeuvres “imply 
various fractures and subtle abysses in story-lines we take for granted. The reader […] has to read 
differently, to read backwards and forwards, even more importantly forwards and backwards” (Selected 
Essays 252). With her chronopolitical novel, Douglas also invites the reader to “read differently”: this 
involves engaging with the novel’s sonorities, decoding its drawings, flipping between the photographs 
interspersed throughout to notice discrepancies between repeated images, even tracing the increasing 
implausibility of  the track numbers appended to chapter titles (for instance, track 33.0 or track 13.5). 
This form of  atemporal reading empowers the reader herself—albeit stationary relative to the plot—to 
likewise heed the awakening call of  the Rastaman vibration and to answer “remembrance from the 
[narrative] future.” The novel’s invitation to read, listen and remember differently thus ultimately takes 
on an ethical imperative. Moving beyond a fictional call, it seeks to inspire the reader into action in the 
real world to interrupt the violent trajectories of  colonial time.

Notes

 1 Other time-bending Caribbean novelists include Alejo Carpentier, Frankétienne, Édouard 
Glissant, Gabriel García Márquez, Anthony Joseph and Paule Marshall.

2  At the time of  this writing, the body of  scholarship on Douglas’s poetry and fiction consists 
mainly of  interviews and book reviews. In interviews about this novel, Douglas makes plain her 
motives for and poetics regarding dub as a literary aesthetic, gender and the erotic, gender and 
Rastafari, time and narration, and the historical and cultural significance of  Halfway Tree and 
its clock tower. See Opal Adisa, Solange James, and “Woman Power I-Rising.”

3  I use ‘Bob Marley’ or ‘Marley’ to refer to the historical person, and ‘Bob,’ as the novel does, to 
refer to the fictional character. This distinction is sometimes hard to maintain, particularly when 
Douglas alludes to well-known historical events, such as Marley’s concerts, death and funeral.

4  An extensive discussion of  the myriad disciplines in which time is theorized is beyond the scope 
of  this paper. For more thorough treatment of  linear time and its various cultural implications, 
see Deborah Thomas’s “Time and the Otherwise,” which considers the anthropology of  time 
from a postcolonial Jamaican perspective; Matt Hodges’s “Rethinking Time’s Arrow,” which 
provides an overview of  the interrogation of  linear time models in the field of  anthropology; 
and Michelle Wright’s The Physics of  Blackness, which interrogates temporal models in physics 
discourses and their implications for African diaspora historiography and ontology. Critiques of  
linear time abound in the broader field of  Afrofuturism and black speculative and science fiction; 
two important examples are Eshun’s concept of  “chronopolitics” and Rasheedah Phillips’s 
concept of  “Black Quantum Futurism.”

5 “Locs” is Douglas’s own spelling.
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6  Although this essay focuses primarily on time technologies and time travel, time is often 
inseparable from considerations of  space—hence “spacetime,” following Einstein and Hermann 
Minkowski (Greene 49–50).

7  See Leif  Sorenson’s analysis of  Midnight Robber’s dub aesthetics and the relationship between 
its dialectic futuristic-retro spacetimes and Hopkinson’s critique of  models of  modernity and 
progress.

8  Compare Nadi Edwards’s discussion of  the depiction of  Kingston as dystopic space in reggae 
music and reggae poetry.

9  Since clocks do not register years, the boy’s rewinding the clock to 1766 has to be evidenced 
elsewhere. This moment also suggests a disjuncture between independence and true sovereignty; 
independence might not represent actual progress but instead might move the country 
backwards. See, for instance, Yarimar Bonilla’s rethinking of  the applicability of  Western 
sovereignty models in the Caribbean.

10 For Douglas’s elaboration of  the Rastafari/womanist aesthetic that inspired the novel, see 
her essay “The Rastalogy of  I & I” and her interview with Solange James. See also Stephanie 
Couey’s analysis of  the novel’s exploration of  Rastafari feminism.

11For a discussion of  the connections between ʻScratchʼ Perry’s Black Ark and Sun Ra’s Arkestra in 
locating alternate sites of  blackness, see Harries 48; and between Perry and the broader context 
of  sonic Afrofuturism, see Steinskog.

12 TOEs, like string theory, propose a unification of  the two major advancements of  modern 
physics: Einstein’s general theory of  relativity that accounts for large-scale properties of  the 
cosmos, and quantum mechanics that accounts for the subatomic scales.

13 String theory is much more complex than I have space for here; in reality, there are multiple 
string theories and multiple mathematical proofs all yielding vastly different universes with vastly 
different properties. Even while evincing some of  the core tenets of  the physics at the heart of  
general string theory, Douglas’s temporal poetics takes numerous speculative leaps with physics 
and time.

14 Harris’s conception of  vibrating transitive chords also coheres with the spiralism of  Haitian 
writer Frankétienne who draws inspiration from nature and the cosmos to derive a Caribbean 
narrative and temporal model that centres the iterative, recursive vibrations of  packets of  
energy (quantum physics) rather than the linear progression of  point particles (classical physics) 
privileged by the traditional Western novel. See Kaiama Glover.

15 Other instruments show up sporadically, and an entire band is assembled by the novel’s climax. 
In addition, much of  the novel’s plot and its very text are composed of  dubbed fragments of  
several other Marley songs and lyrics, including “Zion Train” from his 1980 album Uprising.

16 I want to distinguish between my temporal neologism ‘chronotrope’ and Mikhail Bakhtin’s 
spacetime term, ‘chronotope’ that marries ‘chronos’ (time) and ‘topos’ (place) (84–85).
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17 One of  the novel’s musical ‘breaks’ is its most evocative chapter, when Negus pretends to 
be Marley and seduces Leenah in a dream, resulting in her pregnancy with Anjahla. In this 
musical/sexual interlude, the angel is especially attuned to and centres Leenah’s desire rather 
than his own (34–5).

18 Key experiments in quantum field theory such as the double-slit experiment reveal that a 
quantum particle behaves unpredictably, even sometimes evincing wave-like rather than particle-
like behavior. Instead of  the worldline that we draw to graph a point particle’s linear movement 
in time and space in classical physics, graphing the motion of  a quantum wave-particle requires 
what Richard Feynman called “the sum over histories,” taking into account the multiple 
locations the particle is, is not, and might be in a single instant until observation fixes its precise 
location (Ouellette 178–83). 

19 In Midnight Robber, the child narrator refers to her deployment of  Robber talk as “word science” 
(Hopkinson 320). Listen also to “The Seven Wishes of  Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry,” which builds 
meaning extempore by repeating and echoing previous words and sounds, with slight variations.
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Shara McCallum, 
Madwoman

Shara McCallum’s collection of  poems, Madwoman, plays on women-centric myths, 
memories and domesticity. The eponymous Madwoman represents every woman; she is 
a mythical figure who exists in landscapes and histories, and in intimate memories and 
domestic spaces. The poems form a series that documents the madwoman in various 
iterations and thus reveals the complexities of  sexuality, childhood, motherhood and 
their many imperfections. In the first poem, “Madwoman as Salome,” the poetic persona 
ruminates on how she came to be identified as a seductive woman revealing her body for 
the pleasures of  others. The poem plays on the memories of  an older woman who wonders 
whether her younger self  was ever loved, or merely desired. 

The poems use terse and deceptively simple language that nevertheless takes an 
incisive look into feminine joy and desire and pain and suffering. In “Vesta to Madwoman,” 
destruction, pain and loss are constant companions of  desire, reminding us of  the worth 
of  the living, which in turn makes the young girl who suffers realize her own strength. This 
poem also captures the flow of  time that is further developed in “Madwoman’s Geography,” 
where the woman recounts her life and personal history through images of  animal 
reincarnations, which symbolize her journey through vast expanses of  time. At the end 
of  the poem, the woman draws a comparison between her journeys and a child plucking 
flowers in a field. The poem suggests that the primal force, which makes a child pluck the 
flower she sees and desires, also makes the cycle of  life possible. 

The interplay of  time and space are also intrinsic to the theme of  memory that 
forms the crux of  several poems. “Memory” centres on the persistence of  the past—nothing 
remains buried in the past despite our denials. In this poem, traumatic memory is the 
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speaker who is personified as the one inflicting abuse on the woman. Thus, the woman is harmed by 
the memory of  trauma, rather than by any single individual. The memory sticks to the woman’s feet 
like dirt and pins her down with force. Memories of  trauma are compared to the sound of  breaking 
bones—both suggest ruin embodied in the woman. “Red” depicts the memory of  violence that refuses 
to fade. The many shades of  red—flame, crimson, scarlet, poppy, rust—show the inseparability of  life 
and death, love and war, embodying both destruction and creation. The changing colours function as 
a metaphor for the mutability of  women’s experiences and memories that reveal multiple narratives. In 
“Race,” shades of  black, white, “flesh” and blood-red blur racial identities. The racialized patriarchal 
gaze focuses merely on the colour of  woman’s skin, the shape of  her body, and her dress and lipstick. 
The poem focuses on the violence of  the gaze that renders women invisible while also turning them 
into commodities for pleasure.

Memory and time are intrinsically connected in “Exile” and “Lucea, Jamaica.” The poems 
capture the ruthlessness of  time and false memories. In “Exile,” the domestic image of  a woman 
rolling johnnycakes while she sings symbolizes the fleeting comfort of  childhood. However, time itself  
runs through an abyss, like a fish lost in the depths of  seas. In “Lucea, Jamaica,” a woman searches for 
an imagined home while she is haunted by memories of  violence, signified as an abscess on a female 
body. She searches Lucea in the hope that the place might correspond to her memories of  it and 
thus return her to a more innocent time. However, the wounds of  the past and present are revealed, 
and the woman sees what she cannot carry in her mind and soul. In “The Story of  Madwoman and 
Ixora,” nature is imbued with the loss of  childhood and a longing for an innocent space and time. 
However, the certainties and bliss of  childhood are also marked by cruelties that manifest in crushed, 
rotting tamarinds. The child wades through the garden, claiming the space for her own pleasure, 
but simultaneously remains ignorant of  the loss of  beauty. “Parasol” revolves around lost time and 
misremembered memories. The woman as a child could command nature like a queen, and yet, as a 
grown woman, she cannot control that space. As a child, she was intimate with nature and climbed 
trees, undeterred by fire ants, sap and rain. When she returns to the same space as an adult, her 
memories become enchanting stories. She tries to trace her memories but is unable to find what she is 
looking for. Here, a kaleidoscope becomes a metaphor for time that is broken and mixed-up, yet falls 
into a beautiful pattern despite the apparent chaos. To protect herself  against the heat of  time, the 
woman uses the parasol, which in turn is a metaphor for something that is lost but also remains a source 
of  comfort.

Some poems explore the exhaustion and suffering of  motherhood, where the labour of  
mothering often overwhelms its joys. “Mother Love, A Blues” locates the mother in a domestic setting, 
attending to the daily chores of  hanging laundry and cooking breakfast. Written from a daughter’s 
perspective, the poem follows the mother’s labour that did not always spring out of  love but rather out 
of  a force of  habit. “Hour of  Duppy and Dream” and “Now I’m a Mother” can be read as companion 
poems that explore the imperfections and anxieties of  mothering. The former poem explores the 
trauma of  childbirth from a child’s perspective, where the child is aware that her life is gained at the 
expense of  her mother’s energies. The latter poem admits the exhaustion of  motherhood that demands 
a charade of  perfection and that overwhelms all identities. In a brief, humorous note, the poetic persona 
claims that her real name is the “Dispenser of  Band-Aids,” exemplifying mothering as labour; the 
mother might also be glorified as Mother Earth. As patriarchal constructs of  motherhood, both names 
subsume the identity of  “Shara,” the woman. 
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The title Madwoman is a subversive gesture towards the ‘madness’ of  the woman, that is, her 
many experiences of  joy, suffering, knowledge and innocence. In this collection, McCallum reclaims 
women’s ‘madness,’ representing it as a wealth of  social and cultural experiences, instead of  as 
irrationality and neurosis. The “Madwoman” is centred as a composite persona who learns, travels, 
grows and exists in different geographies and time periods. The poet critiques the stereotype of  the 
‘madwoman’ as dangerous, animalistic and incapable, and instead shows her as articulate, intelligent 
and sensitive to the violence and beauty around her. Madwoman’s feminist views on race and class, 
combined with evocative imagery of  nature and sexuality, would appeal to academics in literature, 
postcolonial studies and gender studies. A general audience would enjoy its terse diction and powerful 
images.
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Leone Ross, Come 
Let Us Sing Anyway 
and Other Stories

The twenty-three short and short-short stories in Leone Ross’s Come Let Us Sing 
Anyway are all complete, heady meals that the reader will gobble up—even if  they leave 
you feeling a little nauseous after. Ross’s imagination and her prose are stunning, magical 
things and unsettling all at the same time. With sensuous detail, the stories explore the lives 
of  girls and women, considering old and new themes in largely contemporary contexts. In 
Come Let Us Sing Anyway and Other Stories, Ross extends the landscape of  Caribbean literature 
by locating issues like abuse, violence, love, loneliness, and the brutalization of  black bodies 
in settings such as the runway at a fashion show, or in the hearing of  a phone call to a 
rape crisis center. With startling honesty and a penchant for the magical and the strange, 
Ross in her stories also takes up issues that are not often traversed in Caribbean literature: 
homophobia, transgender identity and experience, and filicide. 

Some of  the stories in Ross’s collection are distinctly about Caribbean characters 
or are set in the Caribbean or in its diaspora. Some, in their passing references to place, or 
language, or food, conjure the Caribbean. In many of  the stories in Come Let Us Sing Anyway, 
the Caribbean is an essence, like a drop of  peppermint in water; it is not always a sustained 
place or something essential developed in her characters, but it is there. In stories such as 
“Drag,” “Echo,” “Minty Minty,” and “Breathing,” we see passing metaphors and material 
markers linking the stories to the Caribbean. In the story “Drag,” the phrase, “walking 
and making sure my hips sway in Calypso circles” (31) is one such marker. Similarly, in 
the last paragraph of  “Echo,” Jamaican voices curse and bemoan the loss of  life to police 
brutality: “Imagine, dem jus’ kill di gyal fi no good reason” (19). This is a linguistic jump 
across the sea from the murders that we know, from the preceding paragraphs, to have been 
committed in the United States and the United Kingdom. The echo of  loss across the black 
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diaspora is heard here. In this way, Ross’s stories present another iteration of  diaspora: she represents 
Caribbean people outside of  the Caribbean, but with traces of  memory and traces of  language; outside 
of  community yet not anxious to be rooted anywhere. Other stories in the collection are very much 
set in the region or peopled with characters who are distinctly Caribbean. “Love Silk Food,” “Roll It,” 
“President Daisy,” “Art, For Fuck’s Sake,” “Covenant,” “The Heart Has No Bones,” and “Mudman” 
are all stories like this. 

Many of  these stories, especially the longer ones, have distinct plotlines that draw the reader 
in. The strange and the fantastic are seamless parts of  this pull. The first sentences of  the first story, 
“Love Silk Food,” are “Mrs Neecy Brown’s husband is falling in love. She can tell, because the love is 
stuck to the walls of  the house, making the wallpaper sticky, and it has seeped into the calendar in her 
kitchen, so bad she can’t see what the date is, and the love keeps ruining the food—whatever she does 
or however hard she concentrates, everything turns to mush” (7). The stickiness of  her husband’s falling 
in love is not figurative; it has actually “sticky-mushed-up” Neecy’s domestic life and has obscured time. 
The incongruous inhabits small, yet distinct spaces. In “The Müllerian Eminence,” Charu Deol finds 
hymens and their stories in walls, bathrooms, and other places where women have been. He collects 
these and stores them in his linen closet. After the meddling of  his landlady, Deol carries them in the 
long black coat he wears—the stories of  pain, loss, and brutality always weighing him down—until he 
buries them in holy ground. These fantastical elements (sticky love and storied hymens) uncover the 
complexity of  life in the modern world and work to complicate Ross’s presentation of  characters who 
leave a lasting mental imprint. 

Ross’s work in the speculative is not just in magical realism, which is perhaps the best term for 
the examples shared above. As well, there are other renderings of  the ‘out of  ordinary’ as ‘ordinary’. 
For instance, in “President Daisy,” the eponymous character challenges the “sour man” who attacks 
him and calls him a batty man by tickling him. The sour man’s laughter and begging pleas transform 
the confrontation into something akin to child’s play—an unlikely situation in a Jamaican context. This 
use of  sweetness in President Daisy’s overpowering of  the “sour man” with tickles could almost be read 
as ridiculous, but Ross portrays it as an example set for little Ezmereleena, the little girl travelling on her 
own who President Daisy seeks to protect and with whom he has a connection. All through this story 
we experience this meeting of  sour and sweet in the little girl’s desire for and consumption of  tamarind 
balls (an extreme and yet satisfying meeting of  the two).

Ross’s language is rich and sensuous and sometimes elements of  the ‘beyond ordinary’ find 
their way into descriptions and explanations. This is perhaps especially seen in Ross’s fantastic food 
fascination, sprinkled here and there in many of  the stories in this collection. In “The Woman Who 
Lived in a Restaurant,” a woman is found dead in the restaurant she had spent her desiring years living 
in. When the maître d’ finds her cooling body, he “thinks again, as he often has done, about slicing off 
her still-juicy lips and sautéing them in butter to make a pie” (115). This image, like that of  “[a] nearby 
pot of  chickpea curry bubbles like diarrhea” (144), in the short piece “What He Is” (set in Deptford 
Market), are examples of  Ross’s fascination with food and serve to reinforce its essential role in these 
stories. Elements of  food and eating are parts of  the titles of  four of  the stories, and eating or some 
form of  hunger—physical or emotional—drives the action of  many of  the stories.

In Come Let Us Sing Anyway and Other Stories, Ross brings the physical world and the dream/magical 
world so close together that the differences between these two worlds are sometimes imperceptible. Her 
use of  the magical world to map the psyche and the experiences of  Caribbean women takes us to a kind 
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of  untidy, unsettling, sensual place. We are often shocked and excited, yet we accept the invitation to 
come let us sing together anyway.
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Helen Klonaris, 
If  I Had the Wings: 
Short Stories

The stories in this collection by Helen Klonaris, all set in the Bahamas, are dark, 
haunting and beautiful. Klonaris’s protagonists, most of  whom reside in or originate 
from the conservative religious Greek Bahamian community, struggle against alienation, 
loneliness and psychological as well as societal repression. In “Flies,” the opening story, an 
elderly woman, living alone in her parental home, straitlaced and straitjacketed by family 
inhibitions, conducts ritual cleansings of  her house which keep her occupied and sane until 
a swarm of  detested flies descends, violating the sanctity of  her sterile space and strangely 
releasing her suppressed sexual desire. In “Cowboy,” the protagonist is the young girl 
Maryann, also lonely, who, frustrated by her father’s refusal to let her do woodcraft and by 
his ultimate dismissal of  her because she is a girl, finds diversion in observing the Haitian 
man hired by her father as gardener and nicknamed Cowboy because her father cannot 
pronounce the man’s Haitian name. Maryann (who prefers to use a boy’s name) finds a 
unique way of  making money with Cowboy, exploiting him but in the process developing a 
curious friendship which is suddenly aborted when the police, having noticed him because 
of  Maryann’s moneymaking scheme, arrest and deport him. The narrator of  the title story, 
“If  I Had the Wings,” is again a young, lonely girl: Arianna lives alone with her father after 
the death of  her mother and the gradual departure of  her four elder sisters. A hurricane 
is about to hit, but it becomes apparent that the real threat is not the storm but Arianna’s 
father, whose incestuous advances have made her sisters run away. The last to leave handed 
Arianna a knife before she left; Arianna finally uses it. In “Ghost Children,” the young 
female protagonist Deena, alienated from her mother and yearning for a connection with 
her, is haunted by visitations by beings which her mother at first denies, but later admits that 
she also hears and battles them. 
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“Ghost Children” and the remaining three stories, with increasing directness, address the issues 
of  growing up gay in a small, heavily religious, claustrophobic and repressive society. In this story 
Deena experiences the tumult of  awakening sexuality, but her fantasies focus on a girl, not a man. 
Her mother’s inarticulateness may perhaps be due to her suppression of  her own inappropriate sexual 
desires. In “Pick Up Girl,” the young narrator Kaya, accompanying her father on a bird shoot, fights 
to assert not only her independence from him but also her lesbian sexuality. “Crack in the Wall”—one 
of  the tightest stories and one of  my favourites— is the only story with a male first-person narrator: 
the policeman Pedro is disturbed to find that his best friend is gay, but in trying to protect him from 
his homophobic colleague Hughie, Pedro not only confronts his own homosexuality but also that of  
Hughie. “Weeds,” which follows, reverts to a female voice, but this time the narrator has rid herself  of  
the shackles of  denying her lesbian identity and is trying to encourage her church-going lover to do the 
same, despite the outrage of  her lover’s family (and the past outrage of  her own family). 

The final story, “The Dreamers,” is the longest, the saddest and the most magnificent: a young 
girl’s twin brother, Dee, starts to grow wings in puberty and is ostracized by his community. The wings 
are, of  course, a marker of  difference, and the story an allegory of  coping with difference in a small, 
oppressively religious community. Dee is the family nickname for Dionysus (his formal Christian 
name), and just as the god Dionysus in Greek mythology loosens inhibitions and inspires creativity, the 
transgender Dee/Dionysus loosens his own inhibitions and transforms into Dionne before liberating the 
entire community. There is a lot of  richness here, as the first-person narrative voice switches between 
Dee, his mother, his sister, his lover, his lover’s mother, and his community. Reminiscent of  Marlon 
James’s first novel John Crow’s Devil, the story’s setting is dark; its population battles against forces of  
evil; religious extremism distorts; the devil may be misidentified. Homosexuality and sexual perversion, 
real or perceived, lurk in the background of  both works. In James’s novel, the john crow hovers over 
everything, a sinister omen; in “The Dreamers,” however, the winged creature is misunderstood as 
sinister. 

The overpowering symbol of  wings in this story represents a culmination of  wing symbols or 
images recurring throughout the collection: whether fluttering or still, whether the wings of  flies, of  
hunted or dead birds, or of  the bird man. Wings enable flying, and even the seemingly nightmarish 
experience of  Marjorie being covered by a swarm of  fluttering, buzzing flies is, in a sense, both 
psychologically and sexually liberating—she confronts her fears, she submits, and the consequence may 
be orgasmic. The dead birds in the locked room at Arianna’s house are skeletons in the closet, so to 
speak, but the opening of  that room enables Arianna to fly. The image of  cracks also recurs throughout 
the stories, from the cracks in the walls of  Marjorie’s sterile existence to the crack in the wood of  
Arianna’s neighbour’s house which gives her hope of  assistance, to the crack between the door and its 
hinges through which Deena can glimpse her mother, to the crack in the wall of  sexual-identity denial 
in the story by that name. Wings and cracks, then, are both liberatory.

There are cracks of  another kind, however: cracks in the surface of  seemingly ‘normal’ 
familial relationships. Mother-daughter and father-daughter relationships are often dysfunctional. 
Fathers may be abusive, homophobic, deceased, alive but absent or present but ineffectual. Mothers 
may be deceased or strangely oblivious (e.g., in “Cowboy”) or mentally unhinged, unable to cope. 
Communication is often impaired, and silences and inarticulateness prevail: there is a language barrier 
between Maryann and Cowboy; Arianna is mute; Deena’s mother, Renoula, is unable to complete a 
sentence.
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Sometimes the stories are realistic, sometimes they delve into the realm of  surrealism, of  dream 
or nightmare, sometimes they do both. Sometimes the dream state may be a coping mechanism for 
horrific real life, as in “If  I Had the Wings,” or less starkly in “Ghost Children.” Who are the dreamers 
in “The Dreamers”? Those who dare to dream of  freedom of  expression or lifestyle? Or is the entire 
experience of  Dee/Dionysus/Dionne a dream—or nightmare? Is the swarm of  flies covering Marjorie 
an instrument of  nightmarish terror or cathartic dream release? Who are the ghost children? Does 
Renoula get release or does she suffer a nervous breakdown, or both, or neither—is it all a dream?

There are many unanswered questions for the reader of  these stories. They linger in the mind.
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